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their clients. It is right next to the Misericordia hospital in edmonton. 
There are 2 birthing rooms. Births started in October 2011. So check 
them out, even for just a visit!

As always, I am ending my editorial with the latest data available  
on midwives in Canada. I am sad to say that Alberta is losing 
the race. Alberta places 9 out of 10 in the number of registered 
midwives available per person in Canada. It is too low. We, the 
consumers, need to keep the pressure on our provincial government 
to attract more midwives to this province.

PROVINCES MIDWIVES 
(RM) 

POPULATION Ratio of 
Midwives / 
provincial 
population

Alberta 52 3,720,900 71,555 

British Columbia 184 4,531,000 24,635 

Manitoba 51 1,235,400 24,223

New Brunswick 4 751,800 18,795

Nova Scotia 10 942,500 9,425

Ontario 487 13,210,700 27,126

Quebec 139 7,907,400 56,887

Saskatchewan 7 1,045,600 149,371

Northwest 
Territories

3 43,800 14,600

Nunavut 8 33,200 4,150

* Population numbers extracted from 2010 Canada Census. Numbers  
of registered midwives published in a fact sheet written by the Canadian 
Association of Midwives in April 2010. The provinces and territories that are  
not listed do not have any registered midwives (rM). If there are any mistakes 
please contact me.

Share this issue and play with it – Birth Issues is only 
useful if its pages are worn and cover torn!

Editor-in-Chief
Claire MacDonald emigrated from France, got invited to a waterbirth 
and was transformed. She is both a birth doula and an audio-visual 
archivist. She has been married for two ½ years to her own Doctor 
of Philosophy but she calls him nurse! She loves sweating in the 
rockies and at folk music festivals, and lives in edmonton. Her 
husband calls Birth Issues her “full-time volunteer job”. She does  
it because she believes that birth matters and unites all.

Editors
Ashley Alton is an edmontonian certifying to become a doula 
through DONA international, also with the intentions of becoming 
a midwife. She enjoys expanding her awareness of Birth Issues and 
controversial topics, rock music, writing in tea shops and making 
astrological charts for her friends.

erin Mayou is a mother and works in edmonton as a Holistic 
Practitioner. She cultivates spirituality with nature, and can be found 
in the river valleys picking herbs for medicinal purposes. She has 

recently completed her doula training and is looking forward  
to diving into the world of birth.

Heather Beaudoin is enjoying her current position as a Birth Issues 
editor; it lets her combine her passion for midwifery and home birth 
with her love of reading. She lives in edmonton. When the youngest 
of her 3 children (ages 2, 7 and 9) starts school, so will Heather;  
at the MrU midwifery program.

Jen Mallia is an edmonton writer and stay-at-home mom to Judah 
and two “fur babies”. She is expecting her 2nd baby in the Spring! 
After years of marriage she is still wildly in love with her handsome 
husband Martin. She is a passionate advocate for breastfeeding and 
is happily raising her son as a feminist. 

Lauren Semeniuk is a writer, gardener, wife and mother who  
lives in a blue bungalow near downtown edmonton. She lives with 
her hands in the dirt and her head in the clouds. She is pleased  
to participate in the birthing community by way of volunteering  
for Birth Issues. 

Proofreaders
Christine Kasturi has her BSc in Nutrition and Food Science, is a 
triathlete, and the founder of a multisport brand for women and 
mothers. She is the mother of two boys Braylon and Bronson and 
when she is not at home with them she enjoys traveling, reading, 
cooking and shopping.

rhonda Kelln is the mom of a wonderful toddler. returning to work 
after maternity leave she thought, “Gee, how can I make myself 
even more busy?” and so decided to volunteer for Birth Issues which 
her husband interpreted as him being the best husband in the world 

Postpartum depression. Most of us have heard about 
depression and may have experienced it. However, 
most of us are often surprised to hear that parents 
can be depressed after their bundle of joy is born. 
This issue is dedicated to all the fathers and mothers  
who have suffered from postpartum depression and  
to you readers who may not think that you would ever  
be depressed. Beware, postpartum depression can 
happen to anyone, especially over-achievers! 

Let me tell you a story. Two of my dearest friends just 
had their first baby. They are mature professionals, have 
a good family income, a beautiful home, and know who 
they are. They planned their conception, took prenatal 
education, read millions of book, watched birth movies, 
cooked and froze meals for the weeks after the birth. 
They had an empowering, undisturbed, satisfying, and 
quick birth. Once home they felt blessed: they had  
a healthy term baby and Mom didn’t have to heal from  
a difficult birth. What could go wrong? On day three 
Mom started crying and second-guessing her ability  
to feed and care for her child. She would fret over her 
baby’s cries, weight gain and poos. She was very protective  
of her baby and would refuse advice. 

Prenatally, we had talked about the possibility of feeling 
overwhelmed and that baby blues always had the potential  
to transform itself into postpartum depression. Immediately,  
we decided that she needed to be more focused on her 
babymoon—that is, allow herself to do nothing and accept help. 
She started having afternoon naps, cuddling skin-to-skin with baby, 
eating protein-rich foods every 4 hours (even if she didn’t think she 
was hungry… she always ended up eating all of it!), and drinking all 
the time. That’s it. No hosting guests, no checking emails, no chores, 
no obligations whatsoever—except to her health and baby. 

Her husband and I focused on the laundry, groceries, dish-washing, 
refilling her glass with liquids, getting her up for meals, and 
encouraging her to have a rejuvenating shower. Within 10 days her 
baby had gained 1 pound, but most importantly a smile was back  
on her face. She admitted, “I had no idea how much energy it  
takes to take care of a newborn. I could not have done it without 
your support”. 

Let the truth be known, “It takes a village to raise a child”. It’s not  
so much about me, but rather that she had people available to help 
and that had no agendas. I didn’t need her to host me or to chat 
with me. I didn’t need to be with ‘my’ nephew. In due time I know 
I will have the opportunity for that. I believe that in helping my 
community I can contribute in the creation of a healthy community, 
and in turn I have a peaceful world to live in (yes, I am an idealist but 
I know that what I am saying is true too).

So moms and dads, always ask for help and never allow yourself 
to miss a meal or to compromise your energy levels. Let go of the 
laundry and the vacuuming—in the grand scheme of things no one 
cares about how clean your house is (anyone that knows me knows 
that I am an organizing-junky)! Believe me, what is most important  
is to see happy healthy families. If dads start being aloof and mothers 
cry—you have a problem. Lets not play the ‘blaming-game’—if your 
partner cannot help, then call on your family and friends, go to an 

ASAC playgroup and hire a postpartum doula. We want you to enjoy 
your new baby. We love you that much.

Midwifery news 
Now to midwifery news. You may remember that 2011 ended with 
some controversy over the registration of Midwives College of 
Utah (MCU) graduates. Seven of these graduates were granted 
registration while six of them were denied by the Midwifery  
Health Disciplines Committee—despite similar credentials. After  
a lengthy appeal process, the Alberta Health Disciplines Board (who 
overlooks the Midwifery Health Disciplines Committee) found that 
the Midwifery Health Disciplines Committee had not individually 
assessed the students’ portfolios, which was against guidelines.  
So the Midwifery Health Disciplines Committee is now re-assessing 
the portfolios of these 5 students. 

Of course this does not guarantee that every midwifery graduate will 
become a registered midwife—she may have a full license, one with 
restrictions, or even none at all. In any case we are thankful for the 
Alberta Health Disciplines Board’s time and non-partisan attitude. 
We love our midwives and midwifery graduates alike, and it tore our 
heart to have to point fingers—but we would not be a consumer-
advocacy group if we also did not lovingly insist that our midwives 
uphold the highest of professional standards.

This is a reminder that Bev O’Brien, who is a registered midwife 
and academic at the University of Alberta, is currently doing a 
retrospective study on waterbirth outcomes. The data will come 
from the waterbirths done during the Shared Care Maternity 
Program, and later Westside Midwives, at the Westview Hospital 
in Stony Plain, Alberta. This will be about 10 years of waterbirths 
with positive outcomes! We are very excited about this as we hope 
this will provide further evidence to convince obstetrician, eva 
Dedoming, to allow waterbirths at the Sturgeon Hospital in  
St. Albert. 

Meanwhile the lack of choice around waterbirth in hospitals has 
made the Lucina Birth Centre in edmonton a popular choice for 
couples. The birth centre is open to all the midwifery practices and 

editorial        CLAIre MACDONALD

email me at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

asaC’s  
information sessions

When: Second Saturday of each month at 11 am

Where:  ASAC —7219 106 Street (side door)

Come for information about midwives, doulas, prenatal 
class options, home birth, hospital birth and upcoming 
ASAC-sponsored lectures. Enjoy a relaxed, kid-friendly 
environment with an opportunity to ask questions and find 
local resources.

Confirmation of attendance is appreciated, but not 
mandatory! Please call the ASAC Office at 780 425 7993 
(and leave a message) or email donna_kempster@hotmail.
com if you would like to attend.

See the ‘Calendar of Events’ printed in this  
magazine for dates and times.
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for her to have that much free time. 

Kristen Hiltz lives in Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia, with her 
high-school sweetheart-turned-husband, Jonathan. She has 
recently made the decision to be a stay-at-home-mom to her 
two very busy children—her 2 year old daughter, Carson, and her 
son, Owen, born June 2011. She advocates for midwife-assisted 
births and hopes that it soon becomes an option for everyone 
on the east Coast. She runs an in-home day care, and with what 
spare time she gets, she enjoys organizing her home and teaching 
herself new skills.

Winona Morland of LLoydminster is happily married and the 
mother of five. Children take over her life on a daily basis; with  
a granddaughter, foster children, playschool and childcare  
kids—well you get the picture. She is a labour doula and childbirth 
educator. She likes to read, write and quilt.  
On occasion, she sleeps.

Calendar

Lenka Durnikova comes from Slovakia and now lives in edmonton. 
Her homebirthed daughter is her first baby. Before being  
a mom she worked in adult education, teaching languages and 

editorial        CLAIre MACDONALD

yOur Letters
Dear Birth Issues:

Your Winter 2011 cover left me feeling shocked, sucker-punched, 
and betrayed when it implied that a home birth can be achieved  
in the hospital. A happy, peaceful hospital birth, yes, with much work 
and support, that is possible. A home birth in a hospital?   
No, your readers have been misinformed. By definition, there  
is only one place where home birth can be achieved:  Home.

In an age when midwives are increasingly bringing the hospital 
into our homes, and we are being told that birth centres are just 
like home only safer, who is left to protect and defend our homes 
as sanctuaries of safe, normal, natural birth?   For those of us who 
made a conscious choice to birth at home, please do not violate the 
sanctity of our homes and our choices by telling us we could have 
had the same thing in a hospital.

A home birth in a hospital?  No. At best, it is an oxymoron. At its 
most pernicious, it is a myth perpetuated by people who have not 
personally experienced undisturbed birth at home.

With deep respect, 
Nancy Johnson

Editor: Thanks so much for your letter and comment on the 
title of our latest issue. You are making a very good point. 
Having attended both home and hospital births, I agree that 
a home birth and all that it means (undisturbed, low lights, 
minimum interventions, time, private, personalized, unlimited 
number of people, or a silent birth) cannot, or is very difficult, 
to be achieved at the hospital. Mainly because of hospital 
protocols, pressures placed on midwives to comply, politics  
of childbirth, insurance, and hospital habitus. 

I chose this title for two reasons: 

1)  to be provocative; not because I thought that it could  
be achieved in the way home births would be, but more  
as a way to provoke lay readers to open Birth Issues.  
In publishing we often need to be a little flashy which  
often sounds like a cop out although if you read the inside 
you will find that it isn’t the case, at least I hope so. 

2)  to encourage the 99% of Canadian birthers to envision  
a natural unmedicated empowered birth as an alternative 
AND that they can demand it. I thought of it as a strategy.

It’s tough to make ones point and to make everyone happy.  
I am sorry that I have offended you. ASAC and the whole Birth 
Issues team are committed to home birth and are defenders  
of it. Feel free to propose other ways of talking about it,  
I welcome it as my brain isn’t always enough to make the point 
without hurting someone’s feeling. 

Hi Claire,

Thank you so much for your issue on VBAC’s. I passed it on to a 
friend of mine who was in the process of deciding to go ahead  
with a VBAC. She read the magazine and said that it inspired her  
to try. She delivered her second baby girl vaginally on June 4, 2011.

Thank you, 
Janine Schroeder

Editor: I am so humbled and proud to hear about your friend 
giving birth vaginally and that Birth Issues has played a part in 
her success. It’s amazing what a positive story and first-hand 
accounts can bring about change. So simple yet so powerful. 

Hello Claire,

That time has come again when I feel I must honor my child’s birth 
by submitting their story to Birth Issues. Discovering ASAC (through 
a presentation during my nursing training) and discovering Birth 
Issues (one random day while leaving a Safeway) has absolutely 
affected how I view birth and subsequently how I was able to birth. 
Thank you so much for what you and everyone at Birth Issues do  
for women.

With so very much appreciation, 
Shayna Pritchard

Editor: Each time I receive a letter like yours I am reminded  
of how important it is to volunteer for ASAC and how Birth 
Issues does make a difference in the lives of Alberta and 
Canadian families. We know women can give birth safely  
as well as empowered, it’s nice to hear your feedback 
confirming it was true for you to!

Hello! I absolutely love your magazine, as I prepared for my first birth 
experience I pulled out a stack of old copies given to me by a friend!

Sincerely,  
Jodi Schollaardt

Editor: Congratulations Jodi on your home water birth. 
We feel so proud that our magazine contributed to your 
empowerment in your journey to motherhood. This is why  
we all volunteer to keep this magazine alive!

Hi there. I’m a student of childbirth education in Saskatchewan. 
I also currently run a local birth group where I provide free 
information for members. We love Birth Issues and are wondering  
if it would it be possible to distribute the magazine through our birth 
group?

Please let me know what the options are!

Thanks, 
Kate Althouse

Editor: Yes and Yeah! ❖

1) Birth Issues publishes current options in pregnancy, birth and 
parenting within the stated Goals & Missions of ASAC.

2) The Birth Issues editorial team shall consist of 4 to 6 volunteers.  
When the membership falls below 6, new volunteers will be publicly 
recruited. These volunteers include an editor-in-chief, general editors 
and proof-readers.

3) The Birth Issues editorial team will furnish regular (in-person or 
written) reports to the ASAC board and at ASAC meetings.

4) The editor-in-chief must make the content of an upcoming  
issue of the magazine available to the ASAC board at least 3 weeks 
before publication. 

5) All content in Birth Issues is published at the discretion of the editorial 
team in conjunction with the ASAC board.

6) All edits (major or minor) to submissions must be made in 
collaboration with the author(s) of a submission. If approval between 
an editor and an author cannot be reached, the submission can be 
postponed to allow further time for discussion. 

7) All text must follow the following style: Title and author should be 
on the left-hand side and in bold. The text of all submissions should be 
void of italics, bolds, underlining (unless it is a bibliographic reference), 
excessive capitalization, repeated punctuation marks (e.g. !!!!), or 
automatic formatting (e.g. numbers, bullets, or end/footnotes)

8) All claims in the text of a submission must be supported by a citation/
bibliographic reference from research published in an article or book. 
Magazines, book reviews, and websites are not reliable sources. When 
quoting, use a superscript instead of the automatic endnote/footnote 
and give full reference according to the Chicago Manual of Style. 
Include author(s), date of publication, title of book, tile of journal  

article, publication city, publisher, page. Don’t hesitate to ask your editor 
to help you.

9) Letters to the editor will be published space permitting at the 
discretion of the editor-in-Chief, along with a response. Authors will not 
be notified if it is published. The letter is never edited. If it exceeds the 
word count, it will not be published at all.

10) Author biographies are not promotional spaces. They should not 
include phone numbers, business names, or websites.

11) Submissions by advertisers will be printed on a separate page from 
their ad and must fit within the stated Goals & Missions of ASAC.

12) Submissions will not identify birth attendants (i.e. doctors, 
obstetricians, nurses, midwives, doulas) or businesses neither by full 
name nor by initials, except in birth announcements. They can be 
referred to by their title (i.e. ‘my doctor’ or ‘the midwife’). 

13) If a submission includes a criticism of the care provided by a birth 
attendant it should not be slanderous. editors would advise the author 
to provide contextual information and to communicate non-violently 
rather than write a diatribe on a person. Authors can for example share 
their disappointment about how their care did not promote team 
building and how it fragilized their commitment to their vision.

14) Submissions may be published under a pseudonym, at the discretion 
of the editors and the ASAC board.

15)  Word limits for submissions to Birth Issues are as follows: 
a. Birth announcements (100 words) 
b. Birth stories (500 to 2500 words) 
c. Biographies (50 words) 
d. Informational articles (1500 to 3000 words) 
e. Letters to the editor (300 words)

Birth Issues Editorial Policy 

philosophy. She finally got a bike and is really enthusiastic about 
exploring edmonton’s parks. She has got it easy as her husband 
tows the child trailer. 

Distribution
Jenny Hochstein practices yoga in the early mornings to start the 
day sunny side up. Jenny was bred from China, born in Canada, 
and birthed in a pool to bring Soleil home. She completed her 
yoga teacher training in her first pregnancy, and used yoga  
in her home and water birth with Soleil. She is passionate about 
sustainability through daily living. She creates her home holistically 
while inhaling books and munching on plants.

Illustrator

edmonton illustrator Caitlin Crawshaw has always found 
pregnancy beautiful and enjoyed creating her first illustration for 
Birth Issues. Cait spends much of her time engaged in creative 
practices (including freelance writing), but in her downtime she 
practices yoga, walks her pup, and argues with two feisty felines. ❖
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email me at president@asac.ab.ca

Monica Eggink is a speech-language pathologist, mom, and 
wife, among other things. She likes movies, long walks on the 
beach, and candle-lit dinners, but for now is content with Diego, 
snowsuit wrestling, and mac ‘n cheese.

ASAC president’s message        MONICA eGGINK

president’s Message
What’s new at ASAC? A few folks started making noise 
in December 2011 that ASAC should start a campaign 
to get a midwifery education program in edmonton. 
So, that is what we are doing! 

Dr. Bev O’Brien is a professor in the Faculty of Nursing at the 
University of Alberta, and a trained midwife. Bev came to our 
January “business” meeting and shared with us the history  
of attempts to get a program at the University of Alberta.  
She also gave us some advice on where we should start  
with our lobbying efforts. 

If you would like to learn more about our campaign, join us  
on Facebook, and come to a monthly “business” meeting, 
held every second Tuesday of the month at 7 pm at the ASAC 
office, 7219 106 Street, side door. We are always in need of new 
volunteers to help us run our many programs. 

It was a pleasure to see many new faces at our meetings  
in December and January. A shout-out goes to newbie Jenny 
Hochstein who will be the new “pick up the mail from the post 
office” volunteer. This is the kind of help we need; we can only run 
a lobbying campaign if we also have lots of help getting our day-
to-day stuff done. Thank you, Jenny!

Another shout-out goes to my husband David Boroditsky who has 
been volunteering many hours in creating a new online database. 
Our new database will make it easier for us to keep track of our 
Birth Issues distributors and our ASAC members. Thank you, David!

In other midwifery education news, we have awarded our 2011 
midwifery student grants. We had 13 applicants in 2011 for the  
5 grants that we planned to award. Although it was very difficult  
to choose, we identified 6 applicants who best met our criteria, 
with one clearly in 1st place, and 5 tied in 2nd place. Instead of 
trying to eliminate one of those candidates, we elected to use 
grant money from 2010. We are awarding 6 grants of $1,000 each 
for the 2011 application year. 

The winners are: Carly Beaulieu (Midwifery College of Utah, MCU); 
Sarah Brydges (Mount royal University); Tracy Kennedy (MCU); 
Teilya Kiely (MCU); Whitney Tushingham (ryerson University); and 
Katherine Walker (MCU). We congratulate the winners, but we are 
grateful to all of our grant applicants; Alberta families will be lucky 
to benefit from their services in the years to come.

These are exciting times at ASAC. We are regular men and women 
just like you, getting together to help women and families. If you 
think we do good work, come and help us do it. ❖

ASAC provides information on options in childbirth and 
postnatal care:

• questions to ask potential care givers (midwives, doctors, 
doulas)

• natural childbirth

• pain management

• interventions

• yoga, massage, herbs, wholistic care

• safety and outcomes in childbirth

• vaginal birth after Caesarean (VBAC)

• parenting

Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth (ASAC)

ASAC CONTACTS
President
Monica eggink 
president@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president external
Niko Palmer 
vp_external@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president internal
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor 
vp_internal@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president finance
Jackie Michaels 
vp_finance@asac.ab.ca

Treasurer
Amanda Mceachern 
treasurer@asac.ab.ca

Secretary
Lisa Grant 
secretary@asac.ab.ca
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VACANT
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Susan Fearnley 
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Info session
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Membership, Home, and Email 
Address Updates
Lindsay DuChene 
info@asac.ab.ca

General Info
Niko Palmer 
info@asac.ab.ca

Lecture Series
Joey Kuzminski 
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Library
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor 
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Phone
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ASAC is a nonprofit volunteer organization active since 1979. We are a resource for parents and parents-to-
be seeking information about pregnancy, childbirth, parenting and related topics.

Membership in ASAC, open to all people concerned with birthing issues, includes borrowing privileges from ASAC’s library; a subscription 
to Birth Issues quarterly magazine; free classified ads in Birth Issues; free birth announcements in Birth Issues, free playgroups; and 
opportunities to meet midwives, doulas, and new and expecting parents. ASAC also lobbies for safe childbirth in hospitals, birth centres 
and at home. ASAC is proud to publish Birth Issues for all its members and distributes it for free to anyone who asks for it all over Canada.

ASAC address: 7219 – 106 Street, side door   
Mailing address: Box 1197, Main P.O. edmonton, Alberta Canada T5J 2M4 
Phone (780) 425-7993 | Fax 1-888-237-6457 | E-mail info@asac.ab.ca | Website www.asac.ab.ca

               
                    
          

ASAC also offers:

• a library of books, periodicals and videos on pregnancy, 
childbirth, breastfeeding, and parenting — open to the public 
for reference; ASAC members have borrowing privileges

• Birth Issues magazine

• information about midwives and doulas

• a monthly information session for the public

• fact sheets on options in childbirth

• a free Planning for birth booklet

• monthly meetings

• weekly playgroups (free)

To be a member of ASAC and to receive Birth Issues at home, fill in application form found online on the ASAC website www.asac.ab.ca

Letter to asaC president
Monica, Thanks for the most recent Birth Issues. It seemed  
a particularly well written and well edited issue. Good for you for 
having insisted on dealing with the topic. I wish we could have 
information of this sort available for women right through our lives 
as we deal with the various stages and hormone changes. I did enjoy 
the issue, which came at a very good time for me, and having read  
it cover to cover, I will deposit it at the library next time we go, 
which will be quite soon.

Birth Issues certainly is a proper magazine and looks as good  
as anything on the market in this country. And it’s a lot more 
interesting than most! I looked at a couple of things on the 
magazine exchange rack today and just left them there.  
Slick, glossy, and of no interest to me. ❖
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birth announcements
Please email your birth announcements with a photo of your babes to the editor-in-chief at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

henry neil schollaardt
Proud first time parents, Jodi and  
Steve Schollaardt, welcomed Henry Neil 
Schollaardt, born at home in the water  
on May 29, 2011 weighing 9 lbs 7 oz.  
His birth was blessed with the presence  
of our midwife Wendy McMillan and 
special friend Meranda ekins. Nicole 
Stevens provided additional support 
and placenta encapsulation in the hours 
following Henry’s birth. Thank you as well 
to our wonderful family who filled our 
home with meals, guidance, and love  
in the days following his birth.

Lillian Quinlan Cooper
Cassidy Cooper and Nicole Marshall 
delightfully announce their daughter Lilly, 
born at dawn on November 21, a little 
sister to eris Irene (2). We experienced 
a wonder-full VBAC homebirth, thanks 
to our brilliant midwife, Noreen Walker, 
whose good sense and good humour 
helped us trust, relax and enjoy the ride. 
Thanks also to midwife Marie Tutt, whose 
gentle encouragement and guidance 
benefited both our daughters and us. 
The loving hearts and healing hands of 
Gramma, Baba and our entire family 
created a special welcome for Lilly.  
We appreciate Birth Issues, too, for 
information and stories that enhanced  
our birth journeys.

anastasia Janhsen
After a long wait Anastasia Janhsen joined 
us at a home birth on November 22, 2011. 
Her big brother Ian is very excited to finally 
have her out of his mommy’s belly. Her 
proud parents are Bradi Smith and Dan 
Janhsen of Sherwood Park.

ava rose richter
Ava rose richter was born on June 15, 2010 
peacefully at home in a warm, cozy,  
birth pool. Thank you so much to our 
amazing midwives Gaelyn Anderson,  
Heidi Coughlin, and student midwife 
Megan Lalonde. ❖

Owen richard hiltz
Kristen and Jonathan Hiltz are excited  
to announce the birth of their second  
child and first son, Owen richard, who 
arrived on June 8th, 2011 at 5:05pm 
at South Shore regional Hospital in 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia following an 
attempted VBAC. A little brother for big 
sister Carson! Owen weighed a healthy 
8lbs 14oz and was 21 ¼ inches long. 
Special thanks to our wonderful midwife 
Maren Dietze, Dr. Jennifer Nicholson, and 
all the nurses on the OBS floor, as well  
as our family and friends. We now march 
on as a family of four!

780 893 3333
ask@babybirthpools.com
www.babybirthpools.com

Birth pool 
rentals

Helping you 
welcome your 
baby gently.

Young Living Essential Oils Now Available
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FrOM A PERFECT BIRTH TO A NOT SO PerFeCT   

POSTPARTUM PERIOD
By Asia Hargreaves

i always thought that i would never have  
any children. I loved my life with my husband. We had a lot 
of freedom, and both of us were involved in competitive sports. 
I loved to bike, run and swim. We loved hiking in the mountains. 
Jason was a bike racer. We had a dog and a cat. Life was easy and 
we were happy. We played around with the idea of having kids, 
and for a year the conversation went back and forth. In the end, 
we never actually decided to actively try for a baby; the decision 
kind of got made for us.

Pregnancy

I found out that I was pregnant at the end of June. I was in Victoria 
with my best friend, having a girl’s fun holiday and our last day 
there I felt very strange. I got the biggest nap attack of my life and 
I’m not a person who takes naps, no matter how tired I feel during 
the day. My friend suggested I take a pregnancy test and I thought, 
“What the heck?” although I was certain I was not pregnant.  
When the test was positive, I just about fainted. . My friend  
suggested that we go get another test, the most expensive one 
this time. It too, came back positive. And so our adventure began.

Once the shock wore off, I knew right away that I wanted to have  
a natural birth in the comfort of my own home. I was an athlete,  
I felt strong and confident and my family was behind me 100%. 
The only one who needed a little convincing was my loving 
husband, who always puts my safety first. In the end, he agreed.

Birth

My labour started at 4:30 am, on February 27, 2010.. I woke up 
because I felt something wet between my legs… my first thought 
was that I had peed myself during the night. I went to the 
washroom to check things out, and suddenly realized that this  
was not pee, but my water had broke! I went to the couch were 
my husband was sleeping (I happened to have kicked him out  
of bed that night because he was snoring) and said “I think things 
are happening”. 

At 4:45am I started having what felt like strong menstrual cramps, 
so we called our doula. Because my voice was controlled and she 
did not sense any urgency, she told me to try and rest and get 
comfortable with pillows and get some sleep or maybe try  
to take a warm bath. I tried to rest, but there was no getting 
comfortable for me. Around 6:45am my husband called our  
doula and told her that my contractions were about 1 minute long  
and 4 minutes apart. She said she was on her way and reminded  
us to call our midwife. 

I knew at that point that I wanted her there with me. I was relying 
on her to be one of the key people who were going to support  
me through this birth. Once we got our midwife on the line  
and she heard my voice, she said she was coming right over.  
Our doula got to our house first, and helped me breathe  
through my contractions. She rubbed my back and spoke  
words of encouragement. She did the double hip squeeze for 
me as I was labouring at the foot of my bed, breathing and trying 
to vocalize low moaning sounds to help get me through the 
contractions. All I could think of was to let go with each and  
every contraction—don’t work against it, work with it! Let my 
uterus do the work and open for me. Our doula helped Jason 
understand how to help me more. She made sure that I stayed 
hydrated and that I was peeing. She basically was the brains  
of our operation! 

Once our midwife got there, she immediately instructed  
Jason and my mother in law, Barbara, to fill the pool downstairs, 
as I was planning on having a water birth. Once I got in the pool, 
my contractions felt more bearable and I was a lot more relaxed. 
“Halleluiah!” It was around 7:30am by then. My husband got in the 
pool with me and held my hips during every contraction. I did not 
realize how much that helped until one time his hands slipped and 
the pain intensified a lot! 

At around 8:15 am, the midwife checked me and happily stated 
that I was at 6 cm dilated and paper thin. I was really surprised 
because as a first time mother, I figured I would be progressing  

a lot more slowly. By 9 am, I was beginning to wonder how much 
longer things would be, as the contractions kept coming and 
coming with no break and no end in sight. I think I began to get  
a little discouraged and questioning whether or not I made the 
right decision to have my baby at home. 

By 9:30 am, time started to feel like forever. even with everyone 
gathered around me and trying to encourage me, I was starting 
to fade a little bit. I don’t remember what anyone said or did – this 
point in time became a real blur. However, the midwives and the 
doula suggested that I get out of the pool and walk around in 
order to get the baby in a better position. reluctantly I agreed,  
and once I stepped out of that water I wanted to strangle everyone 
around me! I felt much worse being out of the pool and insisted 
that I go back in. Getting back in the pool was such a huge relief! 

The midwife checked me again and said that I just had a little lip  
of cervix left, so with the next contraction, she helped push it 
out of the way (which was the worst part of my entire labour!). 
Both the midwife and the doula gave me more words of 
encouragement to help me get through. 

Our doula coached me to start grunting my baby down.  
I was terrified of tearing more than anything else, so she helped 
me to gently start grunting. Once I was ready to start pushing, 
I changed position and was on my back in the pool, up against 
Jason. I pushed when I wanted, and for how long I wanted.  
No one yelled at me to push, no one told me I needed to push  
for longer, everyone just let me do my thing, and my body knew 
what to do. I was so glad I was in the pushing stage. For me, it was 
a lot easier and more bearable than the contractions because  
I could control the amount of intensity I felt by slowing or 
stopping my pushing. 

I kept trying to feel the baby’s head, but all I could feel was 
something weird and mushy that couldn’t possibly be a head!  
I finally felt her head when she was very close to being out, and 
with a gentle push I felt her head come out. A second later, with  
an even gentler push, the rest of my baby came into this world. 
The midwife caught her and put her on my chest and I could  
not believe that I had just delivered my baby! Jason and I were  
so overwhelmed by the moment that we did not even check 
whether it was a boy or a girl! After a few minutes, we saw that  
we had a brand new baby girl. 

elina Julia Hargreaves was born February 27, at 11:53 am.  
She came out pink, perfect and full of life. After about 15 minutes, 
my husband and I were able to walk upstairs to the comfort of our 
own bedroom, as we watched this new little person looking at the 
new world around her.

relatively speaking, I think I had a beautiful and calm birth. 
Nothing like all of the horror stories I had heard. I did not  
scream, and I was pleasantly surprised to know that it was not  
as difficult as I thought it would be. Honestly, I have run races  
and ultra-marathons that were longer and more difficult! elina  
is a happy, thriving little baby girl, who taught me so much 
through our birthing experience, and continues to teach me  
and help me to be a better person everyday.

I could not have had such a wonderful birth experience without 
the people who surrounded me – our doula, who always spoke  
up for me and made sure that everything was about me.  
The midwives, who helped ensure that ellie was born safely  
and quietly, and my amazing husband, who never left my side  
for a second and knew exactly what I needed him to do.  
I feel very privileged to have had such an amazing birth. 

Postpartum

People would think I was crazy if I told them how I really felt those 
first few moments when my daughter was born. I was scared and 
confused. My pregnancy was so easy and fun that I didn’t really 
think of what would happen once a baby came into my life.  
When she was placed on my chest, my first thought after  
knowing that she was healthy was, “Now what do I do?” No matter 
how much I learned from my doula, prenatal classes or the books  
I had read, nothing was enough to prepare me for motherhood.  
I should have been ecstatic – I mean, here I was, I just successfully 
and rather easily birthed a beautiful, perfectly healthy baby girl yet 
I was not the happiest woman on earth. Instead I was scared and 
shocked with the reality of it.

After the birth people told me that having a baby is hard.  
Sure, I listened. I thought I was prepared. I mean, I am the  
woman who is good at everything she does. I try something,  
I work at it, I master it and then I’m done. Next please! I guess  
I sort of figured it would be the same with having a baby.  
Giving birth was easy compared to what was about to hit me.  
I had never taken care of another human being before. Not 24/7, 
anyway. I had to give up everything and cater to a fragile being 
and follow the rules and rhythm of another. I could not get out  
of it. I was the mom, and this was not shift work… it had to be done 
by me. No breaks.

I was in total shock about the change that having a baby  
meant in my life, yet too tired and busy to do anything about it.  
The first few weeks are still a blur. I barely remember anything.  
I always had to consult my husband whenever I refer to those first 
weeks. He remembers a lot more than I do. I think I was just in a 
constant daze. 

I never ever thought I would experience postpartum  
depression, because I had never experienced depression  
of any sort. Also I had a so-called beautiful quick home birth  
with a supportive team. What did I have to complain about?  
Yet, I was feeling down after she was born. I was basically  
grieving for my life. everything I knew and loved about my  
life was suddenly gone, at least in the immediate postpartum  
time, and at the time that felt like forever. So no more going  
out for coffee when I wanted. No more going to the gym.  
No more sleeping-eating-showering when I wanted. No more 
figure. No more great sex with my husband (for the time being), 
etc. Nothing was the same. I kept on thinking, “What the hell were 
we thinking having a baby?” I felt guilty. Was I being a princess? 
Was I a bad mother to want to have a life of my own too?

With my life gone, I felt that my purpose was reduced to being  
a food source—A 24 hour a day boob. And since breastfeeding 

BIRTHstOries
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was not going well, and my daughter and I were not really 
bonding, I sunk to a new low. 

I will admit I took to the bottle and would cry for hours.  
I cried about all of these things that I have written about.  
I cried about not understanding why I wasn’t happy. About the 
loss of intimacy and time with my husband and friends—about 
basically how I felt that my newborn ruined my life and how she 
was a mistake. It was a dark time.

In my secret of secret spaces I had some horrible thoughts.  
It’s difficult to admit but I will say it: I secretly wanted to give her 
away. I did. I wanted to give her away to a good home, to someone 
who could take good care of her. I never ever wanted to hurt  
her but I did think I wanted my life back and she was keeping  
me from it. 

Thinking this way made me feel even worse. How could I possibly 
not want a healthy beautiful baby? How could I want to get rid  
of my own child? I have never felt so down or guilty in my whole 
life. I wanted more than anything to love her and want her, but 
that feeling was just not there. 

What made it worse was that Jason was absolutely in love with 
her. She was his princess. He was amazed and patient and totally 
smitten – everything I wanted to be feeling. That made me feel 
terrible… How could he feel that way about her when I didn’t?  
I’m the mother! I even started to grow jealous of his unconditional 
love and attention to her. I was also jealous of his time out of the 
house—he was a father yet he could still continue his life and  
go cycling and work. 

Although I hated feeling depressed I didn’t feel I could speak with 
people about what was happening.. When I did manage to open 
up I was either met with disbelief, “How could you possibly feel 
that way about such a wonderful beautiful baby girl?” or with 
disappointment.. I had a hard time with my daughter’s crying. 
Feelings of hopelessness would overcome me when I could  
not find ways to soothe her. When I asked questions about  
how to alleviate my baby’s crying, I was met with the same  
answer: every baby is different! I grew to hate this phrase.  
It seemed like absolutely no one could help. It made me  
retreat further into silence. 

I did call my birth doula for help but she could not be there for 
me in ways that a postpartum doula could. I needed her to visit 
and chat and be with me. I so needed her. She did what she could. 
She suggested that Jason change his schedule and that I attend 
playgroups—but my daughter hated car rides and would scream 
through the whole time. Those car rides made me a nervous 
wreck. I’m not sure who cried more: her or me! I already had  
a hard time with my daughter’s normal crying, I couldn’t  
handle more of it. So I felt trapped in the house. I could not  
seek outside help.

On top of everything horrible that I was going through I was 
judged and scolded if I tried to reach out for help. It seemed 
as though I was totally trapped in a universe all by myself, with 
no one to turn to, not even my amazing, well meaning, and 
supportive husband. I did not want to burden him with all  

of these bizarre thoughts and feelings that I was having  
(even though our doula had explained to him prenatally what 
postpartum depression was and how he needed to be open  
if it happened). It seemed like absolutely no one could help.

When our daughter was about 3 months old I started feeling  
much differently. It was almost like an overnight shift. I finally 
started to fall in love with my daughter. What a relief! What made 
it possible is that I started running again, mainly because it’s 
what I love and it helped with my discomfort over my pregnancy 
weight-gain. Now, every time I looked at my daughter’s tiny face 
and her huge grin all of that negativity went away. And I mean all 
of it. I now feel such an overwhelming and blissful rush of love and 
suddenly all is well in the world because I have a beautiful, healthy, 
happy little baby. 

The feelings of depression eventually passed. Once I was on my 
feet and we had a routine going and I started taking her out to 
places I started feeling better. We started to get to know each 
other, ellie and I, and I started feeling completely different, a total 
180 of what I was feeling before. I fell in love with her. I couldn’t 
get enough of her. I wanted to watch her and play and be with  
her all the time. When she was 3 months old, I started wearing  
her in my wrap a lot. That was so amazing because it provided  
me with the bonding that I was so missing since breastfeeding  
was not going well. She would fall asleep on my chest and I loved 
it. I walked around and sang to her for hours on end! 

Advice

If I could do things differently, I would hire a postpartum doula.  
I had my doula for the first couple of weeks, and I wish I would 
have had her longer. I would also be less afraid to ask for help.  
even though I had a strong support system, I still felt as though 
I needed to do things on my own. I will not make that mistake 
again. I would also make sure to take care of myself. As soon as  
I started running again and doing little things like taking 10 extra 
minutes in the shower instead of rushing, I felt much better. But 
most of all, I would not judge myself and beat myself up so hard. 
Looking back, I don’t think that there really was anything I could 
have done to avoid postpartum depression, however doing the 
aforementioned things may have lessened the degree of it.  
I would tell myself, “It’s okay, I’m not crazy or horrible.  
These feeling will not last forever and will be replaced  
with ones of absolute love and bliss soon”. 

even though postpartum depression is less of a taboo nowadays, 
it’s still difficult to open up to others and seek help. It is a sensitive 
and dark place to be in, and we all experience it so differently. Do 
not judge yourselves, be kind to yourselves and make sure you 
don’t lose yourself to the care of your new baby. As women, we 
are individuals too and we need to remember that we need to 
take care of ourselves.

Asia Hargreaves is originally from Poland, but lived in 
Edmonton most of her life. She has a degree from the University 
of Alberta in kinesiology and is working towards a nursing 
degree. Elina is her first child, but Jason and her plan on having 
another. She loves to run and cycle and compete in races. ❖
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THe BIrTH OF ZION:  MY JOURNEY INTO 
MOTHERHOOD 

it’s taken me nearly 18 months to be able  
to understand and process the event of the 
birth of my daughter, and the months that followed, 
enough to be able to write a fair accounting. Prior to beginning 
the journey to motherhood, I had been on an inner journey 
of healing. For several years I coped with, suffered from, and 
eventually began to emerge from depression, self-medication, 
and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 

When we made the decision to create our child, my husband and  
I did so from a place of newly found peace, but also in naivety.  
It would take until the moment of our daughter’s birth, and many 
months after, for me to realize how much healing I still had left  
to do, and how much sadness I had stored deep in my womb.

I entered into my birthing time in a curious state. On the one 
hand I was completely fearless about the birthing and mothering 
process, while on the other hand I was completely unprepared  
for the strength and work that would be required of me.  
Although I felt lucky to have found midwives in Calgary and 
looked forward to us being together at my birth, I did not find  
the kind of emotional or spiritual support I had expected from 

them. One in particular recognized my lack of preparation,  
as I wasn’t interested in prenatal education, which I took as a sign 
of mistrust. I felt prepared at the time: I had read Ina May Gaskin’s 
“Spiritual Midwifery”, practiced yoga and mediation. These led  
me to believe that intuition would be enough1. 

Some people would find that my birth was fantastic—a fast and 
relatively undisturbed home birth. But to me my home birth  
wasn’t what I had hoped for at all. It was lonely. I longed for 
someone to hold the space. I thought this was what midwives  
did. I thought we would sip tea between contractions and  
revel in feminine camaraderie. I had not invited anyone else  
to attend the birth, in fear that I would regret the decision midway, 
potentially hurting their feelings. Those would have been the 
people who would have supported me in the way that I needed—
more hands on, more physical, more spiritual. I also found the 
speed of my labour traumatizing. The intensity of it nearly killed 
me. I had flashes  
of being tortured in a war of limbs being ripped from my  
body. I forgot that what was happening had a purpose—I was 
giving birth to a baby. The shock of her landing on my chest  
was ineffable.

Late Monday evening, four days before my due date (February 22) 
I sensed labour was coming, and by Tuesday morning I was certain 
enough to call our midwives. Contractions were still extremely 
mild, enough that we could relax and go about our morning.  
We were laughing a lot and enjoying the moment. By early 
afternoon, we asked for our midwife to come over and she  
found my cervix was 3cm dilated. 

During this check, she stretched my cervix. I don’t want to say this 
happened against my will, as she did tell me what she was doing, 
but she told me as she did it rather than explaining her intention 
before proceeding with it. I wouldn’t have known any better to tell 
her not to, though in retrospect it would have made a difference 
for me if she had taken the time to discuss this. 

Before leaving (mid-afternoon), our midwife told us that we were 
in early labour and that it could be another 12 hours before she 
would need to come back. She told us to call her when the pain 
was unbearable and contractions were at least 40 seconds long 
and 3 minutes apart. I decided to take a bath to pass the time.  
We felt less optimistic then we had before our midwife’s visit…

Beware of what you say as you may manifest it. As our midwife 
walked out the door, the contractions hit me like a train. I writhed 
and wailed in the tub, while my husband, supporting me from the 
depths of his being, watched the clock, waiting for the specified 
hour to pass before we could call her. Finally, forty minutes later, 
neither of us could wait any longer. I could sense her disbelief in 
his voice as they spoke on the phone until she heard my screams 
and said she would be right over. 

From this point on it moved all very quickly. She arrived to find that 
I had fully dilated in the one hour she was away. Our daughter’s 

head could be felt during the exam. Before I knew it I was in the 
warm birth pool and experiencing the peace between transition 
and birth. When the time came, after just three pushes our 
daughter arrived, at 6:19pm, February 23, 2010. Zion did not cry,  
as she lay peacefully on my chest, simply blinking. Our eye contact 
was locked, and in this state of shock and reverence we took  
stock of what we had achieved. My husband wept, overwhelmed 
with emotion. 

Our midwife declared it a “perfect birth”. The words pierced the 
reality of my experience like a knife… I was traumatized by the 
entire experience and took the disconnect I had continued  
to feel with her and everyone as an affirmation that I had failed  
my intuition and the natural birth process.

The serenity was short-lived. Zion’s breathing was stressed, and 
it was suggested she be checked at our local hospital’s neonatal 
intensive care unit (NICU). The next three days were spent in a 
state of extreme exhaustion, doubt, frustration and helplessness. 
My instincts were to “save” her from the doctors yet I did not 
even feel that I had the right to pick up my own child without 
permission. right from the beginning I felt that I had disappointed 
my instincts as a mother. When Zion was discharged it was 
determined that nothing had been wrong with her. They had 
concerns that she could have a septic infection from being born 
in water, but they realized it wasn’t the case. When they stopped 
trying to put tubes down her nose, let me nurse her and hold her, 
she immediately settled.

Once home, we were inundated with well-intentioned visitors.  
I could not find the solitude to  rest and bond with my daughter 
was not available to me. I found myself unable to relax, even when 

By Kimberley Girard
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my daughter slept. I was angry when she cried and I couldn’t make 
it stop. I would pass her off to visitors the instant they arrived or at 
my husband the moment he walked in the door. In the middle of 
the night, I would lose my mind. I was totally alone in this feeling.  
I forced myself to maintain our home, prepare meals and visit with 
friends. From the outside I was normal, but inside I was dying.

I reached out to my midwife with words like “postpartum 
depression” and she did reach back immediately. Unfortunately 
she didn’t continue checking on me. It was never mentioned 
again, even at our 6 week postnatal appointment. For me this 
pattern of feeling depressed was normal as I had been living  
with these issues for a long time. I assumed it was just a character 
defect, and that no one could help me with that. So I needed 
someone to tell me that what I was feeling wasn’t normal and  
that it was ok if I couldn’t do it on my own.

My relationship with my midwives came to a natural close and  
off into my life I went. My husband and I worked tirelessly, and it 
was never enough. There were times when I wondered if I could 
be a mother. I even contemplated giving myself the opportunity  
to back out.

In the depths of my despair, I desperately needed to blame 
someone. So I blamed the midwife, for her perceived lack  
of support and stretching my cervix, which I determined made 
the labour progress so quickly. I blamed the fast labour for my 
baby’s breathing difficulties. I blamed visitors for interrupting my 
babymoon1, and myself for being unable to cope with it all. I even 
blamed my husband for being unable to recognize my emotional 
despair, and for not doing whatever it was that I thought he should 
be doing. I knew I was doing my ‘best’, but my best appeared  

asaC student  
Midwifery Grant
This grant is available to all Alberta midwifery students 
currently enrolled in a program of study (please include 
the name of your program). 

Please note, this grant is intended for midwifery students 
intending to stay and practice in the edmonton area. 

All applicants must submit a biography (500 words 
minimum) describing your philosophy and beliefs 
regarding midwifery. each grant will be $1000 with a 
maximum of five grants to be awarded each year. 

Students are allowed to apply each year they are 
enrolled in the program, however priority will be given 
to new applicants. 

Application deadline will be October 1 each year and 
grants will be awarded January 1. To apply, please 
email application to president@asac.ab.ca

far from good enough. And I continued to weep for my little girl, 
who when she cried deserved to be comforted, and instead was 
showered with my guilt and frustration. In hindsight, I had not 
allowed myself to be supported by anyone. 

The first time that I reached out was almost a year later.  
I contacted my midwife to see if perhaps she could pinpoint 
for me how this all went so terribly wrong. Ironically she had 
thought our birth to be amazing, not realizing the trauma I had 
experienced. Her objectiveness, kindness and willingness to 
consider where certain aspects of the birth could have gone 
differently was the first time I felt truly supported and capable 
of moving forward. She also was not afraid to state that my 
experiences of torture were not normal, and that it would be 
helpful for me to process this with someone more experienced  
in this regard.

I met with a local birth psychologist and openly shared with her 
my experience. Through her I was able to see that my experience 
was true and real, but also that my thoughts surrounding it were 
relatively arbitrary and could be changed. She was able to point 
out that I had a running theme of “fighting” and self-torture in my 
life, and that the birth had magnified this to the point of explosion. 
My quest for (im)perfection, which had been my life story, did 
not escape my birth journey. I scoured through the events of my 
birth like a critic, searching for flaws and errors. The same went 
for myself as a mother, for all of the people who did or did not 
support me, and any medical interventions. I had come up with  
a list of everything that had gone wrong in my life, bathed in it, 
until the imperfections consumed me. 

Phone 430 4553 
Fax 430 0851

www.nurture-your-self.com 
jyurko@telusplanet.net

10730 – 71 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6E 0X6

I’m not sure exactly what the turning point was, but slowly  
I realized that the way things went were no one’s fault really, 
including my own. 

A group workshop that she offered was profound for me. 
Seemingly simple exercises released powerful fears. I left feeling 
lighter than I ever had. This wasn’t the end of my work, but it was 
the beginning of a life where I felt empowered to make changes 
and to remove the guilt and suffering from the aspects in which  
I was dissatisfied. Interestingly I arrived in a place of insight where 
imperfections became perfections. I could finally see my birth 
journey as it was and it too became perfect. As hard as it was, 
I saw that it was exactly the intensity that was required for my 
transformation into motherhood.

Miraculously, and simultaneously, I began to fall so deeply in love 
with my daughter that to this day it leaves me speechless. I was 
able to see that all that time I felt we weren’t “bonded”, we so 
deeply were. It was the reason why even in my despair and trauma, 
I was able to nurse her into toddlerhood and be with her day after 
night after night after day. The sadness rested at the surface, but 
love held us afloat. I finally stopped resisting the ‘work’ of it all and 
this opened the floodgates for embracing motherhood. 

I was scared to write my story as I feared hurting my family, 
community and midwives. I have worried that one day my 
daughter would read it and regret my being her mother.  
I understand now that she chose me as her mother, and that  
she armed herself with resiliency from the day she was conceived. 
If you knew her you would know she is no worse off. She is the 
most fantastic human being, perfect in every way. 

I write this story because I strive to be honest and to destroy 
any illusion that motherhood is easy. I think this is the biggest 
disservice we do to new mothers. It is incredibly profound, 
joy-full, mundane and ecstatic, but it is far from easy. I also write 
this to affirm that I am not a victim and that what happened to 
me is something that I am grateful for—I would not have had 
it any other way. My child crashed out of my body, breaking 
through physical and emotional scar tissue, rustling up memories, 
grievances, and fears that would have otherwise lived out my 
lifetime deep inside of me. In all of the healing I had attempted, 
she was the one to finally bring forth to the surface the work that 
needed to be done. I will be forever indebted to her. 

We are expecting our second child now (at the time of writing 
the author was pregnant, she had a fantastic and powerful home 
birth… story to be printed in another issue!).This child waited 
for my healing before entering our lives. Though I carefully 
considered an unassisted birth, I am grateful to once again 
have enlisted the support of registered midwives as part of my 
birth team. I have found them to be kind, respectful, open and 
compassionate, not unlike those who attended Zion’s birth.  
I also have an amazing birth doula, a postpartum doula, and  
the most beautiful friends who have accepted my invitation  
to intuitively support me through this next journey. Still, I know 
whole-heartedly that I am solely responsible for my birth and 
motherhood experience, and am confident in soliciting the help 
that I need and politely declining that which I do not. I am not 
afraid of pain nor of letting myself be loved. 

Notes:
1. For this pregnancy we have taken Birthing From Within prenatal classes and 

hired doulas, which has made all the difference in the world! But we are 
different people now, so who knows if it would’ve helped last time.

Kimberley Girard is the mother of a toddler (2010) and 
newborn boy (1st January 2012, 1st baby of the year in Turner 
Valley!). She now lives in the rural Alberta Foothills with her 
husband/best friend. She runs birth services to support women 
transitioning through the childbearing year. She has a special 
interest in the prevention of and recovery from traumatic birth 
and postpartum depression. ❖
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POSTPArTUM  
DePreSSION:  
A HUSBAND’S PERSPECTIVE
By Michael deMoor

My wife stephanie suffered from acute 
postpartum depression (ppd) after our first 
child, Liesbet, was born almost 5 years ago 
now. We weren’t taken entirely by surprise, 
since Stephanie had struggled with depression and anxiety for 
years. Furthermore, the pregnancy had been stressful due to 
high blood pressure and a difficult labour, which ended up in an 
emergency c-section as a result of her pre-eclampsia1. Stephanie, 
and I to a certain extent, were in something of a state already. 
Nevertheless, the PPD didn’t really manifest itself until a few weeks 
postpartum; shortly after Stephanie’s mom, who had come to help 
out for a while, went home and it was just us and our new baby. 

The signs were more prominent when I needed to go to work  
a day or two later. There wasn’t much of an issue with me working 
a couple times while Stephanie’s mom was here, but when she left, 
Stephanie couldn’t face the prospect of being alone with Liesbet.  
I didn’t help defuse the anxiety by stressing out unnecessarily 
about my sense of being pulled between two commitments.  
I can’t remember if in the end I came home for a couple of hours 
or not, but we both knew we’d have to face the same conflict the 
next day and, potentially, for some time thereafter. This is perhaps 
one of the things that can make PPD such a vicious cycle: your 
partner’s feelings require more care from you, which in turn 
creates new stress since it creates conflicts between this new 
commitment and already existing ones, which of course, feeds 
back into aggravating your partner’s feelings and the  
cycle deepens.

It didn’t take long—maybe a day or two, but not much more—for 
this cycle to get to the point where we needed to seek help.  
I remember that night feeling helpless, trying to decide whether 
to comfort my crying baby or my crying wife, trying to do both 
and, naturally, failing. Fortunately Stephanie’s previous experience 
with depression made her able to recognize, on time, that we 
couldn’t simply handle this, and we needed help. We were both 
becoming wrecks of anxiety, her because she couldn’t control her 
feelings, me because I never knew what to do and hence making 
things worse. 

At first this meant consulting a psychiatrist, but this turned out  
to be a bit of a disaster. The psychiatrist suggested that Stephanie 
stop nursing Liesbet so that she could get more sleep ... this 

did not help. She called me from the grocery store after that 
appointment, bravely consulting about formula brands, but  
I could already tell how much grief it caused her to lose that 
important connection with Liesbet. She was already feeling like 
she was failing as a mother and to lose the one thing she could  
do devastated her2. 

Not long afterward though, Stephanie could see that more was 
needed. She herself was able to realize that it was necessary  
to go to the hospital. Ironically, perhaps, it was a relief in some 
ways to have that decision made for me; at last something I could 
do to help. Like a lot of guys, my response to problems is always 
to want to fix them and I was becoming increasingly frustrated 
and even a bit angry that up until this point there seemed to be 
nothing that I could do to fix the situation. Now, I could call some 
friends to look after Liesbet, borrow their van and drive to the 
emergency ward. My nature is that, during a ‘crisis’ I stay pretty 
calm (trying to be the strong one, I guess, imagining that stoicism 
and bad jokes are what is needed). After it was decided that 
Stephanie needed to be admitted to the hospital, I found  
myself home alone with my 3 week old, while my wife was  
alone in a glass-walled room. I was shaken up.

The next morning Liesbet and I went to visit Stephanie. I clearly 
remember struggling to get Liebset’s stroller through the piles  
of fresh Toronto snow to get to the subway. Stephanie was brave 
but we were all bewildered. It was especially hard seeing how 
much it hurt Stephanie not to be able to nurse Liesbet. All because 
of the new medications that she had been put on and the fact  
that she was still under the psychiatrist’s orders not to. 

Things started to get better, I believe, a couple of days later, when 
a great psychiatrist ensured that she could be on a course of 
medications that was safe for nursing. I don’t remember exactly 
how many days and nights Stephanie was in the hospital, but 
fortunately her mom was able to come back up to Toronto to  
lend help and support. She and I could then alternate nights taking 
care of Liesbet (who was, as babies that age do, only sleeping in 
her stroller and waking up many times at night to be fed). By that 
point I needed my sleep, at least occasionally. 

We spent most of the days at the hospital, and Stephanie was 
improving and so we could leave the ward for walks and lunch, 
which helped make things feel a little bit less weird. I hate changes 
in my routines, but I had no choice but establish new ones pretty 

quickly. By the time she was discharged we had settled into new 
ones, which was therapeutic for me anyway. If one can have a 
routine I tend to feel that things are more manageable; I know 
what I can do, what I cannot do, what I need to do and what  
I need to stop doing. 

For me, as I have repeatedly said, the biggest source of anxiety was 
a sense of not knowing what was expected of me, what I could 
do to make things better and the realization that this was not 
something I could fix. Stephanie’s recovery (and mine, I suppose) 
coincided with the coming of spring. The longer days and the 
chance to take Liesbet out for walks, often up to eglinton for ice 
cream, helped. There was anxiety and uncertainty to deal with 
as we were facing a move to edmonton in June, but continuing 
support both from professionals (an Occupational Therapist 
especially) and family made us able to manage. 

It’s worth saying though, that the professional attention wasn’t all 
encouraging. One of the discharge conditions was that we had 
to receive a visit from Child and Family Services to ensure that 
Stephanie and Liesbet were safe. They were perfectly nice and,  
I hope it goes without saying, they found nothing to worry about 
and closed the file quickly. I understand why they get involved in 
PPD cases, but it was a bit humiliating to have them—however 
apologetically and politely—go over our baby and our lives as 
they did as if we were on suspicion of being unfit parents because 
we had been through all of this.

We’ve had two kids since and each time we’ve been on the 
proverbial lookout for the signs of PPD. Things haven’t gone 
perfectly, of course, but we have avoided another episode like  
in 2007. It’s impossible, of course, to be sure why that is; grace and 
dumb luck in some combination, no doubt. However, I’m sure that 
having a strong support community of family and friends (many  
of whom also have young kids and some of whom have had 
similar experiences) has given us confidence that we can face it if 
it recurs. Perhaps this confidence is a big part of what has kept it at 
bay. For me too, the experience has helped me to come to terms 
with the limits of what I can do to fix things in such situations, 
which prevents me (I hope) from making things worse. 

Notes:
1. Pre-eclampsia is a medical condition when high blood pressure rises 

during pregnancy and with the presence of significant amounts of protein 
in the urine. When blood pressure reaches dangerous highs, it can lead to 
maternal liver and kidney failure, possible placenta abruption (separation 
of the placenta from the uterus), and low amniotic fluid. It is one of the 
leading causes of maternal and newborn death. This condition is caused 
by pregnancy and the only way for it to stop is to give birth. If a woman has 
severe symptoms of pre-eclampsia she will be advised to stay in hospital to 
see if her blood pressure can be stabilized, if not, she will be asked to deliver 
early, usually by cesarean.

2. Stephanie has discussed her experience in more detail in her own account 
of her PPD in Birth Issues Summer 2008, no. 4, p. 28

Michael DeMoor is (amongst other less important things) 
husband to Stephanie Nyhof and father to Liesbet, Johan 
and Klaas. He teaches philosophy and found it a surprisingly 
daunting task to write perspicuously about something that 
wasn’t an abstraction. ❖
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MY JOURNEY THROUGH POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION
By Natasha Longridge, Doula, PES

postpartum depression is something that no 
mother wants to think about. We want to think about the joy and 
the gift that is granted with the birth of our children. Not the very 
coy and the very subtle despair that hits between 10 and 20% of 
women1.  
If you think this is high, I think it’s higher. I think most women in 
today’s culture, and our society, never actually admit or seek out 
the help they need.

I have been one of these women. In 2002 I gave birth to a 9lb baby 
boy. His birth went well. I was supported during my postpartum 
period and my son could dreamily sit at the boob without a 
complaint. I was 20 years old, recently married, with a wonderful, 
smart, 4 year old daughter: an excellent helper who loved her new 
brother. By all standards, life was good. I had a great job, family and 
friends, and a wonderfully supportive husband. 

But, I was depressed. With hindsight, I realize I was overwhelmed 
and sleep deprived. I had a hard time adjusting to being a mother 
of two. I remember some mornings, while my husband was away 
at school, getting up and looking at the knives in the block on the 
kitchen counter. I never wanted to hurt myself, or my children,  
I just didn’t feel safe with them on the counter. I would cry over 
little things, like December being too cold to hang clothing.  
I truly remember wishing that I could stay in bed until I felt 
‘normal’ again.

Around 6 months postpartum, I eventually went to a doctor. I felt  
I had no choice as I was not coping well with day-to-day living. 
She decided that anti-depressants were my option. I felt a little 
better. Things did seem to come back to a relative normalcy.  
That was good, right? But I hated taking the medication—that  
it took away all emotions until I felt neither happy nor sad. It was  
a confusing experience to feel nothing. So, I switched medications, 
and again and again, begrudgingly accepting the side effects. 
After about a year, I stopped taking them. I had convinced myself  

I was fine, and I didn’t want to be on them anymore.

In June of 2004 we moved from my hometown in Newfoundland 
to Cranbrook, British Columbia. My husband and I had both found 
great jobs, my daughter was registered in a wonderful school, and 
we found a sitter for my son. everything was perfect. 

I soon found myself pregnant again. I was so excited. I loved 
having my children and being pregnant. I completely forgot 
about my last postpartum problems. It never occurred to me that 
depression was a possibility again! I enjoyed my life, and enjoyed 
my pregnancy. It went all too fast. 

My third child came in a rush. 30 minutes of labour and delivery. 
No joke! She was beautiful with blonde hair, fiery blue eyes, long 
fingers and toes. We were all so happy. I didn’t have a large support 
community, but I had my devoted husband, and my mother was 
coming for a visit. I had things to look forward to and to keep me 
busy. When my mother met my new daughter, she said, “She’s 
gonn’a be trouble”. Sure enough my non-cuddling baby liked her 
sling, but she always wanted to be on the go. Very tiring!  
But, I thought, “It’s ok, I can do this”. 

At 6 weeks postpartum, when my mother left to go back home,  
I wasn’t able to handle it. I couldn’t keep up with the demands for  
a family of five. I couldn’t bear to be alone with the kids for long.  
I quickly found that I didn’t want to take care of them anymore.  
I was shocked. I didn’t understand why I suddenly felt so horrible. 
Now I realize it wasn’t sudden, but that it had just been masked. 
When my mother was with me, I didn’t feel the burden, or alone. 
When she left, my buffer was gone, and it all came down on me. 
Looking back, I don’t think the depression fully went away after 
the birth of my son—I was just keeping it in control. 

When my daughter was about two months old, I wanted to crawl 
in a pit and bury myself. I didn’t want to tell anyone about my 
depression so I never asked for help. Mainly, I didn’t want my 
husband to worry about me, and I didn’t want to be considered 
a failure—a bad mom. How could I say to someone, “Please help 
me. Please give me an hour to sleep, please?”. To me it would  
be a sign of weakness and I am not known as a weak person.  
I would tell myself, “I am a strong woman, I can do this, every  
other mother does this, what the f*ck is wrong with me?!”.  
I repeated that beautiful mantra for a while. 

Again, I eventually went to the doctor, around 3 months 
postpartum, at the encouragement of my husband. He noticed 
that I was just not well. I was put on medications again, and yes, 
they helped. This time I accepted my fate—I needed to feel less 
emotional. I thought, “I don’t need to feel joy, I just need to not 
feel crazy”. And so went life.

In November of 2005 we moved (again) to Spruce Grove, AB, 
when my youngest was 5 months. My hubby found a better job. 
We had more family in this area so we all hoped it would be better 

for us as a whole. I was looking forward to this new chapter.  
We saw more opportunity here, and settled nicely into our  
new life. 

I couldn’t find a family doctor here so I couldn’t get my 
prescription refilled. Since I was feeling positive and in control  
I thought I would be fine if I stopped taking my medications.  
But, I wasn’t really feeling better. I would wake up in the morning 
and not care if the kids were fed or at school on time. I felt so 
alone, and overcome with blackness. My husband would go to 
work, and I would call him, crying, to come home. I couldn’t live 
like this anymore. I couldn’t cope alone with the children for an 
entire day. My husband would come home to find me crying on 
the bathroom floor. He’d pick me up, hold me, and put me to bed. 
He was so amazing. He was unconditional with love and support. 

But it was never enough. I hated everything, and everyone, and 
couldn’t stop. I was blowing up at shoes being left outside the 
closet, or at my husband for not being home exactly 15 minutes 
after work. I was unable to do normal daily tasks. I honestly wanted 
away from everyone. 

When my daughter turned one, my husband was on the verge  
of losing his job. I would call, repeatedly, interrupting him at work. 
He decided I needed to get rest and have a break. He put me on 
a plane and sent me to my mother to get well. We felt we had no 
other choice. My depression was destroying us all. To be truthful,  
if I didn’t go, I would have gotten worse, and become a danger  
to the ones I love. 

I went home for 6 weeks, and it was hard. I missed my children and 
my husband and wanted to go home to them. However the trip 
was good: I was able to nap when I wanted, I had no one to look 
after, and I tried as best as possible to focus on becoming well. 
When I finally returned to Alberta I had a new energy, and I was 
able to be a better mother and wife. 

Two months after I returned home, I was pregnant again.  
This time, I knew I was not going to come out of it well and fine. 
I started to become fearful in my first trimester. I was not looking 
forward to May, my due date. I knew I had to have a plan this 
time. I decided medications were not an option for me anymore. 
I wanted me back. Luckily I secured one of the few spots with the 
midwives of the Shared Care Maternity Program2.

Accessing this program and midwifery care changed my life.  
To this day I am so grateful for having met them. I discovered  
I wasn’t alone. I learned for the first time that I had options.  
Also there were so many things I could do prenatally, to ease the 
effects of postpartum depression. 

I knew that I was at a higher risk for postpartum depression, 
however upon the advice of my midwives, (I love saying that,  
“my midwives”) I became proactive about my future and I honestly 
believe that it helped me. I actively planned and organized a way 
to make life with another baby manageable. I changed my diet, 
started taking Vitamin D, an Omega complex and soy lecithin.  
I created a circle of support, became friends with other pregnant 
women, and adopted a positive attitude. I repeated to myself,  
“It’s gonn’a be better than I could possibly ever imagine”. 

Around 6-7 months pregnant, the midwives brought up placenta 
encapsulation. Although opposed at first, the more I thought 
about it, and looking into it, the more I realized I hated being 
depressed, and I would do anything to not feel hopeless again.  
So “Keep Placenta” was marked on my prenatal record. 

With this new approach, I was able to look forward to having  
my baby.

My fourth, and last child, was born on Mother’s Day, May 13, 2007, 
in the water, into my husband`s huge warm hands, shortly after 
noon. It was a very calm birth. She was, by far, the cutest baby ever. 
All of my children were beautiful, but she was sweet from the start. 
She looked at me with love and hope, and nestled to my breast 
in the peace that every mother needs. We stayed the night at the 
Westview Health Centre, and went home to show her off the next 
morning. Baby in one arm, placenta in the other!

When we arrived home, I was on such a high. I threw my “bio-
hazard” in the back of the fridge and settled into loving my life. 
After a couple of days I felt a bit weepy, and remembered my 
promise to myself: I would not get depressed again. So I started 
working, with the help of my husband and son, on my placenta.  
It was an interesting project, encapsulating the placenta3, and  
a cool moment with my little guy sitting at the kitchen table,  
the spring sun shining through the windows, putting my capsules 
into a bottle. And I took them religiously, better than any 
medications before.
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I still felt tired and moody, but really, what parent living on less 
than 5 hours of sleep is in a great mood all the time? This time, 
though, I didn’t feel hopeless or helpless. I was able to listen to 
my body. When I was having a day where I felt a little more run 
down, I would take an extra capsule, and told myself, “Nothing 
needs to be done today”. I had a large placenta, which turned 
into well over 200 capsules. Thank goodness! I guess my body 
knew what it would need. I am very glad I did it. Placenta 
encapsulation may have helped me the most in controlling my 
postpartum depression, and perhaps more importantly, it made 
me understand that I can trust myself. I could be in control. It was 
very empowering for me after so many years of depression.

That was over 4 years ago. I look back and feel so proud that I was 
able to acknowledge my own limitations and trust my instincts.  
It wasn’t easy, and God knows, there are still days when I wish  
I could sleep in a little but I am happy now. I am truly well,  
content, and thrilled to be a mother.

I feel my fourth postpartum experience was easier because  
I expected it and took action long before baby was born.  
I learned how I could keep my depression at bay: changing foods, 
becoming more active, knowing when my body is saying sit 
down, encapsulating my placenta, and realizing housework can 
wait—all made me a better mother. I don’t know if, once you have 
suffered depression, it is really ever cured; I always do a double 
take when I’m feeling emotionally charged, making sure to not 
overdo myself. I now know with confidence though, that if I feel 
depression again, I will come out the winner!

Sophia Loren said, “A mother always has to think twice,  
once for herself and once for her child”. When flying, in case  
of an emergency, you must put the mask on yourself first before 
your child. 

My message is this: If 10 - 20% of all women get postpartum 
depression, and you know 100 mothers, then at least 10 of these 
women, possibly more, may have baby blues, if not postpartum 
depression. As a friend, don’t be shy in bringing a new mom  
a frozen pizza. If you ask her, she will probably say no, so don’t 
bother asking—just bring it! Sometimes all a person needs  
is someone to vent to, maybe you could just bring over a coffee 
and an open ear. If you’re a victim of postpartum depression 
yourself, please don’t be afraid to ask for help, no one can do it  
for you. You, as a mother, need to take care of yourself. every child 
deserves a confident, happy, wonderful mother. A healthy mom 
means a healthy baby!

Notes:
1. Statistics Canada, “Maternity experiences Survey” Accessed December 13, 

2011, www.statcan.gc.ca.

2. The Shared Care Maternity Program lasted approximately 10 years and 
offered free midwifery services to women birthing at the Westview Hospital 
in Stony Plain. It was originally managed by midwives, and supervised by 
doctors, when midwifery care was still a paid service. This was the only 
opportunity for Alberta women to have access to free midwifery care until 
2009. Westview discontinued maternity services altogether in September 
2011.

The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth presents

               
                    
          Donation of Birthing Stools at the 
Lois Hospital for Women, Edmonton

Event sponsored by ASAC, publishers of
magazine

The reason ASAC donated these stools was  
to encourage women to labour and push  
using gravity-friendly positions while at the 
same time allowing hospital staff to easily 
monitor women. 

These stools are light, easy to clean, and can 
be submerged in water inside a pool. Similar 
to a birth ball, they facilitate physiologically 
effective positions during labour and birth. 

They can be used for squatting, leaning over 
or lunging. This stool allows women to stay 
upright even when they are tired and in active 

labour. We also know the importance of gravity 
during pushing. The stool can be placed on  
the hospital bed and allows both mother to 
push effectively and nurse/doctor to easily 
monitor progress.

They are made of low-density, food grade 
polyethylene, in Canada. Each stool weighs 
less than 10 pounds and is 13 inches high. 
They meet hospital standards for safety and 
infection control and can withstand medical 
grade cleansers. For more information go to 
www.kayabirth.com

From left to right—Standing in the back 

row are service workers Marica, Maria, and 

Corrinne. On the stools are Registered Nurses 

Lisa Purdue and Jennifer Best.

From left to right—Cheryl Parkes (program manager of obstetrics 
and women’s health of Alberta Health Services), Nelly Albornoz (Unit 
Manager 4E, Lois Hole Hospital for Women), and Cheryl MacDonald 
(Unit Manager on 4E, Lois Hole Hospital for Women).

On November 10th, 2011, Renée Walker and Niko Palmer, in the name of ASAC, handed over 
four Kaya birthing stools to the labour and delivery unit at the Lois Hole Hospital for Women. 
Cheryl Parkes, program manager of obstetrics and women’s health of Alberta Health Services, 
accepted the donation. The nurses received the donation with curiosity and excitement and the 
media took interest in this event as well. The stools will be available to all women in labour at the 
Lois Hole Hospital for Women (former Royal Alexandria Hospital). 

   Heather Hill 
  DONA Trained, BSW 

       Prenatal information, 
 labour support, birth 
 story, birth photos, 

breastfeeding support   

780-242-5667 

balancedbirthdoula@gmail.com  

www.balancedbirthdoula.com  

Sherwood Park, Edmonton & Area 

Balanced Birth Doula 

3. Placenta encapsulation is when a woman dehydrates her placenta and 
has it crushed into a fine powder and encapsulated. Many women find 
that the hormones and vitamins found in their placenta contribute to the 
stabilization of their mental state after the birth. For more information, and 
other benefits, do read the article in this issue written by Stefanie McKinnon 
on placenta encapsulation.

Natasha Longridge is a stay-at-home mom to 4 children 
between the ages of 13 and 4 years. She currently lives in Spruce 
Grove, Alberta, with her kids, hubby, dogs, cats, and whatever 
else decides to crawl in. Natasha is also a birth doula and 
placenta encapsulator. ❖
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A DARk PLACE 
By Tannis Coady

i was told by my gynecologist when i was 
younger that i would probably never be able  
to have children because I had endometriosis1.  
My precious, miraculous gift arrived July 23, 2010 at 4:36am.  
She arrived at 37 weeks gestation, 3 weeks before my due date,  
as I had preeclampsia2—I was frightened, unprepared and excited.  
It was a difficult delivery; I received a transfusion and my kidneys 
and liver were beginning to fail, this apparently was not a new 
thing for pregnant women with high blood pressure issues, and 
supposedly happens regularly, so the medical team was prepared. 
However, my husband was not. 

I saw my baby girl for only a few moments and then they briskly 
took her away and I do not remember the rest of the day. In fact, 
when I awoke I had lost a day—confused and concerned I looked 
around for my baby and husband—anything familiar. The nurse 
brought her in and I wept. My husband arrived later and explained 
what had happened. Again, I wept. For the first time in my life I felt 
I had meaning and a purpose. I was a mom!

Days turned into weeks and weeks into months—I was still 
finding myself weeping and having an illogical sense of fear that 
‘something’ would or could happen to her and I would lose her. 
This caused me a great deal of anxiety. I was irritable, unable  
to sleep properly, eat properly and was finding myself losing my 
patience with my husband and everyone else around me.  
We were newly married, I shouldn’t be annoyed at him like this  
for no reason, and we were supposed to be still in the honeymoon 
phase of our marriage.

One afternoon I was looking out the window while feeding my 
baby and I closed my tired eyes and my mind wandered to a place 
where I was all by myself on an island with no one around—just 
me. It was quiet and peaceful and I could sleep and eat and not 
worry. The sun shone brightly and I was whole … I snapped out 
of my blissful thought to the cries of my baby and reality came 
crashing down and reared its ugly head. Tears rolled down my face 
and I whispered softly, “How am I going to do this?”

I spoke with my husband and he suggested that I should see my 
doctor as this was becoming a little more than baby blues. I agreed 
and made an appointment the next day. I sat in the doctor’s office 
and I immediately felt overwhelmed. She walked in took one look 
at me and saw the tears cascading like a waterfall from my eyes 
uncontrollably. I explained to her how I wished I lived somewhere, 
anywhere, by myself. I wished I did not have any responsibilities,  
I wished I was in a little cave somewhere just to be left alone.  
I was unable to eat, sleep. She instantly indicated that I was 
suffering with Postpartum Depression. I was relieved to have 
something actually ‘wrong’ with me. My next concern was,  

“How long until I am back to myself and enjoy life again?” I was 
placed on anti-depressants and was told that it will get better 
and that I needed to just hang in there. Six months later I was still 
‘hanging’ in there and not feeling any better. 

I felt like I was losing my mind or I had already lost it and did not 
know where to start to find it—all I knew was that it was gone. 
Out of complete desperation, I went to the University of Alberta 
hospital, the walk-in Psychiatric department. I saw a psychiatrist 
and psychologist and wept in front of them both explaining that 
I should be happy to have a baby and a wonderful husband but 
I wasn’t. I should be like those moms you see on television or in 
the books you read: content, happy, house immaculately cleaned, 
supper in the oven, baked cookies on the table, and still having the 
energy to play happily with their newborn. I was resentful of that 
image. I didn’t want to be near anyone, see anyone; I just wanted 
to be left alone. My baby did not suffer physically as I did my duty 
of feeding, changing and holding her—but my heart was not 
there and the guilt was in surmountable.

Quickly, the psychiatrist increased my pills, explained to me 
physically what was going on and that it should take effect  
in a few days to a week. The psychologist gently reaffirmed that 
I was not alone and many women go through this experience 
called postpartum depression. This is when I asked how this was 
even possible a year after giving birth? I thought this was crazy—
this is not what all of the baby books said. The books didn’t say 
how out of control I would feel or that it would take this long 
to “get over”. We chatted for a while and I started to feel a little 
better knowing that there actually was something wrong with me 
and that I was not losing my mind, as I had thought. 

The specialists also gave me some exercises to do to look after 
myself and the biggest was to find support. My husband was 
wonderful but I needed the support of a mother-figure. So I 
looked for a support group and through a work contact I came 
upon PPDA: Postpartum Depression Awareness Ltd in edmonton. 
I have been unable to attend the group meetings as of yet but 
the few exchanges of emails back and forth and reading other 
mommy’s stories released me from a great deal of guilt, fear, 
and coming to the realization that I am not alone and am pretty 
normal. 

Imagine all the crying, snotty tissues, puffed up eyes, frustration, 
guilt, and anxiety was all normal! ‘Whew’, who would have guessed 
that our bodies could be so complex!

My island-far-far-away is still there but it is not as enticing as it 
once was. Some days are fair, some are rough but most days are 
getting better and I am feeling more like me.

Notes:
1. endometriosis occurs when cells from the lining of the uterus grow in other 

areas of the body. The growths are called endometrial tissue implants; 
they can be as big as oranges! They can be on the ovaries, bowel, rectum, 
bladder, and on the lining of the pelvic area. Unlike the endometrial cells 
found in the uterus, the tissue implants outside the uterus stay in place when 
you get your period. They sometimes bleed a little bit. They grow again 
when you get your next period. This ongoing process leads to pain and 
other symptoms. This can lead to a lot of pain, irregular heavy bleeding, and 
infertility.

2. Pre-eclampsia is a condition that typically starts after the 20th week of 
pregnancy and is related to increased blood pressure during pregnancy 
and protein in the mother’s urine (as a result of kidney problems). Pre-
eclampsia affects the placenta, and it can affect the mother’s kidney, liver, 
and brain. It can also cause seizures. Pre-eclampsia is one of the leading 
causes of cesarean births and fetal complications, which include low birth 
weight, premature birth, and stillbirth. There is no proven way to prevent 
pre-eclampsia. Most women who develop signs of pre-eclampsia, however, 
are closely monitored to lessen or avoid related problems. The only way to 
‘cure’ pre-eclampsia is to deliver the baby.

Tannis Coady is a newly married and new mom to a beautiful 
17 months old baby girl named Theresa, at the age of 36. She 
lives in Edmonton, Alberta, and is a stay-at-home and work-at-
home mom. ❖

Pre-Natal Yoga Class
Pre-register
8 weeks
Monday’s 7:30 - 845 pm
$95

Om Shanti
Momma!
Pre and post-natal 
yoga, in the heart of 
downtown

create peace • be love • live joy

10026 102nd Street
780.421.9444
www.ShantiYogaStudio.ca

Post-natal Community Yoga 
Class
Pre-register
6 weeks
Wednesday's 10:00- 11:30 am
$80 
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MY eXPerIeNCe WITH  
POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION
By Tascheleia Marangoni

i had my first child when i was 22 and my 
second child when i was nearly 32. One of the 
reasons that accounted for the 10 year gap was a severe 
case of postpartum depression (PPD). 

A few months after my oldest daughter Isabella was born  
I developed PPD, it lasted until well past her first birthday and  
I still have lasting effects. Interestingly I was thrilled when Bella  
was born. I thought I was having a boy but secretly hoped for  
a girl, so she was such a wonderful surprise. My birth experience 
went well with a few bumps along the way. It was my first birth.  
I was young and did not really know what to expect outside of 
what I had read in What to expect When You’re expecting, and 
with your first birth I believe it doesn’t matter how much you read, 
you have no real frame of reference for childbirth. 

My water broke very close to my due date and by the following 
day when I had not gone into labour I was induced1. My labour 

was long and I tried Demerol and morphine to cope with  
the pain, both made me sick to my stomach. eventually I gave  
in to an epidural, which ironically only worked on the right half  
of my body. 

After what the doctor considered to be too much time for 
pushing, he wanted to do a caesarean but I insisted that he not  
do one unless absolutely necessary. I asked them to use the 
vacuum as an alternative and, thankfully, it worked. Sadly Bella  
was born with the cord wrapped tightly around her neck and had 
to be resuscitated. She was fine in the end. 

So my first experience with childbirth was not uneventful.  
At the time the hospital still had some policies in place they  
no longer have today, like a mandatory enema. There were other 
little things too that were not great but overall the experience was 
good and the reward from it all – wonderful!

We arrived home a couple of days later with this tiny baby—we 
were new parents without a clue really about what to do.  

I had read lots of books and had some instruction from the nurses 
in the hospital which helped. Though Bella was nursing well,  
I think I was overwhelmed. I am a fairly emotional person, I think 
too much and feel too much, and my heart leapt with every little 
cry she made and right from the beginning, without realizing it,  
I was worrying all the time about everything where the baby  
was concerned.

When Bella was 2 weeks old, we took her out for the first time.  
I remember so clearly that I felt really guilty about taking her out 
of the house, as if taking this fragile little thing out into the cold, 
cruel world was a terrible thing to do. I could not stop crying 
before-during-and-after, but forced myself to take her  
out thinking I had to do it sooner or later. Maybe then  
I should have known something was wrong but I didn’t.

I also did not have good family support. Some people are so lucky 
to have loving, supportive parents or family of some kind to just 
be there or help out. My father passed away when I was a teen 
and my mother was very angry with me that I had gotten married 
and decided to have a baby. She herself had a bad experience 
with marriage and mothering and thought that I was too young 
and essentially destroying my life with this decision. She has never 
been a very warm person anyway and this strained things even 
more. When Bella was born she did not even want to be referred 
to as Grandma. extended family existed but not in a close, warm, 
supportive way. It was just me and my hubby.

I also found myself overprotective of Bella; I did not like anyone  
to hold her but me or George and was constantly worried about 
her well-being. At the time, I didn’t realize that this was part  
of the PPD. A common reaction to the baby when a mother has 
PPD is to either reject the child or go the opposite direction and 
become extremely overprotective of the baby. What made this 
situation worse was the lack of understanding I got from family. 
Instead of support, love and understanding, I was judged and  
no one reached out to help me. I remember an occasion when  
I was trying to talk to my mom about postpartum depression and 
she said to me, “If you know what the problem is then it shouldn’t 
be a problem anymore, right?” Not a very compassionate reaction. 
My grandparents, who are loving people, come from a generation 
when you were just supposed to suck it up and hush-hush pretty 
much everything. This notion I have of bringing things out into  
the open for discussion, or awareness, is just crazy to them!

It was not until quite a few months after Bella was born that  
I really began to realize something was wrong. Without even 
realizing, I developed postpartum obsessive compulsive disorder.  
I remember one day, looking down at my hands and realizing 
that they were so red and covered in a million little tiny cuts from 
washing them constantly. running through my head was, “Out 
damn spot”. I really thought I was losing it. I began developing 
all of these strange little routines. I was counting everything and 
couldn’t stop. I obsessed and worried about a million things and 
felt very overwhelmed, sad and alone. The one light in all of this 
was my beautiful baby, she saved me. She gave me a reason every 
day to try and be the best version of myself, no matter how much 
of a struggle it was.

And it was a struggle. It got harder and harder to get out of bed,  
to the point where I dreaded the start of a new day. Things as 
simple as getting dressed and eating were very challenging. 
Leaving the house seemed as difficult as climbing a mountain.  
I lost a lot of weight because I just couldn’t eat. I felt this way for 
close to a year.

When it got to the point that I knew something was wrong and 
decided to talk to my husband about it I encountered another 
barrier. We were both young and had only been together a couple 
of years, so our relationship was not as solid as it could be. When  
I talked to him about the problems I was having and 
communicated that I needed more help from him and maybe 
others, he was defensive. He was uninformed and thought I was 
exaggerating some of these behaviours to get his attention.  
As I began to get professional help, and he learned more about 
PPD, he came to realize how wrong he had been, but the damage 
had been done. 

PPD often destroys marriages as the stress level of an unwell  
mom and new baby is too much for a relationship to handle. 
My bout with PPD damaged our relationship for many different 
reasons and, sadly, when Bella was two, we separated for two 
years. The good news to this part of the story is that love conquers 
all. George and I loved each other so much that we found our way 
back to each other, attended marriage counselling and worked  
a lot of things out. Today we are madly in love and have two  
more children!

Back to my story;eventually I sought professional help. I cannot 
remember where I went first or all of the things I did. I do 
remember attending a support group at the hospital. I also 
remember visiting a psychiatrist who prescribed antidepressants.  
I felt uncertain about what had been prescribed for me but 
wanted so badly to feel better. After taking the medication for  
two weeks I felt horrible. I can remember sitting on the floor of 
the bathroom actually contemplating suicide and I had never felt 
that way in my life before or since. Thank the stars that I had the 
sense to throw the pills out. 

I decided to seek some other kind of help and discovered a local 
agency that offered the type of support I needed. There I saw  
a wonderful therapist who was kind, compassionate and overall 
very helpful. Over time through talk therapy I began to feel more 
like myself and I recovered a great deal. I picked up my life and 
began to have goals again. 

Many years after all of this George and I talked about the fact that 
we might like to have another child. We decided that we wanted 
to have two more. One of the first things we found ourselves 
discussing was PPD. We decided we could handle whatever came 
our way as we were older and had more life experience.  
Amazingly enough, the postpartum period after my son was  
born was pretty much PPD free. everything was different where 
my son was concerned, including the pregnancy. 

When I became pregnant with my third child, however, I began  
to recognize some old symptoms right away and endeavoured 
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to be prepared for PPD before she was even born. I read and 
researched, took a therapy session to make a postpartum plan, 
and I probably did a little praying too (even though I am not 
particularly religious). 

A few weeks after Sofia was born I did in fact develop PPD 
although it was not as severe as it had been with my first child. 
I think being prepared helped a bit. At the same time my 
preparation did not change the fact that I went through  
it again, nor did it change the fact that even though there  
is help out there it is hard to find and sometimes expensive. 

A few of the things I found helpful through this time were  
a local holistic practitioner, the books How to Make a New Mother 
Happy and The Mood Cure, as well as magnesium and vitamin B 
complex supplements.

My baby girl is two years old now. Have I fully recovered from 
PPD? Mostly, but not entirely. There are still dark, obsessive 
thoughts that hide in the corners of my mind that I fight every  
day to keep at bay. I was amazed to learn during my first 
experience with PPD, how little was known about it. Like so many 
illnesses and diseases, the scientific community is working hard  
to discover causes and cures for many things, but we still have  
a long way to go. 

My experience led me to create PPDA: Postpartum Depression 
Awareness Ltd., an edmonton based non-profit organization 
that creates awareness and resources for those dealing with 
postpartum depression and other postpartum mood disorders. 
Through helping others I can feel myself healing as it forced me to 
visit places in my mind I would rather not go. But as I said earlier it 
is all part of my life and who I am. 

I have been rewarded with three beautiful children whom I love 
so much and would not trade that for anything; a little sacrifice 
is worth this happiness for sure. With a heart full of love for my 
children and empathy and compassion for myself, and all the 
mothers who must deal with PPD as part of their childbearing 
journey, I have shared my story and created the PPDA project for 
you. I have healing thoughts and love for you all.

Notes:
1. An induction is when your labour is artificially started in hospital. The reason 

behind it is multi-fold and should be thoroughly explained and weighed. 
Some would argue that it is an over management of labour, others believe 
it is worth it as they may have a chance of having a vaginal birth rather than 
a caesarean. Your caregiver will insert a gel on the cervix to make it stretchy 
and favourable to birth. Then an IV is placed with synthetic oxytocin to 
cause uterine contractions. The drip is monitored by a nurse and a pump. 
This will mean that from start to several hours postpartum you will have the 
IV in. Some women also report that the contraction pattern in unbelievably 
strong. Some women cope well but most will end up asking for an epidural. 
Some babies find this contraction pattern too strong too and may have 
trouble coping over the long term.

Tascheleia Marangoni is a professional dance artist and 
instructor in Edmonton. She also volunteers her time to 
increase awareness and resources for postpartum depression 
and other postpartum mood disorders. ❖
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ONE OF EACH: My hospital birth and my home birth 
By Vicky Qualie

i am grateful for my children and my birth 
experiences. i am fortunate to have one  
of each – one boy and one girl; and one hospital and one  
home birth. 

My approach to most new projects in life is to research and plan—
that is exactly what I did with my first pregnancy. My husband, Jim, 
graciously embraced my need to understand birth. He came to 
the appointments, read books, came to our doula’s prenatal class, 
toured the hospital, and ran out to fulfill my cravings. Bless his 
heart. With all of my research, I began to appreciate the power  
of natural birth. I decided that I wanted to try and avoid 
unnecessary medical procedures and just let my body  
do what women have been doing for centuries.

During my pregnancy, I came to desire a drug-free birth and  
to bring my child into the world as gently as possible. I hoped that 
only the important people would be in the birthing room to help 
me. I hoped I wouldn’t have to defend my wish to birth naturally. 
When I think back now, I find it interesting that despite all of my 
research, I never once thought of having a home birth or even  
a midwife. Perhaps it was because my nephew was born just  
a few months prior and his birth was scary. He was born by 
cesarean section and then it took several minutes for the medical 
crew to get him breathing. At that point, I couldn’t imagine having 
a baby anywhere other than a hospital.

And so, I prepared for the birth of my first baby at the hospital due 
July 19th 2006, to be attended by my husband, our doula and our 
doctor. I even had extra time to prepare because seven days past 
my due date, I was still waiting. 

I didn’t know what a contraction felt like. I kept getting cramps 
and moments of intensity, but then it would go away. I tried 
acupressure points to induce labour and a few other tricks, but 
this baby was late. Luckily, I began to have real contractions on 
the afternoon of July 26th. I say luckily because I would have been 
induced the following day1. I remember calling Jim to tell him  
what was happening and it felt like 5 minutes later he was home. 

I laboured at home for several hours with Jim and our doula.  
I felt very comfortable there and when the contractions got closer, 
we decided to drive over to the hospital. Unfortunately, I think the 
hospital environment made my cervix nervous and I had to walk 
around the hallways hoping for the magical 3 cm of dilation.  
It all worked out and we got our labour and delivery room  
along with our nurse. 

Thank goodness for our doula, she was our main support during 
that busy night in the hospital. There were many emergency 
cesarean sections, which meant the nurses, anaesthesiologists and 
doctors were busy. We didn’t get bugged too much by the staff 
and I stayed in the shower for a long time. But after 15 hours of 

labour, lots of laughs, and laughing gas2, at 8cm, I was tired. 

It was frustrating to me and Jimthat I had been checked for 
dilation by three different nurses, but my doctor never did come 
in that night. A resident came in, but he only wanted to take my 
complete medical history during some very intense contractions. 
each nurse had discovered a different dilation and the last nurse 
thought that my bag of water must have broken in the shower. 
When the doctor finally came in at 8am and examined me, she 
said my bag of water was still intact and urged me to get an 
epidural so that I could rest before it was time to push. 

I felt defeated. This was not what I wanted. I knew I was tired, but  
I wasn’t allowed to eat or drink for several hours3 (“just in case  
I needed a cesarean section”), and why hadn’t the doctor come 
in earlier? Shortly after I got the epidural, my baby’s heart rate 
slowed down (which typically happens) and everyone panicked. 
I suggested I lay on my left side and luckily that helped to bring 
the baby’s heart rate back to normal and avoid an emergency 
cesarean section. Sometimes the umbilical cord gets stuck and 
moving allows it to loosen up! 

Of course, with an epidural you get a few extra people in the 
room. At one point, there were 10 women in the room and  
my husband. They were chatting and laughing like they were  
at a coffee shop. I had to tell them to shut up so I could focus. 
There was even a young medical student in the room who they 
said had never witnessed a birth before and could she please 
watch? I wish I would have said no, but now we were down to 
standing room only. I pushed for two hours and it felt weird.  
I didn’t feel the urge to push like I thought I would...which is  
typical of epidural births… so I pushed when the nurses told  
me to and I still managed to do some modified squatting, thanks 
to my doula’s quick thinking.

Thankfully it all worked out and almost 24 hours after that first 
contraction, we met our son. Ben was born on July 27th, 2006 and 
he was a big boy – 9lb, 1oz and 21 inches long! Honestly, I thought 

I was having a girl, so when they laid this big boy on my chest,  
I had to soak it all in. He was so beautiful, and in a moment 
we were officially parents. Words cannot describe the intense 
emotions when you realize the creature that was growing inside 
you is in fact a tiny person whom you love more than anything 
else on the planet. 

We were happy to have our healthy son, but the experience  
of his birth left a few scars. I felt like I had lost control of what was 
happening to me. There were so many people in the room and 
they all seemed focused on their own little checklist. I became 
an object rather than a woman experiencing the miracle of birth. 
What I really wanted was for my husband and me to bond with our 
child in privacy, but that would have to wait until we got home.
We knew we wanted to have more children, but I wanted to have 
another baby right away just to prove to myself that I could have  
a natural, un-medicated childbirth. I know that sounds crazy, but 
it’s how I felt for a short time. This in no way discounts the birth  
of my son; his place in my heart is extremely special. However,  
I held onto the grief of not having a natural, un-medicated birth 
for weeks and that affected my health and my confidence  
as a new mother. It was through yoga and meditation that  
I was able to find peace with my first birth experience.

A little more than two years later, we welcomed the news that we 
were pregnant with our second child, due September 23rd 2009.  
I needed to find a way to have a natural, un-medicated birth,  
so I chose midwifery care instead of a doctor. I have never 
regretted that decision. We found our midwives to be very kind, 
supportive, and fun. Their understanding of birth and their 
respect for a woman’s sacred rite of passage was inspiring.  
I trusted them and that was something I didn’t experience with  
my first pregnancy.

I originally wanted to have my baby at the Westview Health Centre 
in Stony Plain, but after several conversations with our midwives, 
my husband and I decided to have a home birth, supported by 
our midwives and our doula who had attended my first birth. Our 
home was close to a hospital and we learned about all of the 
equipment that midwives bring with them, as well as everything 
they are trained for. I remember the day we told the midwives 
about our decision because their eyes lit up. It turns out midwives 

love home births and now I know why.

It was mid-afternoon and I was busy baking and cleaning my 
house (nesting!) when I noticed I was having contractions and 
they were getting stronger. I had a bath to see if the contractions 
would slow down, but they didn’t. By suppertime I had the feeling 
that our baby was coming so I started making calls. Ben was off 
to his grandparent’s place and I gave the midwives a heads up. 
I sent a little Facebook note to our doula asking her if she was 
up to anything that night and she called me right away. I felt so 
energized and ready. Jim was such a trooper getting the bed and 
the pool ready and letting me lean on him for every contraction. 
Seriously, I think he may have missed two contractions the  
whole night.

Our doula was the first to arrive and she was very excited for 
us. She helped Jim fill the pool and started taking pictures while 
timing contractions. I remember feeling so comfortable at home.  
I began to moan as the contractions started to get more intense.  
It felt so good to moan—something I didn’t even consider doing 
at the hospital for Ben’s birth.

A couple hours later, we decided to call the midwives and it didn’t 
take them long to arrive. They were so quiet and respectful when 
they came. They brought in their equipment, checked our vitals 
and let me just keep on birthing. By this time I really wanted to get 
in the pool and the water felt so good. 

As the contractions got more intense, I started taking little short 
breaths and moved into my labour zone. There was no clock,  
no checklist, no bright lights, and no inhibitions. I just kept telling 
myself that my baby was coming and that my body knew what  
to do. I had no idea what stage of labour I was in or how far  
I had dilated and it didn’t matter. 

My midwives and doula were all very encouraging, telling me  
I was doing great. I switched to blowing during the really intense 
contractions and somehow that made everything better.  
I was surprised when I could no longer relax during contractions. 
I felt my body take over and start pushing, and at the end of a 
contraction I just went to mush and laid my head on Jim’s arms.  
I didn’t know that my baby was crowning and I was minutes away 
from pushing her out.

I could tell the midwives were getting excited. They told me my 
baby was swimming and I just needed to give one more push to 
get the legs out. They passed the baby under my legs and I pulled 
her out of the water. Jim and I were in awe. We were so surprised 
that there was no crying, just peaceful glances. After about five 
minutes of falling in love with this little vernix-covered creature, 
the midwives asked me if I was going to check the sex of the baby. 
When I saw that we had a baby girl I was very surprised. This time,  
I was sure I was having a boy and I didn’t even consider that I could 
be having a girl. Ben would have a little sister. 

Neela was born on September 21st, 2009 weighing 8lb, 11oz and 
21 inches long. She was born into a peaceful world and held by me 
and Jim in the warm water for 20 minutes before we cut her cord. 
My team of birth women stayed with me for a few hours to make 
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sure we were all healthy. I did have to have an IV as I was bleeding 
more than the midwives felt comfortable with. They handled that 
swiftly. They then tucked us into bed with our little girl and left us 
alone to get some rest.

Our midwives came to our home four times after that. 
They checked Neela and I and helped me immensely with 
breastfeeding. Words cannot describe how much it meant  
to have professionals come to my home to help me. I really felt  
like they were equally committed to supporting me during  
my pregnancy, through labour and delivery, and post-natally. It 
was such a contrast to how I felt after Ben’s birth. This time, I felt 
confident and relaxed. I know part of that is because this was  
my second child, but I am convinced that the midwives helped  
to empower me through their support.

I think having a hospital birth helped me to truly appreciate how 
special a home birth can be. I treasure both experiences dearly for 
they have taught me so much about life. Children are full of love 
and energy and it is so much easier to embrace that when you 
have had a powerful birth experience. I wish that more parents 
could have such a peaceful and magical experience.

Notes:
1. An induction is when your labour is artificially started in hospital. The reason 

behind it is multifold and should be thoroughly explained and weighed. 
Some would argue that it is an over-management of labour, others believe 
it is worth it as it may give a chance of having a vaginal birth rather than a 
cesarean. Your caregiver will insert a gel on the cervix to make it stretchy 
and favourable to birth. You may stay at the hospital in a non-private room 
without your partner for several days before anything happens. You can 
advocate to go home. Once your cervix is stretchy, an IV is placed with 
synthetic oxytocin to cause uterine contractions. The drip is monitored by a 
nurse and a pump. This will mean that from start to several hours postpartum 
you will have the IV in. Women have reported that the contraction pattern 
in unbelievably strong. Some women cope well but most will end up asking 
for an epidural. Some babies find this contraction pattern too strong and 
may have trouble coping over the long term, which can lead to a cesarean. 
If your caregiver recommends an induction although your baby is not in 
distress, remember that the SOGC recommends a wait-and-see approach or 
to consider it 10 days after the due date.

2. Laughing gas, also called Nitrous Oxide, is an anesthetic drug, which 
is normally administered as a mixture with 50% gas and 50% oxygen 
in medical grade gas tanks, with the trade name entonox or Nitronox. 
Inhalation is frequently used to relieve the sensation of pain associated with 
childbirth (it takes the edge of pain off), and has been shown to be a safe 
and effective aid for women wanting to give birth vaginally.

3. Drinking and eating in labour is natural. Labour, like any physical exertion, is 
an appetite suppressant. A woman will not feel like eating much by the end 
of her labour. However, she will need to drink to prevent muscle cramping, 
exhaustion, and her contractions from slowing down. If she forgets, which 
she will, it is the birth team’s responsibility to give her water or juice after 
each contraction. Hospitals have a wide variety of protocols, including 
ones for solid and liquid intake during childbirth. Some hospitals are more 
conservative than others, that is, they do not allow anything in the mouth 
while others do. It is up to you to advocate to drink instead of accepting an 
IV of saline, which will be in you for hours even after the birth of your baby.

Vicky Qualie loves being a mom. Before their daughter, Neela, 
was born, Vicky and her husband, Jim, decided she would stay 
home to raise their children. She also loves practising yoga, 
enjoys strollercize, and nature walks with her family. She 
doesn’t miss work… yet. ❖
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What is postpartum 
depression? By Tascheleia Marangoni

Rather than give an exact text book definition  
of what postpartum depression is, what i want  
to do here is talk about the subject in its entirety. 
First off, postpartum depression is not really the correct 
term. Postpartum depression is one type of postpartum mood 
disorder that individuals can suffer from in the postpartum period. 
Others include postpartum anxiety/panic, postpartum obsessive 
compulsive disorder and in extreme cases postpartum psychosis. 
We can define postpartum mood disorders as mood changes that 
occur following the birth of a baby. They can be anywhere from 
mild to severe in nature.

Symptoms vary greatly and can seem to come out of nowhere. 
All of a sudden a woman may feel unlike herself—she may have 
trouble getting out of bed and performing normal daily tasks; 
her appetite and sleep habits may change; she may experience 

feelings of sadness, depression, hopelessness, worthlessness, 
agitation, anxiety and panic; she may have obsessive thoughts and 
experience abrupt changes in mood and energy level. Sometimes 
Moms find they feel quite irritable, have difficulty concentrating, 
making decisions and even suffer confusion at times. Other things 
are affected as well such as libido. New fears may come into play 
such as fear of being left alone, fear of impending disaster and fear 
of hurting oneself or the baby. A common reaction is for a mom 
to experience either a lack of interest in the baby or extreme over 
protectiveness of the infant. She may have a lack of interest in 
activities she normally enjoys, a powerful desire to run away,  
or feel that her life is spinning out of control.

One of the biggest issues with postpartum mood disorders is 
recognizing them. Not only are they difficult for professionals to 
diagnose but they are even more difficult for moms to recognize. 

For this reason, women who are expecting and are aware of 
postpartum depression sometimes worry they might unknowingly 
develop it. everyone is susceptible to postpartum mood disorders 
but some face a higher than average risk of developing one if:

• there is a family history of mood disorders or more specifically 
postpartum mood disorders

• the individual has experienced depression or other mood 
disorders in the past

• there is a history of hormonal problems  
(with PMS for example)

• the individual is a first time mother and/or is quite young

• the baby was delivered prematurely and/or by cesarean  
or if there were any other complications during the pregnancy 
and/or delivery

• the new mom has multiples

• the individual experienced fertility problems prior  
to conceiving

• the new mom and her partner are having  
relationship problems

• the new mom is experiencing financial stress

• the new mom is not used to spending a lot of time  
at home or ends up spending a lot of time alone

• there is a lack of family support or community

Another very important question is why does PPD develop?  
Aside from some of the risk factors listed above, what can bring  
on a postpartum mood disorder?

Hormonal changes after delivery is probably one of the biggest 
factors. It is interesting that some are susceptible to these 
changes and others are not; just like some Moms experience 
awful morning sickness, some just a little and others none at all—
everyone has different ranges of sensitivity.

Sleep deprivation and exhaustion is probably the second biggest 
cause. It takes awhile just to recover from the, sometimes, days 
spent in labour and delivering. After that, it does not matter how 
good the little bundle of joy is, he/she will inevitably disrupt Mom’s 
sleep schedule. Plus I think a lot of moms do not realize how tiring 
it is simply looking after a little person day in and day out.  
All of these factors add up to fatigue and sometimes exhaustion.

Depletion of nutrients can also be another contributing factor. 
Maybe not enough to cause a problem on its own but in 
combination with other things, if a new Mom’s nutrient stores 
have run low in some areas this can have big effects on her mood.

Feeling overwhelmed due to the new responsibilities of 
motherhood. Most of us do our best to prepare for the arrival  
of our new baby based on what we have read, advice from family 
and friends and our own personal experiences in life. At the same 
time, there is only so much preparing one can do for such an 
enormous life event. I have three children myself and with each 
child, no matter my experience, it was a big adjustment.

iLLuStRAtioN bY:  Caitlin Crawshaw 
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expectations play a very large role in how someone will adjust 
to being a new mom, whether it is the first time or the fifth time. 
The unrealistic expectations mothers place on themselves, the 
sometimes outdated, unrealistic expectations society places  
on moms, the expectations moms place on each other through 
competitiveness and how society thinks of postpartum depression 
are all factors that require change.

If you are a new mom or dad and are feeling unlike yourself  
or displaying any of the symptoms listed in this article, it is a good 
idea to talk to someone. Talk to your spouse, a friend or a relative 
but most importantly book an appointment with your family 
doctor. remember you are the expert on yourself, if you don’t get 
the help you think you need from one professional or resource, 
get a second opinion or try something else. Often postpartum 
depression requires more than one kind of help and takes time—
don’t think that one doctor appointment or prescription will solve 
the problem.

So what are some of the options that can help with postpartum 
mood disorders?

Support groups are an excellent resource. They may not always 
be easy to find but they are a great place to start if you need some 
help. Often when a person is suffering from some type of mood 
disorder they feel very isolated, alone and that they are the only 
person going through what they are going through.  
Meeting other individuals dealing with similar problems and 
knowing that you are not alone makes a world of difference.  
For similar reasons moms groups are also a very good resource  
of meeting other Moms and discussing similar topics of interest.  
It can really boost one’s mood as well. Of course for someone  
that is severely depressed, getting out of the house alone can  
be difficult, never mind joining a moms group, so take baby 
steps—you will get there!

Nutrition and holistic health is a worthwhile place to do some 
researching. There are so many options here for a new mom, such 
as seeing a dietician for nutritional changes that can be made  
to help mood, to seeing a holistic practitioner to learn more about 
supplements. Acupuncture, acupressure and massage are used  
to help moms during the postpartum period as well. Just looking 
after yourself and making sure you eat healthy, drink lots of water 
and rest when you can makes a big difference. Of course  
I know from personal experience that this can be much easier 
said than done, especially if you are not feeling like yourself or are 
depressed it seems impossible to do the very things you need.  
So please reach out and get help from wherever you can.

exercise is another part of looking after yourself, especially 
exercise geared toward the postpartum period. exercise is also 
considered to be really good for depression, partly due to the 
endorphins released in the body during exercise.

Hiring a postpartum doula is another fabulous option if you  
would like a little extra help at home; that extra help could be all 
you need!
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Psychologists are very resourceful and compassionate. Sometimes 
all a person needs is someone to talk to. Psychologists offer not 
only talk therapy but have many resources at their fingertips and 
can help to point individuals in the right direction.

Psychiatrists differ from psychologists in that they are medical 
doctors but for the mind and have the ability to prescribe 
medication. Generally if one sees a psychiatrist, it is for a shorter 
period of time and the goal is usually to obtain a prescription 
for some type of antidepressant. It should be kept in mind that 
antidepressants are only one step in the process of healing and 
not a cure. It is best to use medication in conjunction with other 
forms of therapy.

Publications, books and websites are very helpful as well in that 
they are self-help and can be used at home. Publications from 
your city geared toward moms and families are filled with all 
kinds of resources that can be helpful. Books on the topics of 
pregnancy, postpartum health and postpartum mood disorders  
are great for those of us who like to research and get to the 
bottom of things. Websites too can offer a wide variety of 
resources and information.

Often a combination of the above suggestions will have  
a new mom feeling like herself again in a matter of time.  
eating healthy, taking a few supplements, getting as much rest  
as you can, exercising and maybe a few acupressure and/or 
therapy appointments will make all the difference in the world! 
In more extreme cases however, if you are really struggling 
and are not feeling better over time then please make sure you 
examine other options. Talk to your family doctor, obstetrician, 
naturopathic doctor, psychologist or psychiatrist.

I want to summarize a little bit about the different kinds  
of postpartum mood disorders:

Baby Blues
Something I have not yet discussed in this article as most people 
are pretty familiar with this concept. Baby blues are for the most 
part a normal part of the adjustment period after having a baby. 
Just as the body needs to heal so does all of you. Feeling a bit 
down or overly emotional or exhausted is to be expected in the 
first couple of weeks after childbirth. Approximately 80% of new 
moms experience baby blues within 2 to 6 weeks after having  
their baby. After the 6-week period it is generally considered  
to be postpartum depression rather than baby blues. Symptoms 
include mild mood swings including tolerable/manageable anxiety 
and depression

postpartum Mood disorders
Depression symptoms include: changes in sleep pattern, 
forgetfulness, changes in appetite, crying spells, unrealistic 
complaints, loss of interest in favourite activities, tendency  
to be withdrawn or uncommunicative, tendency to feel 
overwhelmed quickly, feeling fearful, low self-esteem, not feeling 
better when reassured.

Anxiety and panic symptoms include: intense feelings of fear, heart 
palpitations, fear of heart attack, hyperventilation, chest pains and 
indigestion, numbing or tingling sensation in hands and feet.

Obsessive compulsive disordersymptoms include: obsessive 
worries about health of the baby and your own health, 
preoccupation with cleanliness and germs, over protectiveness  
of baby, fear of being alone with the baby due to concern  
of hurting him/her, repetitive/obsessive thoughts.

postpartum psychosis
Postpartum psychosis is very rare, experienced by less than 1%  
of new mothers. It is the most extreme form of postpartum mood 
disorders and can begin only days after delivery. Postpartum 
psychosis can display similar symptoms to postpartum depression 
as well as hallucinations, manic episodes and disconnection 
between actual and perceived events.

postpartum post-traumatic stress disorder
Sometimes what transpired during labour and delivery has been so 
traumatic for the new mom that she experiences post-traumatic 
disorder, just as a person might after any other traumatic event 
such as a car accident or war. Symptoms can include flashbacks 
to event, nightmares, feelings of helplessness, feelings of fear and 
panic attacks.

Other terms used to refer to postpartum mood disorders or 
postpartum depression include postnatal depression, perinatal 
depression, postpartum adjustment or postpartum exhaustion.

So in knowing all of this, how do we prevent postpartum mood 
disorders? Can we? I am far from an expert but I don’t think we 
can prevent them entirely; we can however lessen their effects 
if they do occur. By being aware, informed and living a healthy 
lifestyle I think we can stay on top of postpartum depression. 
Awareness and information is really the key so that other new 
moms and young moms can be much more prepared for 
postpartum depression should it happen.
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suffered from postpartum mood disorders herself, this  
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Doula
dou· la [doo-luh]:  
integral members of the  
birth team supporting the 
childbearing family

For information call: 780 945 8080
www.edmontondoula.org
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Avoiding postpartum depression
By Connie Peters

During pregnancy we all read about postpartum 
depression and the potential symptoms and signs  
to watch for. if you’re anything like me, you had a little 
check-list tucked away somewhere, hoping you wouldn’t have 
to pull it out and count out just how many of those signs 
or symptoms you might be feeling on any given day. 

The weeks following childbirth and first days of motherhood are 
overwhelming, surreal and positively life-altering. How could you 
not be feeling fear or sadness in some of those moments?  
It’s not that we don’t all feel some of those emotions, or signs 
and symptoms at one point or another during the first months of 
parenthood, but it’s the level and frequency at which we feel them 
that makes the difference. 

Like your doctor, or pregnancy books will tell you, if you continue 
feeling the “baby blues” for weeks, it doesn’t seem to go away on 
its own, you have thoughts of hurting the baby or yourself, or lose 
interest in the baby altogether— it’s time to see your doctor for 
treatment of postpartum depression.

I want to let you know that it is possible to keep the babyblues 

driving force. However when you parent if you work too much, accept too many 
responsibilities, and have higher-than-average standards you will wear yourself thin. 
Take it easy—accept that the dishes are piling up and that you  
are still in your pyjamas. Hire a maid, close the door of your messy room, eat out,  
have a sense of humour, ask for help, go on early maternity leave—and enjoy the 
simplicity of life.

9. Support from your family and friends is one of the most important factors in ensuring 
that the baby blues do not turn into postpartum depression. If you’re like many new 
moms, you don’t necessarily live close to your extended family, which makes having 
a large circle of support challenging, but not impossible. Follow these steps to create 
your circle of support before, during and after pregnancy:

• Visit your local health unit as soon as your baby is born to join their post-natal 
program. The program introduces new mothers to plenty of information as well  
as connecting you with other new mothers. These women are all going through 
the same things at the same time and they will become your lifeline during the 
early months and throughout the first year. 

• Find a postpartum doula that offers in-home support. These women are here 
to help you in any and all aspects of new motherhood, from cooking, cleaning, 
burping, cuddling, breastfeeding support, anything you could possibly need.  
It’s imperative to get your rest and having a helping hand around the house  
can enable you to do just that. You can find them through the DONA website  
www.dona.org

• Get active. There are plenty of local fitness options that allow you to bring baby 
along with you and allow you to meet women who have babies. Check your city 
recreation centres, the YMCA, prenatal and postnatal yoga 
classes, your local dance studios and fitness gyms. They all 
offer mom & baby classes for you to enjoy together.

• Get out of the house. Meet more moms out there by 
joining moms groups, going to mom events, connect 
online and more. There are many offerings in edmonton 
including: www.momstown.ca, www.mommyconnections.
ca, www.modernmama.ca, and www.meetup.com.

• Go to La Leche League meetings when you are pregnant. 
This will allow you to meet other women with babies and 
build a connection before giving birth. Having a group of 
people you know, and have developed a relationship with, 
will make it easier for you to pick the phone up when you 
are in need of advice!

10. Ask for help. Don’t stay silent about your stress or negative 
feelings. It is not a sign of weakness to ask for help. On the 
contrary, it is brave to admit you are feeling vulnerable. You 
will also find that your willingness to being honest and real will 
deepen your relationship with your community. If anyone says 
that you are a princess, they are uneducated about the effects 
of childbirth and parenting on mental health. You are not 
exaggerating; they are the ones downplaying your symptoms. 
It is absolutely appropriate for you to receive help if you say 
you need it. remember, it takes a village to raise a child!

Connie Peters is a mom of three beautiful girls and works from 
home in Vancouver. She enjoys a good stack of magazines and a 
little bit of reality-TV along with wine and as much social media 
as her day can handle. ❖
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from turning into postpartum depression. Here are a few ways  
to avoid postpartum depression:

1. Having a personal or family history of depression can be a 
factor that increases your risk of postpartum depression.  
The important thing here is to talk without shame to your 
family and your caregiver about what you or they have 
experienced. Letting your doctor, midwife, and partner know 
before birth that you may be at higher risk lets everyone in, 
allows them to give you advice as to how prepare prenatally 
and to stay tuned to possible symptoms so they can help you  
if necessary.

2. Having a mental illness may also be a factor that increases your 
chance of postpartum depression. 

3. Anxiety or negative feelings about your pregnancy, childbirth, 
parenting, or life in general can also increase your risk.  
Address these issues with your partner and a therapist during 
the pregnancy if possible, to find coping methods before  
baby arrives. 

4. Marriage or money issues can create fear and anxiety  
when adding the baby into the mix. Talk to a therapist  
and communicate with your partner in great detail to  
avoid bottling up your feelings, which can increase the 
negative thoughts. 

5. Placenta encapsulation has been recognized by many  
to enhance postpartum moods and to diminish the severity 
of the mood swings. Keep your placenta, dehydrate and 
encapsulate it, or find someone to do it for you. You can  
take the pills daily, like any natural medicine, and dose  
it according to how you feel.

6. Self-hypnosis is a common state that people enter to 
undertake extreme activities. Most women enter into hypnosis 
on their own during childbirth, which is called being into 
labour land or in an altered state, but others find that they 
are easily distracted and cannot maintain this altered state. 
Hypnobirthing-like classes during pregnancy, or seeing a 
therapist who practices hypnosis, can help couples work 
through their fears and find tools as well as strategies to stay 
focused and feel in control.

7. A healthy lifestyle is important in managing stress and anxiety. 
Make sure you eat balanced meals, whole foods, plenty of 
protein, vitamins, drink lots of water, exercise, work less, 
surround yourself with happy positive and encouraging 
people, get a massage-acupuncture-chiropractic care, eat out, 
or get your hair done. Stay away from people and activities 
that bring your spirit down during your pregnancy! 

8. Don’t do more than you can handle. Overachieving 
is rewarded in the workforce and can be a powerful 
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GrEAT  
ExpEctations
By Jen Mallia

A dad tells the story of his first night with his new 
daughter: i walked into the nursery; my wife was holding 
our crying little girl, and my wife was crying too. I thought to 
myself, “Oh, I thought this would be different”.

“I thought this would be different” seems to be a repeated 
sentiment from new parents. Happily a large number of the 
surprises are better than expected, but there can be some 
that are disappointing or overwhelming. These little surprises 
combined with the hormonal upheaval  of the postpartum period 
can  bring on what is euphemistically called “the baby blues”. 
Not necessarily a full-fledged postpartum depression, which is a 
serious psychological condition that often requires the help of a 
professional, but a general feeling of “Oh, I thought this would be 
different”. I spoke about this with some of the moms in my mom 
groups, and these were some of the recurrent themes:

The depth of need in an infant is staggering. The idea of  
a “fourth trimester” was popularized by Dr. Harvey Karp in  
The Happiest Baby on the Block1. Dr Karp posits that the first 
three months of an infant’s life need to resemble utero conditions 
in order for an infant to thrive. To this end he suggests lots of 
swaddling, rocking motion and whooshing noises. I would take  
the concept a little further to include the level of dependence  
a newborn has on its caregivers, especially the baby’s mother.  
I remember feeling overwhelmed, even smothered by the weight 
of this need. When my baby was inside me, I took it for granted 
that my body was responsible for his body. His reliance on me 
didn’t change just because he was outside of me. As a mother who 
is wholly committed to breastfeeding, exclusively and on-demand, 
I knew that there was no one else who could fulfill my role, but the 
responsibility can be daunting. 

Breastfeeding is hard. What? It’s the most natural thing in the 
world! It is, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t without its challenges.  
In the first minutes and hours of my son’s life he had various tubes 
inserted down his throat into his lungs and stomach. I believe  
it was because of this that he vigorously resisted having anything 
put in his mouth. To my dismay this included my breast. I had 
envisioned holding my newborn and nursing him before he  
even left my arms for the first time, but this was not to be. I was 
so frustrated by the scrunched up, screaming face that stretched 
as far from me as his little neck was able. When I could finally jam 
my nipple in and attempt to nurse, we couldn’t get the latch right. 
And when we finally got a good latch one of us would move the 
slightest bit and we would have to start all over again. It seemed  
an exercise in futility. We persevered though, and with some 
excellent help we established an enviable nursing relationship.  
It is amazing to think that my toddler performing acrobatics while 

nursing is the same person as the baby who refused to latch! 

The other thing new moms may find surprising about nursing is 
how often you have to do it. Newborns have tiny little stomachs 
that don’t hold very much, so they are hungry a lot of the time. 
Although there is no such thing as a schedule when it comes to a 
baby, you may find your wee one wants to nurse only periodically 
throughout the day, then almost constantly in the early evening or 
around supper time. This pattern is called “cluster feeding” and is 
completely normal. When in the midst of a cluster feed, you may 
find the baby wanting to nurse for an hour or two (or longer) with 
only short breaks in between. The upside of this is that it gives you 
an excellent chance to sit down and catch your breath for a bit. 
Don’t try to multitask while nursing (tough, to be sure!) but try 
to savour the time with your babe in arms. You may not realize it 
now, but this time in your lives only lasts a short time.

They only sleep in spurts. An infant sleeps between 16 to 18 
hours in a 24 hour period2. That means you have 16 to 18 hours 
to sleep, read, clean your house, watch movies, cook nutritious 
meals, daydream and have sex with your husband. Okay, you 
probably don’t believe that, but 16 to 18 hours is the vast majority 
of the day. What you may not count on is the fact that those hours 
are in fits and starts. The baby may sleep for all but 6 hours in a 
given day, but the hours spent sleeping may be in bouts of  
45 minutes, and that is hardly time to get any scrap-booking  
done at all. 

Your other children’s behaviour can change. This can be a 
good or a bad change. And in many instances, it is both good 
and bad. Your sweet tempered elder child may become hell on 
(tricycle) wheels, but he may also display tenderness that stops 
your heart with sweetness. A friend describes watching her two 
year old daughter, newly a big sister, waiting until mom and babe 
were tucked in on the couch nursing, then unscrewing the cap  
of her sippy cup and pouring the juice onto the floor, all the while 
keeping her little eyes fixed on mom. Another friend spoke of her 
young son putting his birthday money into his baby brother’s piggy 
bank, “So we can go to the movies when he’s bigger”. Trying to 
stick to your older child’s regular routine (as much as possible) 
and involving them in baby care can help alleviate some of the 
undesirable behaviour changes. In any case, make sure they know 
they will have their daily dose of 100% one-on-one with you. 

Your relationships become different. “I just don’t see why 
everything has to be about the baby!” a ‘childfree’ friend 
complained about mutual acquaintances. “Mmmm.” I said, 
noncommittally. While I may have handled things differently from 
the couple in question, I wasn’t in that situation, and I don’t know. 
However, once there is a baby on the scene, things do change. 
every restaurant is no longer an option for you. Going out as a 
couple requires planning ahead. You have to pack more than your 
toothbrush and a change of underwear when you go away.  
Your purse transforms into a shoulder-straining diaper bag. 

At first, even leaving the house requires military invasion-esque 
strategizing. To your friends with no kids, or friends who are past 
this stage of parenting, it can be mystifying and frustrating.  
As the first one of my close friends to become a mom, it was  
a bit alienating. I couldn’t just go out at a moment’s notice, and 
what’s more, I didn’t like being away from my baby. If you embrace 
the idea of attachment parenting, it isn’t a burden; it’s a paradigm 
shift. I was constantly with my baby because that is the place each 
of us was happiest. One of my girlfriends exclaimed: “It’s just weird 
to think I’ll never see you without your kid.” It won’t be never, and 
it isn’t necessarily bad, just different. 

The upside to this is you may meet new friends who are also 
mothers and have similar lifestyles. You can only call work  
so many times during your maternity leave to see “what’s going 
on?” before they start hanging up on you. Throat clearing.  
Not that that happened to me or anything.

Meeting people based on mutual childbearing ability is strange, 
I agree, but it can be a wonderful thing. I met some fantastic 
women through the New Mom’s Network run by the public 
health service and through Meetup.com, a website that facilitates 
meeting new people based on common interests. As a somewhat 
rabid lactivist and attachment parenter, I didn’t always see eye-
to-eye with other moms, but I am becoming more forgiving. 
Solidarity with other women is sometimes more important than 
babywearing or when they introduced a false nipple.  
ASAC also runs a playgroup (check the calendar in Birth Issues) 
that is a wonderful resource. 

The other relationship that changes is that between you and your 
partner. Becoming parents adds a dimension to your relationship 

that is unfathomable from the other side of babydom. No sleep 
and the amazing responsibility that is now yours can be difficult 
and places stress on a marriage. It isn’t always easy. Being told to 
abstain from sex for six weeks (as is often suggested after a vaginal 
birth) would have been unthinkable earlier in your relationship. 
Now, it may be, well, a little more thinkable. The flip side to this  
is watching your partner interact with the child you have created 
together. Seeing a babe curled up in the arms of your beloved can 
cause you to fall in love in a whole new way. That being said, going 
on a date once a month can be very helpful.

You are a good mother. The stress we place on ourselves and the 
stress placed on us can be more than a person can handle. If you 
have had the “joy” of planning a wedding you have an inkling of 
what it feels like to bear the brunt of endless helpful suggestions. 
Having a baby opens wide the door for every random person 
on the street to tell you what to do. Depending on how you are 
feeling, you may want to spend the time defending your decisions, 
but don’t feel you have to. A simple response like, “I haven’t 
tried that.” Or “Hmm, point taken” is neither confrontational 
nor committal, and you can easily extract yourself from the 
conversation. Take heart in knowing that most people aren’t 
trying to criticize. They genuinely believe they know a great tip 
or something that worked with their child and are eager to share. 
What they aren’t thinking is that you are constantly subjected  
to this unsolicited advice and sometimes it feels like the weight  
of being a good parent is an impossible burden.

We put this weight on ourselves to great extent as well.  
In preparing for the birth of my second child I am weaning my two 
and a half year old from breastfeeding. I have heard some people 
equate extended breastfeeding to sexual abuse (my response  
to that is a rant I will save for another article, perhaps.) And some 
things I have read have implied that I am setting myself up for 
sibling rivalry verging on demonic by deciding not to tandem 
nurse. When I allow myself to wallow in motherhood guilt I swing 
from wishing I had weaned earlier, to feeling like my son’s life is 
going to be changed enough with the new baby and I should let 
him hang onto this familiar activity he still gets comfort from.  
It’s just one example of conflicting feelings and expectations that 
are part of parenting. 

Society, our religions, traditions and our families may have 
expectations about what constitutes a good mom, and you may 
not want to follow all of the things that may have been set out  
for you. That’s okay. You are a good mom, regardless of what  
is expected from you. Do research, talk to people who you know 
have good insights, even listen to the crazy old ladies at the 
mall. Then carefully evaluate what you have learned against your 
personal values and feelings. You will come up with the right thing. 

You can do amazing things with 4 hours of sleep. We all have 
all heard the legends of Thomas edison sleeping for 4 or 6 hours a 
night, then waking up to be one of the greatest inventive minds of 
the past century. I won’t make any promises about inventing a light 
bulb, but I do promise that after nights of surviving on an hour 
here and there, a four hour uninterrupted stretch will make you 
feel like you could conquer anything! 

PHoto bY:  Flutterby Photography
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Tap into your instincts. “Never get between a mama bear and her cubs”. It is excellent 
advice in the wilderness, and it is excellent advice for anyone dealing with a human mama 
too. When you gave birth, your body knew what to do. Instinctively, your muscles did the 
work they were meant to do. If your lower half isn’t deadened by drugs, you can feel each 
swell and tug insisting you push the baby down and out. No matter the amazing support 
you have, your relationship with your birth professionals, the number of books you read, 
the stories you have heard, your baby will be born and it is ultimately all down to you.  
Not the thinking, planning part of you either…it’s the primal animal part. I feel like giving 
birth is somewhat analogous to mothering. Of course it is the big bang that starts it all off, 
but it also starts you on the course of being a mom. Not to disregard the nine months you 
have spent growing and nurturing your baby, but once you can hear the baby cry it is a 
whole new ballgame. 

You can spend hours surfing parenting sites on-line, but eventually the realization dawns: 

“I’m just looking for confirmation of what I already know”. It’s true. You are the best expert 
on your child. You know when something isn’t right and they need to see a doctor.  
You know if it’s an, “I need some time in your arms” kind of cry or if it’s something 
worrisome. Listen to your instincts because they will not steer you wrong. You will 
probably receive a lot of advice. Listen to it and evaluate it against your values and beliefs. 
There is nothing else in this life where you can rely on your instincts this way. You were 
born to do this!

You have never felt a love like this. Suddenly you can understand what she meant  
when your mom told you that you can’t imagine the breadth of a mother’s love.  
It is a powerful, awe-inspiring thing to become a mother (or a father). I’m getting weepy 
just thinking about it. You love the friends you have chosen, you love the family you grew 
up in, you love the partner you have laid your life beside. But this new little person works 
an indescribable change in you. It’s the reason we endure the not so great things about 
parenthood; the biological imperative that is so much more than that. every dashed 
expectation I’ve written about or tried to prepare you for simply doesn’t matter, because 
of the overwhelming love.

If you are feeling blue or having trouble coping, it’s normal. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. 
Friends and neighbours will often say, “Let me know if I can help” but all too frequently  
we don’t take them up on it. Make a list of what would help and ask! examples of what you 
could say are, “Could you please help me fold this laundry/put a load in the machine?”  
or “Would you be able to watch my kids this afternoon for a couple hours?” and “Would 
you consider making extra of your wonderful lasagne so we could have some for dinner?” 
I heard of a woman who had a bowl with pieces of paper that she placed in the entrance. 
every person who came through her door, had to pick a piece of paper and do what it 
said on it. Usually it would read something simple like fold laundry, put dishes away, put  
a load of laundry on, make my bed, or vacuum. A few mentioned, ‘Hold baby” just to 
entice them! 

Perhaps the most important thing to bear in mind is, “This too shall pass.” every stage 
of development has wonderful things, and some less than wonderful things. You will 
change as a parent as well. Your hormones will level out and return you to the functional, 
reasonable woman you once were. You will sleep again.

Notes:
1. Harvey Karp, The Happiest Baby on the Block (New York: Bantam, 2002).

2. Alberta Health Services “Growing Miracles: Sleep-Infants” accessed Nov. 23, 2011, http://www.
albertahealthservices.ca/1925.asp

Jen Mallia is looking forward to experiencing her own postpartum period in May with 
her second baby. Throughout all the morning sickness, tearfulness and accompanying 
thrills of pregnancy she keeps reminding herself “This is still the easy part!” ❖

The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth presents

               
                    
          Donation of Birthing Stools at the 
Lois Hospital for Women, Edmonton

Event sponsored by ASAC, publishers of
magazine

The reason ASAC donated these stools was  
to encourage women to labour and push  
using gravity-friendly positions while at the 
same time allowing hospital staff to easily 
monitor women. 

These stools are light, easy to clean, and can 
be submerged in water inside a pool. Similar 
to a birth ball, they facilitate physiologically 
effective positions during labour and birth. 

They can be used for squatting, leaning over 
or lunging. This stool allows women to stay 
upright even when they are tired and in active 

labour. We also know the importance of gravity 
during pushing. The stool can be placed on  
the hospital bed and allows both mother to 
push effectively and nurse/doctor to easily 
monitor progress.

They are made of low-density, food grade 
polyethylene, in Canada. Each stool weighs 
less than 10 pounds and is 13 inches high. 
They meet hospital standards for safety and 
infection control and can withstand medical 
grade cleansers. For more information go to 
www.kayabirth.com

From left to right—Standing in the back 

row are service workers Marica, Maria, and 

Corrinne. On the stools are Registered Nurses 

Lisa Purdue and Jennifer Best.

From left to right—Cheryl Parkes (program manager of obstetrics 
and women’s health of Alberta Health Services), Nelly Albornoz (Unit 
Manager 4E, Lois Hole Hospital for Women), and Cheryl MacDonald 
(Unit Manager on 4E, Lois Hole Hospital for Women).

On November 10th, 2011, Renée Walker and Niko Palmer, in the name of ASAC, handed over 
four Kaya birthing stools to the labour and delivery unit at the Lois Hole Hospital for Women. 
Cheryl Parkes, program manager of obstetrics and women’s health of Alberta Health Services, 
accepted the donation. The nurses received the donation with curiosity and excitement and the 
media took interest in this event as well. The stools will be available to all women in labour at the 
Lois Hole Hospital for Women (former Royal Alexandria Hospital). 
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Breastfeeding and 
postpartum depression
By Krystal Hoople rN, BScN, IBCLC

As soon as we are pregnant we start making 
conscious decisions about the health of ourselves and 
our baby. We watch what we eat, stop poor lifestyle 
habits and drive slower, all because it is good for our baby. 
Along with wanting to do “the best” for our baby comes the 
decision of how we will feed our babe. We do the research and 
learn all the positive effects breastfeeding has for both of us.  
We quickly learn the cells, hormones and antibodies in breast milk 
protect babies from illness and that breastfeeding has also been 
shown to lower the risk of SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome). 
For mom, breastfeeding is linked to a lower risk of type 2 diabetes, 
breast and ovarian cancer and decreases the risk of postpartum 
depression (PPD) and can aid in a mom’s recovery from PPD.  
Did she just say breastfeeding can help with PPD?

Yes, breastfeeding can lower a woman’s risk of depression!  
A study review found that the rates of depression are lower in 
breastfeeding women than in non-breastfeeding women, and 
that formula feeding is a risk factor for depression1. A woman’s 
mental health is protected due to the hormones released and their 
ability to decrease stress hormones in a breastfeeding woman2. 
As reported by M. Altemus et al in a 1995 study, and stated in the 
newsletter for La Leche League International, New Beginnings, 
“The child’s suckling at the breast produces a special hormonal 
milieu for the mother. Prolactin, the milk-making hormone, 
appears to produce a special calmness in mothers. Breastfeeding 
mothers have been shown to have a less intense response 
to adrenaline”3. Oxytocin is an efficient anti-stress hormone. 
research has shown, mothers who breastfed for more than seven 
weeks were calmer when their babies were six months old than 
mothers who did not breastfeed at all4.

Postpartum depression has triggers other than just the feeding 
method a mom chooses. There is thought to be a genetic 
vulnerability to developing postpartum depression.  
rapid changes in the levels of reproductive hormones that 
occur after delivery are thought to be biological factors in 
the development of postpartum depression5. Also, the huge 
transition into parenting a newborn plays a role. This being said, 
breastfeeding moms are not immune to PPD. The good thing  
is breastfeeding can aid these moms in their recovery!

I breastfeed and still suffer from PPD, now what?

Keep Breastfeeding!
Do not let anyone convince you to stop breastfeeding! Abrupt 
weaning can cause mom’s hormone levels to change, which 

can cause the depression to intensify. Oxytocin, which is one of 
the hormones that is released while breastfeeding, is a powerful 
antidepressant. Many mothers who are experiencing postpartum 
blues follow recommendations to stop breastfeeding but  
will continue to have postpartum depression and some get  
even worse. 

Breastfeeding also protects our babes from the negative effects 
of postpartum depression. Babies are protected as breastfeeding 
women tend to continue to touch and make eye contact with 
their babies more than depressed, non-breastfeeding women 
who are more likely to disengage from their babes. emotionally, 
mothers benefit from breastfeeding by forming a stronger bond 
with their baby6.

get the Breastfeeding support you deserve!
If you are having breastfeeding difficulties get support you need 
from family, friends or contact one of the following resources: 

La Leche League Canada  
Mother to mother information and support by phone & email.  
Community Groups for pregnant and nursing mothers.  
Website: www.LLLC.ca  
edmonton & Area Helpline: 780-478-0507

Lactation Consultants are International Board Certified Lactation 
Consultants (IBCLC). This means they are registered Lactation 
Consultants (rLC), who are required to keep current with 
breastfeeding information and must recertify every five years. 
They provide hands-on clinical support and are trained to work 
with all breastfeeding-related problems. In order to certify they 
must have many thousands of hours of practical hands-on training 
and must have completed many education credits to write the 
international exam in the first place. To find a local Lactation 
Consultant, checkout the Lactation Consultant directory in this 
issue or contact www.ilca.org for a worldwide search. 

Breastfeeding Clinics are found in many hospitals. Most clinics are 
staffed by IBCLCs, though not always.

nourish yourself with anti-depressant foods
To maintain a healthy physical and mental wellbeing, it is 
important to keep yourself nourished. Many foods are thought 
to have a positive effect on our mood. Here is a list of a few from 
Tom Servo’s article, Stay Happy by Eating the Right Foods7.

Water: As simple as may seem, water is one of the best natural 
antidepressants. Dehydration causes fatigue, which in turn, 

causes your body to not feel so great. People who don’t feel well 
physically have a tendency to not feel well mentally, as well.  
Drink at least one ounce of water per pound of body weight daily 
to help yourself feel less depressed.

Spinach: Spinach is a very good source of folic acid, which is very 
important for maintaining proper physical and mental health. 
A lack of folic acid causes the body to not produce enough 
serotonin. There’s a reason Popeye ate this stuff.  
Spinach is a great natural antidepressant.

Oranges: Oranges and other citrus fruits are packed with vitamin 
C, which is needed for your body to produce dopamine. It will also 
keep your red blood cell count high.

red Peppers: Another excellent source of vitamin C. red peppers 
actually contains more vitamin C than citrus fruit.

Wheat Bread: Whole wheat is another food that can act as a 
natural antidepressant. It’s loaded with complex carbohydrates 
that will help your body produce healthy amounts of serotonin.  
Try making a sandwich on whole wheat bread with spinach and 
red peppers, and then wash it down with a big glass of water and 
some orange juice, and you just got a dose of all five of these 
natural antidepressants in one meal.

Meet With your doctor
For severe cases of postpartum depression where you’re unable to 
care for yourself or your baby, antidepressants may be an option. 
Discuss these medication options with your doctor. Some women 
find antidepressants or other appropriate medications may help. 
Some antidepressants are safe to use during nursing; others may 
not be. One safe antidepressant is sertraline, which is sold under 
the trade name Zoloft. When nursing mothers take this drug, it is 
undetectable in their babies’ blood8.

Unfortunately, many doctors who recommend that women 
wean their babies before taking antidepressants do so because 
they don’t know about recent studies on the safety of particular 
drugs during breastfeeding. It is important your doctor is using an 
up-to-date reliable resource other than the regularly used CPS 
(Compendium of Pharmaceuticals and Specialties). Mother risk  
is a Canadian resource developed by the Hospital for Sick Children 
in Toronto to provide expectant and nursing mothers with the 
most up-to-date drug and medical research for themselves and 
their baby. If you are unsure of the effects a medication will have 
on your breastfed babe, contact Mother risk at  
www.Motherrisk.org or 1-877-439-2744.

If it is determined a mom would gain relief from antidepressant 
medication, the benefits of continuing to nurse far outweigh 
any risk the minimal amounts of the medication found in the 
breastmilk will have on a baby. Breastmilk is still the safest, purest 
and most nutritious form of nourishment in the first months of 
life9. As long as a nursing mom wants to continue breastfeeding,  
is comfortable doing so and her doctor sees no risk to the infant 
she can continue to nurse.

Understanding the effects breastfeeding has on you and your baby 

to prevent and aid in treatment of postpartum depression allows 
women to make informed decisions in a very emotional time.  
It allows you to gain the confidence to make the right choice for 
you and your babe. 

“If I were to eliminate breastfeeding, I might have no hope of 
coming through this [postpartum depression] nightmare. I was 
hanging onto the breastfeeding as my lifeline.” -Brooke Shields10

Notes:
1. C.L. Dennis and K. McQueen, “The relationship Between Infant-Feeding 

Outcomes and Postpartum Depression: A qualitative systematic review,” 
Pediatrics 123, no. 4 (April 2009): e736-e751

2. M. Heinrichs et al., “effects of Suckling on Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal 
Axis responses to Psychosocial Stress in Postpartum Lactating Women,” 
Journal of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism 86, no. 10 (2001): 4798-
4804.

3. A. Dermer, “A Well-Kept Secret Breastfeeding’s Benefits to Mothers,” New 
Beginnings July/August (2001): 124-127

4. S. J. Buckley, Gentle Birth, Gentle Mothering; A doctor’s guide to natural 
childbirth and gentle early parenting choices (Berkeley Ontario: Celestial 
Arts, 2009), 99-109

5. r. Dryden-edwards, “What Are the Causes and risk Factors For Postpartum 
Depression?,” accessed Nov 23, 2011, http://www.medicinenet.com

6. K. A. Kendall-Tackett, “Breastfeeding Beats the Blues,” Mothering: Inspiring 
natural families, Sept/Oct (2010): 60-68

7. T. Servo, “Stay Happy by eating the right Foods”, accessed Nov 23, 2011, 
http://voices.yahoo.com/5-foods-natural-antidepressants-3302574.
html?cat=72

8. K. Higgins, The Nursing Mother’s Companion: 20th anniversary edition 
completely revised and updated (Boston: The Harvard Common Press, 
2005), 149.

9. J. Newman, Dr. Jack Newman’s Guide to Breastfeeding (Toronto: Harper 
Collins, 2000), 189-191.

10. B. Shields, Down Came the Rain: My journey through postpartum 
depression (New York: Hyperion, 2005), 81.

Krystal Hoople is the wife of an amazing and supportive man, 
mom of three beautiful children, Registered Nurse, Certified 
Lactation Consultant and Childbirth Educator. She has a true 
passion for supporting expecting and new parents in their 
prenatal, birth and breastfeeding journey. She believes in 
increasing a woman’s confidence in her body to allow it to do 
what it naturally knows: birth and nourish a baby! ❖
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Mia: How loosing a child affects a family
By Michelle and Michael Graff

i often think of my life as a constant stream  
of activity; a rush of forward momentum that is 
occasionally paused by a major event that has the power to 
change the path my life is on to alter my perception of the world. 
One of these bookmarks underlines the time I was pregnant with 
my first child. It was a pregnancy that ended prematurely with  
the heartbreaking birth and death of our child at just four  
months gestation. 

When I became pregnant at the age of 42, I was filled with joy and 
thankful that I had been given the gift of pregnancy in my 40’s.  
My husband, Michael, was also thrilled. I loved being pregnant. 
Other than extreme fatigue, physically I felt good. I didn’t even 
have morning sickness. 

Around the 12 week mark I underwent a series of tests to assess 
the baby’s risk for genetic problems. When the ultrasound 
technician suddenly announced that she had to go get a doctor 
to check some of the results, I began to sense something wasn’t 
quite right. The doctor arrived. everyone treated me professionally, 
yet I sensed a distance. 

The two week wait for the test results was excruciating.  
The call finally came when I was at work. The woman on the 
phone identified herself as a genetic counsellor. It was hard to 
take in what she was saying, but it was clear our baby was in grave 
danger. I was encouraged to go to the hospital immediately to 
discuss the results. My husband was able to join me there. 

I remember sitting in the little counselling room, hoping and 
waiting for the counsellor to switch gears and tell us that 

or diagnostic, and would tell us with 98% accuracy if there was 
something wrong with our baby. I was three and a half months 
pregnant when I underwent the CVS procedure. I found the test  
to be physically painful and emotionally traumatizing. I was 
terrified that the test would somehow harm my baby. I just  
wanted to protect my baby.

Again, I was at work when I saw the name of our genetics 
counsellor on my call display. I rushed out into the hallway  
to take the call and to hear the news. The counsellor was kind,  
but the news was not. It was official, our baby been diagnosed with 
Trisomy 13 (Patau Syndrome), not compatible with life. every part 
of my being, every organ, every thought process, shut down upon 
hearing the news. There is no way to protect yourself against the 
pain you feel when you hear the child you are carrying will die.  
I remember sitting in the hallway holding my knees and rocking. 

The counsellor asked that my husband and I come to the hospital 
as soon as possible, where again, instead of hope, we heard 
details of the damning test results. Again we discussed the horrific 
options. At one point the counsellor paused and asked us if we 
wanted to know the sex of the baby. I knew before she told me 
that it was a girl. Her name was Mia. Michael and I hadn’t chosen  
a name. The name simply arrived. 

We left the hospital armed with resources: books, websites, 
testimonials, and facts. We were told that we must make a choice 
as to how we were going to proceed with the pregnancy. I wanted 
to be able to do something. Somehow learning everything I could 
about options and Trisomy 13 gave me the feeling that I had 
control over the uncontrollable. 

I researched every avenue I could think of and finally arrived  
at the decision that I felt was the kindest, gentlest way to honour 
the life of our child—we decided to end the pregnancy through 
induction of labour. We had been told at the hospital that there 
was nothing doctors could do for Trisomy 13 babies. If they 
survived to be born full-term, doctors would simply give them 
painkillers and make them as comfortable as possible until they 
passed, which was usually within hours of birth. every cell of our 
baby’s body was damaged. There was nothing anybody could  
do to save her.

I was terrified of the induction—terrified beyond my wildest 
dreams. But I knew that at four months my baby’s pain 
mechanisms were not yet developed. Her abnormalities were not 
causing her discomfort. The only thing I had to hold on to was that 
I could save Mia from pain at four months, but I could not save her 
from pain if she lived to full-term.

Flashes: taking photos of my pregnant belly on the last night of 
my pregnancy. Fear: deep sadness and grief. Crying uncontrollably 
as Michael drove with me to the hospital on the morning of the 
scheduled induction; encountering a bitter receptionist at the 
emergency entrance.

My feet in stirrups as I lay on the hospital table. The surprising 
sound of my own screams. Lying in the hospital bed waiting for 
the induction to take hold. Visits from my sister and best friend  
as I lay waiting for labour to begin. Moments of lucidity; moments 
of bottomless grief; pain in my bladder; higher doses of induction 
medication; higher doses of pain medication; waiting; reading 
booklets about grief; talking to social workers. One moment ,  
I felt almost normal, and the next moment I could plummet  
to new depths of grief and anger. At one moment, my world  
was crystal clear, and the next I was floating in a surreal Never-
Never Land. 

By this point I had read every bit of literature I could find, including 
many personal stories, about women who had faced situations 

similar to mine. I had read over and over that many thought it 
essential to hold the baby after birth; that holding the baby would 
help to bring some kind of peace and closure. The thought of 
holding our baby terrified me. I was scared of our baby. I’d seen 
horrific images of deformed babies with Trisomy 13 on the 
Internet. What had we created? And what would a baby  
taken from the womb at four months look like? 

Michael and I had decided that we didn’t want to see our baby 
after birth—that we would try to give her the most gentle and 
loving and pain-free entry to the world possible, but  we couldn’t 
bare to see our lost baby. There was no certainty that she would 
even be born alive.

It was dark. Our private room in the hospital was quiet and 
Michael was asleep on the chair beside my hospital bed.  
I was wide-awake yet exhausted and attempting to sleep when  
the dull cramps began. The cramps seemed to go on for a while. 
For some reason, I didn’t think it necessary to wake Michael.  
A young female doctor arrived who instantly had a way of putting 
me at ease. At some point during what I thought was a routine 
examination, it became apparent that I was actually in the process 
of delivering our baby. 

MICHAEL

First sight. The doctor who came to take a peek said, “Push”. Push? 
Why? It turned out that Michelle was giving birth and we weren’t 
aware of it until a moment later. I remember glancing toward 
the doctor and seeing something red in her hands. I turned to 
Michelle and whispered, out of shock, “I think I saw her. You have 
to see her now”. There was some hesitation, but then the doctor 
held Mia up and said, “She’s beautiful”. 

She was. She looked human, just with some tiny abnormalities. 
Trisomy 13 presented itself in a subtle way. We saw Mia breathe. 
And it was slightly strange to hold this being that should be in the 
womb, but we did with one bare hand at a time, cupping her bare, 
tiny body. We watched her last breath escape. We watched the 

When someone you love  
becomes a memory, the memory  

becomes a treasure.
– Author Unknown

everything would probably work out 
just fine; that our baby would be okay. 
even though we were told that there was 
still a chance that our baby would be 
‘normal’ somehow, we were not given the 
impression that there was much to hope 
for. Instead of hope, we were pummelled 
with information about the three genetic 
disorders that we were at highest risk for. 
‘Options’ were discussed; unimaginable 
options that didn’t feel like options at 
all—abortion, induction of labour, which 
would result in the baby’s death, and finally, 
full-term delivery. We were told that if the 
baby did have a genetic problem then 
there was a higher probability of late term 
miscarriage and the pregnancy could  
be very hard on the mother’s health.

I would have to undergo an additional, 
invasive test called a CVS1. The results  
of the CVS test are considered conclusive, 
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colour drain from her wee body. Then we placed her in  
a hospital bassinet sized big enough for a regular-sized newborn.  
A nurse took her away after we had some alone time with our 
child. Michelle and I sat  getting cleaned up and ready to wait for 
the counsellor to come talk to us about our burial options minutes 
after our daughter’s birth. Mia lived for 15 minutes. She died the 
day of her birth.

MICHELLE

I was watching Michael when he saw Mia for the first time. 
Something, an emotion, maybe it was love, washed over him.  
It occurred to me that I was the only person in the room who  
had not seen Mia. Mia was truly beautiful. I didn’t know what  
to expect, but it surprised me how human she looked and how  
completely she was formed. everything was there: the eyes, the 
legs, the chest, the face—they were all there, just in miniature.  
She was a whole person. I held her. So light. I saw her breathe.  
She was alive. As expected, her tiny body had many irregularities, 
like too many toes, but it didn’t matter. It didn’t matter at all.  
I became obsessed with taking photos and felt a desperate need 
to record her life while she still had breath. I didn’t want her to go. 
Maybe I thought the photos would force permanence on a life 
destined to be transient. I felt love and yet there was also anger 
that this little person could never live with us in our world.  
I felt relief that she would be spared the pain that would have 
increased incrementally the longer she lived. I also felt relief that 
there hadn’t been some kind of horrendous diagnostic error.  
With my own eyes, I could see that Mia had Trisomy 13.  
She was “not compatible with life”.

Of all the things I had imagined I might feel when Mia was born, 
I hadn’t guessed that I would feel love for her, or even a kind of 
peace, but I did feel these things. Of course we were heartbroken, 
but her birth was not all about sadness or even death. Mia had life. 
She lived inside of me for a time and then, briefly, she lived in the 
outside world where we could see her and hold her and, with love, 
say goodbye.

It was heartbreaking to leave the hospital without a baby  
in my arms. The weeks following Mia’s birth were very hard.  
My emotions were all over the place. There would be moments 
when I felt like I could handle it; that everything would be okay. 
And then the next moment I would be consumed by despair.  
I cried all the time in those first weeks—spontaneously. It hurt 
so much. I desperately missed the baby I had carried. There were 
empty spaces in my body where my heart and baby had been.  
I grieved for the part of myself that was gone and for the life that 
could never be.

I don’t remember much about the first couple of weeks after Mia’s 
death, but I remember Michael was there with me. It seemed he 
was always with me. 

MICHAEL

The most vivid moment of my dealings with the death of my first 
daughter comes from a place totally unexpected. Some short  
time after Mia was brought into this world, we laid her to rest.  

On that same day, I was called to work up north. While on a 
highway, I later learned to be treacherous for local deer, I saw 
half of one such animal. Then an immediate rush of a logging 
truck passing me blew me the cerebral stamp of my daughter’s 
beautiful, tiny dead face. I had to slow down because what I also 
got was the terrible memory of the desperate, sad emotion of that 
death. I say, “desperate”, only in that this seemed like a random 
flood of intense emotion that I had obviously locked away so  
I could get on with life and work, then it came back and reminded 
me in the form a bisected deer. It’s not that I thought the act of 
interrupting Mia’s life was violent. This was only that I suddenly  
saw another innocent life gone quite randomly, quite quickly. 
Another truck rushed by. Then I saw the other half of the deer.  
My emotions for Mia continued. It’s weird what can trigger  
an emotion. The mundane becomes important to notice.

MICHELLE

Life refused to stand still. My work was waiting. Bills were waiting. 
Slowly, the routine of day-to-day life returned. I started to go 
through the motions of living again. But something deep within 
me had changed. 

At the hospital we were given resources for support services. 
Shortly after Mia’s death, we attended a baby loss support  
group put on by Parent Care at the Misericordia hospital.  
Our participation in this support group was likely the healthiest 
action we could have taken, post-Mia. every year, we continue  
to attend the ParentCare “Walk to remember”, which is an annual 
memorial service that honours the lives of babies lost. The woman 
who runs the organization is an extraordinary person who cares 
deeply about the people who enter her realm. 

MICHAEL

The group counselling sessions we attended weekly were critical 
to our surviving this intense time. They allowed us to share our 
story and express ourselves with and to others who shared similar 
stories. There is brutal truth in the statement, “You have  
to experience something to really know it.”. 

MICHELLE

The world of early baby loss can be very lonely. As a society, we’ve 
come a long way from the days when people were encouraged 
to forget the babies that died before or shortly after birth. I think 
women especially have made great strides in standing up to a 
social and medical system that refused to allow them to openly 
acknowledge their loss. But we still have a way to go. The subject 
of early baby loss is still taboo for many. 

We’re all different, we come from different cultures and 
generations and spiritual backgrounds. There is no one perfect 
way to deal with the devastating loss of a baby. Sometimes 
we even have to accept that the people closest to us cannot 
understand what we’re going through. But I’ve found that the 
universe has a way of equalling things out. For every person that 
lets you down, another, often unexpectedly, will step in to take his 
or her place. 

If I can pass on anything to anyone who may have suffered the loss 
of their baby, it is to please, in whatever way works best for you, 
allow yourself to honour the process of grieving. There are people 
out there who care, resources that will help you to understand 
your changed world, and people who will listen and hold you 
when you cry. Support groups and hospital resources are very 
good places to start. Use the internet with caution. Not all the 
information you will find online is accurate or kind. Allow others, 
professionals, who have done the research to guide you through 
the maze.

recently I was deeply touched by a CBC radio documentary called 
“Buried So Deep”. It is the story of a Vancouver cemetery who 
created an online registry and memorial site; what they call an 
“infant garden” to give names to and to formally acknowledge 
the 11,000 babies, who had died decades ago, and had been left 
forgotten in a mass grave at the cemetery site. When word got 
out about the memorial, an amazing thing happened, “As word 
got out, the mothers and the fathers—gray-haired men and 
women leaning on canes, started to come to the cemetery to find 
their babies. They came by themselves, with their families, in the 
sunshine or in the pouring rain”2.

I believe without doubt that a loss of this magnitude, shoved aside, 
will never go away. If not given an outlet the pain will continue  
to fester and to follow you throughout your life. I don’t have all the 
answers, but I know it helped us to honour the life and the dreams 
for our future that were lost when Mia died. Michael and I lost a 
part of ourselves with Mia. Our pain was real. We took advantage 
of all the resources at our disposal and eventually found a way  
to carry Mia with us always, but in peace.

Today, I’m not the same person I was before losing Mia. I see the 
world through a different filter, but I’m okay. I believe in my heart 
that I protected and loved Mia in the best way I knew how. Michael 
and I went on to have a beautiful baby daughter who we named, 
Miranda. I can hear Miranda singing, “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,” 
as I write this. The joy she has given us is indescribable; b Mia has 
also given us many gifts. We take nothing for granted and value 
life, love, and family with a deeper respect than we could have 
ever understood before Mia graced our world. 

Resources:

ParentCare: ParentCare is a support group made up of Parents 
Helping Parents who have suffered the loss of a baby through 
miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy, stillbirth or early infant death  
up to 28 days. 
www.parent-care.ca/ support@parent-care.ca 780.989.5040

A Heartbreaking Choice: A Heartbreaking Choice is a website 
full of resources for parents who have interrupted a wanted 
pregnancy after poor prenatal diagnosis. 
www.aheartbreakingchoice.com

Notes:
1. Chorionic Villus Sampling; tissue is withdrawn from the villi (vascular fingers) 

of the chorion, a part of the placenta, and examined.

2. CBC radio broadcast, Documentary by Pamela Post, Buried So Deep: The 
Sunday Edition, www.cbc.ca/thesundayedition/documentaries/2011/10/18/
buried-so-deep

It was a love of storytelling that attracted Michelle and Michael 
to the film and television industry, and eventually, to each other. 
They’ve weathered some extreme ups and downs in the years 
they’ve spent together, but still manage to laugh at the other’s 
jokes now and then. Their daughter, Miranda, is truly a dream 
come true beyond anything they could have imagined. All in all, 
they figure life is pretty good ❖
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Acupuncture: a safe and natural treatment  
for women suffering with postpartum depression
By Trudi rumball and Christina Pistotnik

the process of childbirth has been compared by some 
to running a marathon. Labour and birth, being one 
of the most intense of all human experiences,  
is physically, emotionally and mentally draining. After 
labour a women is depleted, exhausted and her energy drained. 
Combined with the loss of blood, body fluids and hormones 
during the process, you can imagine how unbalanced the mind 
and body are1.

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is an ancient healing art 
that has been used for 3000 years. Acupuncture is one of the 
key components of TCM, which is a form of complimentary and 
alternative medicine (CAM). Acupuncture is used to restore and 
maintain mental and physical health with the insertion of thin, 
sterile needles into specific parts of the body. Since it is a holistic 
practice, it takes into account everything about a person and their 
experiences to restore health and vitality. 

Although the exact cause of Postpartum Depression (PPD)  
is unknown, it is thought to be a combination of the physical 

and emotional act of childbirth followed by the change in life, 
female and thyroid hormonal changes, past history of depression, 
insufficient support system, marital stress, lack of sleep, and 
overwhelming realization of motherhood. 

every woman will have some degree of revolving emotions due  
to the abrupt change in hormone production. It takes 2-3 months 
for mother’s endocrine system to return to normal. 50-80% of 
women will suffer from diagnosed PPD1,5.

After the birth of your child, emotions are high, your body  
is rushing from adrenaline and the atmosphere is a bit surreal.  
The progression of depressive symptoms after giving birth can 
start off as what is called “baby blues” and typically occurs from 
day three to five post delivery and associated with hormonal level 
alterations and goes away after a few days to a week. However, 
if symptoms of depression do not go away after two weeks, that 
is when postpartum depression sets in7. In traditional Chinese 
medicine, the first 3 days postpartum are a time for elimination. 
Then days 30-100 are considered days of “tonification”. This means 
building up the blood and energy lost through the 40 weeks  
of pregnancy and childbirth. In China, traditionally women do not 
even leave the house for 30 days, practicing the ancient practice 
of “cho yet”, which is postpartum confinement. Women are 
believed to be too vulnerable to disease and susceptible to wind 
and cold1.

The first step in receiving an acupuncture treatment is the 
consultation, and is considered the most important part because 
the information provided to an acupuncturist will determine  
the direction and point selection for the actual treatment.  
The questions asked by the acupuncturist may be considered  
quiet personal information; ranging from musculoskeletal 
problems to bowel movements and urination. However, a primary 
factor an acupuncturist will take into account in their treatment 
plan is answers to questions regarding someone’s mental/
emotional state. This is because if mental or emotional problems 
are left untended to, they can lead to much worse conditions 
such as depression. Fortunately, acupuncture can help a woman 
suffering from postpartum depression by reinstating a sense of 
emotional balance. 

In traditional Chinese medicine, postpartum depression is usually 
equated to yin and/or blood deficiency, qi deficiency or blood 
stasis. Traditional Chinese medicine practitioners believe the heart 
houses the mind and governs the blood, and when the blood is 
deficient, the mind becomes depressed and anxious4.

Women typically lose a lot of blood in childbirth, leading to the 
traditional Chinese medicine pattern of blood deficiency. This is 
presented by depression with anxiety, insomnia, feelings of guilt, 
loss of libido, poor memory, and palpitations. In women with a 

previous blood deficiency (i.e. anemia), the body may be weak 
even if the loss of blood is not extreme. To treat this condition,  
an acupuncturist would concentrate on nourishing the blood 
and yin and strengthening the heart. eating warm, blood building 
foods like beets and green leafy vegetables and drinking mineral 
rich nettle tea will also help to relieve this pattern4,8.

Yin is the energy used to cool and moisten your body.  
When you have depleted yin, your body tends to heat and dry up. 
In a diagnosis of yin deficiency, a mother may have low breastmilk, 
exhaustion, depression, night sweating or frequent night waking. 
By nourishing the yin, toning the heart and calming the mind,  
an acupuncturist can help bring the mothers body back to 
balance. Potatoes, asparagus and alfalfa all help to build yin1,4,8. 

Qi (pronounced ‘tchee’) is the word in traditional Chinese 
medicine for energy or vitality. It is the life force in your body  
that flows through your meridian pathways. After the process  
of childbirth, your qi will be low because labour is a very taxing 
event. Qi deficiency signs include pale skin, shallow breathing, 
weak voice, and spontaneous sweating. One could build qi back 
up with foods like almonds, cabbage, eggplants and cherries or 
eating oatmeal in the morning with dates and honey1,8. 

Blood stasis is also a common traditional Chinese medicine 
pattern during postpartum. This is an extreme form of postnatal 
depression. Women may be manic, aggressive or suicidal, having 
delusional or destructive thoughts towards herself and/or the 
baby. In these cases, acupuncture and Chinese herbs can still  
be beneficial but collaboration with a western medical physician 
may be recommended4.

Acupuncturists may use moxibustion in addition to acupuncture, in 
the treatment plan to help new mothers recover from childbirth. 
Moxibustion is a herb burned on a needle or in a “cigar” form 
that is placed close to the body that has therapeutic and warming 
effects. This is an important practice done around day four or five 
to help re-energize, build blood, and aid in the recovery process. 
This treatment is easy to do at home because a partner or friend 
can administer it to the mother. However, this treatment is not 
for everyone because it can actually hinder recovery in women 
suffering with fever or infection, and therefore it is important to 
consult an acupuncturist prior to giving this treatment1.

The use of acupuncture is scientifically proven to help with 
psychological disorders. When acupuncture needles are applied 
to specific points on the body and stimulated, an increase of 
encephalin, endogenous opioids, and serotonin are found in blood 
plasma and the central nervous system (CNS). encephalins are 
known to have anti-depressant, anti-convulsant, and anti-anxiety 
effects. While endogenous opioids are natural painkillers released 
by the body that help to create a feeling of euphoria, serotonin 
has the effect of helping one’s mood. It is easier to experience 
positive feelings, producing happiness, making it easier to feel 
pleased. Therefore, when receiving acupuncture treatments, these 
hormones are released naturally by the body to help a person feel 
good, giving the ability to more effectively cope with any anxiety 
or emotional instability a woman is experiencing3. 

For some women, depression does not strike after giving birth,  
but while she is pregnant. Some have a higher chance of 
developing depression during this time due to lack of support 
during pregnancy, family history of emotional problems, and 
pregnancy related health issues. Whether you are more prone  
to developing depression or not it is important to watch out for 
signs of depression and receive treatment for it. This is because  
if a woman suffers from depression while pregnant and left 
untreated it will predispose her to emotional problems after the 
birth of her child, which can lead to postpartum depression. 

However, it is important to note that it is normal to experience 
mood swings with emotional highs and lows while pregnant 
because hormones are shifting in order to accommodate the new 
life that is being created within. It is when emotional instability 
becomes overwhelming, producing recurrent feelings of anxiety 
with other signs and symptoms of depression lasting longer than 
two weeks. It is essential to watch out for certain feelings and 
behavioral changes such as:

• Mood swings that have been exasperated. 

• Trouble sleeping that is unrelated to comfort or having to use 
the washroom in the middle of the night.

• Loss of appetite that is unrelated to pre-existing nausea from 
morning sickness. 

• extended periods of fatigue or hyperactivity which is unusual 
from regular energy levels.

• Prolonged lack of interest in regular activities that were 
enjoyed before1.

Traditional Chinese medicine views emotions as a regular part 
of life and relates them to different organ systems. emotions are 
seen as neither good nor bad. It is when certain organ systems 
become unbalanced, complications arise that manifest as 
extremes in emotional highs and lows. Consequently, the goal 
of the acupuncturist is to re-establish balance to the body so 
that the emotional state can be restored as well. even though an 
acupuncturist is not a psychologist, it is still significant to explain 
your emotions in great detail so that the best suited treatment 
option can be tailored to the woman’s individual needs1,4,5.

PHoto bY:  Flutterby Photography

Acupuncture & Beyond inc.We treat a wide range of conditions and ailments; fertility, headaches, 
morning sickness, induction, weight loss, increase milk production, 
menstrual difficulties, anxiety and so much more! 

Acupuncture 
& Beyond Inc.

Location: 323 McLeod Ave, Spruce Grove (beside fas gas)

Phone:  780.946.7984
email:  info@acupuncturebeyond.com
website:  acupuncturebeyond.com

weekday, evening and Saturday  
appointments available
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A Stanford University study demonstrated that of those women 
who suffered from depression during pregnancy, and received 
acupuncture treatments specifically to treat their depression, 69% 
showed improvements and 86% t stayed symptom -free 10 weeks 
postpartum. Therefore, receiving acupuncture prenatally is just as 
significant as receiving treatment postpartum for depression—for 
the health and well-being of yourself and your newborn6.

An additional benefit to receiving acupuncture in the treatment of 
postpartum depression is that acupuncture works with the body’s 
natural chemistry and therefore does not interfere with lactation 
by entering the blood stream. This means that women who are 
breastfeeding do not need to worry about chemicals entering the 
breast milk affecting the health of her child. This alone can ease a 
mother’s mind because she knows that she is doing everything in 
her power to keep her baby’s health in mind as well as her own. By 
starting acupuncture treatments during your pregnancy, you are 
keeping the flow of qi and blood smooth and preparing the body 
and mind for efficient labor and preventing disharmonies from 
developing4,7. 

emotional issues should not be dealt with alone. Although 
acupuncture is a great way to naturally treat depression, either 
pre- or post-natally, it is important to note that a support system 
is key when trying to get through this tough time. Therefore, it 
is essential that a woman suffering from prenatal or postpartum 
depression should remain in contact with her family doctor, 
therapist, and any other support network she may have in addition 
to receiving acupuncture as a treatment option. 

Notes:
1.  Betts D, “The eessential Guide to Acupuncture in Pregnancy & Childbirth” 

The Journal of Chinese Medicine (2006): 87-93, 189- 209

2.  Penny Simkin, The Birth Partner: A Complete Guide to Childbirth for 
Dads, Doulas and All Other Labor Companions, 3rd edition (Boston, 
Massachusetts: Harvard Common Press, 2008), 59-62

3.  Cabyoglu MT, ergene, N, & Tan U, “The Mechanism of Acupuncture and 
Clinical Applications” International Journal of Neuroscience 116 (2006): 115-
127

4.  Maciocia G, Obstetrics and Gynecology in Chinese Medicine, 2nd edition 
(Churchill Livingstone elsevier, 2011), 593-600

5.  Flaws B, Chinese Medical Obstetrics (Blue Poppy Press, 2009), 222-232

6.  Manber r, Schnyer rN, Allen JJ, rush AJ, & Blassey CM, “Acupuncture: A 
Promising Treatment for Depression During Pregnancy” Journal of affective 
Disorders, vol.83, no. 1 (2004): 89-95

7.  West Z, Acupuncture in Pregnancy and Childbirth, 2nd edition 
(Philadelphia, PA: Churchill Livingstone elsevier, 2008), 229, 230

8.  Pitchford, P, Healing With Whole Foods, Asian Traditions and Modern 
Nutrition, 3rd edition (Berkeley, CA: North Atlantic Books, 2002), 65, 91, 387

Christina Pistotnik and Trudi Rumball are registered 
Acupuncturists and Holistic Health Practitioners working 
in Edmonton. Both are trained in practicing obstetrics and 
gynecology within the scope of traditional Chinese Medicine. 
Christina dedicates her work and energy to helping her clients 
and peers achieve their health goals. Trudi is also a placenta 
encapsulation specialist, doula and mother. Their focus in 
practice is to assist families from conception to cradle. ❖

Fay Pytel, RMT Certified Doula & Reiki Practitioner

F r Appointments Call: 780-906-2279

AVAILABLE SERVICES:
• Therapeutic/Relaxation
Massage & Reiki

• M.V.A./Sports Injuries
• Pregnancy Massage
• Doula
• Infant Massage
• Seniors (arthritis, etc.)
• Mobile Home Therapy

For Appointments Call: 780-906-2279
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The benefits of your placenta
By Stefanie McKinnon

oftentimes, when having a baby, 
our main focus is on providing the 
ultimate support and care for our 
newborn. We spend a lot of time rehearsing 
and visualizing our birth, we set up our 
system of support people for our pregnancy, 
childbirth and after baby is born. We prepare 
ourselves for the months of pregnancy and 
afterward for the years to come. If you hired 
a doula or had a midwife, perhaps one of the 
questions they asked you was: What would 
you like to do with your placenta? This is 
becoming a more common question for 
doulas and midwives to ask. Although the 
traditions that people have surrounding the 
placenta are not new, the thought being put 
to this and the decisions moms are making 
regarding their placentas are new to our 
western culture. 

The placenta plays a vital and valuable role 
for both mom and baby. Most people are 
aware of the job it provides for the baby. 
During pregnancy it provides the baby with 
nourishment, oxygen to his bloodstream, cleans out toxins, as well 
as protecting baby from possible infections. 

Approximately 10-60 minutes after the birth of the baby, 
(depending on whether it is a medically managed third stage of 
labour or not) the placenta is birthed and everyone agrees it was a 
job well done. Today, however, there is more exposure being given 
to the placenta, which suggests that when a placenta is kept after 
birth, it can be used for the mother’s postpartum recovery.  
For years, followers of Traditional Chinese Medicine have  
known this, and have used the placenta for the postpartum 
healing process. 

Let’s face it, birth is a big deal! The mother experiences many 
physical, emotional, and mental changes during pregnancy and 
birth. At birth the mom experiences blood loss, fatigue caused  
by labour, and most definitely a drop in pregnancy hormones. 
Soon after baby is born, a mom can have a wide array of 
emotions, from being elated, joyful, and overcome with love;  
to weepiness, sadness, lack of concentration, feelings of 
dependency, and depression. Some moms may wonder why  
the vast array of emotions... why so much change, so quickly? 

When baby is born and the placenta is birthed there are hormonal 
changes that happen. All the hormones that geared you for 
pregnancy and birth are not needed anymore and are about to 
take a dramatic shift. The thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) 
shifts gears and you also experience a drop in progesterone. 

You are likely tired - you just had a baby; as well you may now be 
experiencing a lack of sleep. In addition, there is  a certain amount 
of physical and emotional stress a woman can experience during 
labour and birth. All these factors combined can lead to the 
emotional, mental, and physical issues you may notice during  
your postpartum period. 

It is said that today, approximately 80% of women experience 
some level of postpartum depression or mood disorder1. Using the 
placenta for its medicinal properties during the postpartum period 
is a natural and healthy way you can help avoid these symptoms. 
What plans have you indicated for your placenta in your birth 
preferences? 

In Traditional Chinese Medicine the placenta is used to help 
balance hormones, enhance milk supply, increase energy,  
as well as help you to recover more quickly from birth.  
By bringing your body back into balance, helping to prevent baby 
blues shortening postpartum bleeding, assisting the uterus in 
returning to normal size, and increasing postpartum iron levels the 
placenta offers many postpartum benefits to the mom. There is 
not yet a significant body of research regarding women and the 
success rate for placentophagy (term used to refer to the eating 
or ingesting of the placenta), as it is a recent practice in North 
America. Anecdotally, however, women who use their placenta 
report fewer emotional issues and enjoy a faster, more pleasant 
postpartum recovery. Women, and their families, notice a marked 
improvement in overall feelings of happiness and well-being when 
using their placenta. 

So how do we use the placenta? Traditional Chinese Medicine 
talks about preparing the placenta in a way that makes it palatable 
for mom to ingest. The process is done by steaming and then 
dehydrating the placenta. It is then ground into powder form and 
encapsulated. This way moms can take it easily and conveniently. 
Certain individuals also make placenta tincture which can be used 
for both the mom and child during stressful times. As well, there is 
placenta homeopthic remedies that can be made, which is used 
to treat similar complaints of the postpartum period as placenta 
prepared as capsules or a tincture.

Look here at what is contained in your placenta, and see how  
it could be of benefit:

• Gonadotrophin - specifically hCG (human chorionic 
gonadotropin), which is a factor in the sex hormone pathways

• Prolactin2 - promotes lactation

• Oxytocin - for pain and bonding; produced during 
breastfeeding to facilitate bonding of mother and infant. In 
pharmaceutical form this is a very addictive drug because it 
promotes a feeling of connectedness with others and is often 
referred to as the love hormone

• Interferon3 - stimulates the immune system to protect against 
infection

• Thyroid Stimulating Hormone4 -  boosts energy and helps 
recover from stressful events

• Cortisone5 - combats stress and unlocks stores of energy

• Prostaglandins6 - anti-inflammatory

• Hemoglobin - replenishes iron stores and  and counters 
anemia

• Gammaglobulin7 -  immune booster that helps protect against 
postpartum infections

• Urokinase Inhibiting Factor & Factor XIII8- stops bleeding and 
enhances wound healing

The placenta is full of feel-good hormones and healing chemicals, 
so it makes sense to safely welcome them back into your system 
during your postpartum period, in order to have  
a happy babymoon.

There are of course other traditions involving the placenta that 
you may wish to choose. Some people enjoy having a memento 
of their placenta in the form of a print. Others decide to bury  
their placenta under a tree or bury it in the ground and plant  
a season specific bush or tree or perennial that blooms the same 
month of baby’s birth. As well, there is also a lotus birth that  
some moms consider, which is the practice of leaving the 
umbilical cord attached to the baby and placenta and allowing  
it to detach naturally. 

If you are unsure whether any of these uses of your placenta are 
something that you would want to do, please know that you don’t 
have to decide right away. Your placenta can stay good in your 
freezer for up to 6 months, and can be used for encapsulation 
then. You can take it home with you9 and decide later if you want. 

If you would like more information regarding placenta 
encapsulation, please feel free to contact any one of the lovely 
placenta specialists in our area. each of these ladies provides  
a little bit of a different service and practices may vary a bit. 
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Stefanie McKinnon is wife to an incredibly supportive, loving 
husband and a home-schooling momma to three children. She 
is also a doula with the Edmonton Doula Association and a 
placenta encapsulation specialist. She is slowly learning, that 
in this life, all is grace. ❖
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Postpartum transition
By Valerie Plante, CD(DONA), r.Ac.

I probably can’t imagine the depth of 
despair some people feel while entangled 
in the snares of depression. When I listen 
to Henry Purcell’s Dido and Aeneus 
requiem as the leaves fall from the trees 
and the wind blows them in swirling spirals, 
I get a sense of sadness mixed with awe. 
Hope rises out of the transitions. However, 
perhaps when experiencing depression  
of any sort, the awe and beauty are absent 
leaving only the deep sense of sadness, 
loneliness and despair. 

Zita West, author of Acupuncture in 
Pregnancy and Childbirth, notes that 
although the mental and emotional risks 
to mothers increase during pregnancy, 
the postpartum period risk is greater than 
at any other time in a woman’s life. She 
highlights five different types of depression 
associated with this time period including 
baby blues, mild depression, post-natal 
exhaustion, post-delivery stress, severe 
post-natal depression and puerperal 
psychosis. each type has progressively 
more repercussions for mom and family 
and requires potentially more intervention. 
Although 80% of women may experience 
some form of baby blues as hormones 
shift following the birth, 10 to 15 percent 
of women will have the more severe forms 
requiring professional help.

Mitchell Chefitz tells a story about fear 
and awe, which I often refer to as women 
prepare for the birth of their child and 
harbor old fears or anticipatory anxiety. He 
asks us to invoke the image of the Grande 
Canyon or any other awe-inspiring place 
that may have been encountered. Walk to 
where you can look at the vista and your 
heart is filled with awe at the beauty you behold. Walk closer to 
the edge, where the ground beneath your feet starts to crumble, 
and you inevitably feel fear encroaching upon your experience of 
beauty. Step away from the edge and once again the awe arises. 
His point is that there is a balance between fear and awe, which 
are on the same continuum, but you have to know where and how 
to place yourself on that line. It is you who determines where you 
will stand in relation to anything else.

Birthing a child can be a time of awe as one encounters the 

miraculous. I still marvel at the comment from one seasoned 
doctor present at the birth, whose eyes welled up with tears 
when witnessing and assisting the mom with the birth of her 
child. After years of practice and thousands of deliveries, he 
admitted that he is still touched by the power of birth, so much 
so that it brings him to tears. A woman, when she is pregnant, is 
full of potential. Chinese Medicine sees the body as a microcosm 
of the macrocosm. In other words, we are a reflection of the 
environment and the processes that occur in nature we can 
see manifest in our body. The pregnant mother is bursting with 

the promise of the fruit of labour, her new baby. Likewise, the 
blossoms and fruit on the tree unfold in response to available 
energy from the sun in the springtime. The flower delights us, the 
fruit nourishes us but soon will fade as the seasons transform.  
The cycle transforms and spirals as the energy moves deep inside.

During this period of time the mother is going through profound 
emotional, spiritual and physical changes. The blood that was 
being expelled from her body with the monthly cycle is now 
going to nourish baby and mother. By the third trimester there 
are 3 times the normal level of hormones coursing through the 
bloodstream. In a healthy pregnancy, the mother may appear to 
be more radiant than ever, skin clear and glowing, hair thick and 
lustrous. However, fear may start to show itself at this time as well. 
Latent fears or unresolved issues may come to the surface as the 
energy required for birth goes to our deepest centre. 

So what happens after the birth of the baby? Practically, we 
can say that a lot of energy was expended in birthing the child, 
probably a lot of blood was lost and the adrenalin that was 
coursing through the mother’s system has now leveled off.  
There may have been other interventions that impacted the 
mother, both physically and emotionally, as well. It will be a few 
weeks before the hypothalamus returns to stable function now 
that the supply of hormones from the placenta are not available. 
The resulting postpartum adrenal suppression together with 
the estrogen withdrawal may help us understand postpartum 
depression. In addition, the body’s requirement for DHA1 increases 
during pregnancy and if supplementation or diet are not covering 
the essential needs the body will take what it needs from the brain, 
again leaving the mother in a precarious state.

Now you have this lovely little child, the visitors have come and 
gone, the flowers have died back and you have to face the fact 
that you are responsible for this small being and you may be 
doggone scared to death. After all, your friends, colleagues and 
sisters, may have had babies, and they seem to be doing ok. The 
fact is they may not have shared their stories with you because 
they didn’t know how to broach the subject. As a result, there may 
be a small bit of performance anxiety complicating the picture. 
In addition, because there is now a new member of the family 
in the picture, people have to learn how to relate to each other 
in a new and different way under the circumstances. Xiaolan 
Zhao, who writes on Traditional Chinese Medicine’s response 
to the postpartum period, notes “maybe this is what we all fear 
in becoming pregnant and giving birth: a loss of or change in 
identity or relationship with ourselves and others, a shift from 
the known or familiar to the unknown”. Questions such as who is 
going to get up with the baby, who does the laundry and makes 
the meal, take on new meaning during this time. Has the mother 
been getting sufficient rest and nutrition or has she forgotten to 
take care of this simple but important factor? Perhaps a lactation 
consultant needs to be called or a Naturopath to advise about a 
colicky baby. 

When I speak to people who are going through any kind of 
depression, they often say that it feels like a light has gone out 

and they are wandering alone in the dark. It is interesting to 
note that in Chinese one of the characters that depicts Qi, very 
loosely related to vital energy, looks like a stick person with a little 
comma on one leg. This little mark is described as a spark. The 
spark enlivens the body in order that it may go forward. It comes 
from a source deep within, enabling us to move and work with 
relative ease and balance. Where do we find that spark, how do we 
activate it? At a recent postpartum group I attended, one mother 
admitted that it was her connection to animals that enlivened 
her and she would find excuses to talk to neighbours with pets 
and share with them her knowledge of animals, if applicable to 
the situation. For others it may be prayer, meditation, tea with a 
friend, a walk outside in the park. One has to find what is unique 
and special for them. An alternative character for Qi depicts Qi as 
vapor rising, suggesting its insubstantial nature, not unlike the wind 
that rustles the leaves but with great potential to feed the flames 
encouraging the fire to burn. The subtle nature of Qi feeds the 
spark that rises from within.

With regards to postpartum depression, one needs to also 
consider if there are any underlying, predisposing factors 
contributing to the manifestation. One must rule out thyroid 
imbalances, nutritional deficiencies, or deep-rooted emotional 
imbalances to mention a few. Ideally a practitioner would see the 
mom as the pregnancy is anticipated as well as follow through 
during the pregnancy, birth and postpartum time to address 
these issues before they become a deluge. Acupuncture selects 
a treatment strategy that is determined through diagnosis, which 
includes a full history and lifestyle assessment. The treatment aims 
to balance the blood, fluids and energy that rhythmically course 
through the system via the meridians, which act as conduits in the 
body, sending messages to the deeper vital organ system. Ideally, 
balance can now be achieved and the body can be restored to its 
optimal functioning. When I watched a friend playing her cello,  
it occurred to me that acupuncture is like plucking the strings on 
a cello. You cannot pluck just any string, but through practice and 
experience one learns which will resonate with the harmonious 
sounds we all enjoy. Master Wu, a prominent Qi Gong master, 
explains that the heart is a stringless instrument, which we must 
cultivate in order that resonance may arise in the body. From the 
heart arises our joys and our fears, our strength and will to go 
forward. He suggests cultivating the heart through allowing times 
for quiet as well as finding and maintaining balance in life with 
friends, work, family, diet, and exercise.

In Chinese Medicine the 40 days following the birth of the baby 
is called the Golden Month. During this time Mom is fed warm 
nourishing foods, gets plenty of rest and her primary role is to  
be with baby. The mother needs time to restore, build her energy 
and replenish her blood in order to correct the imbalances that 
have impacted the body following the birth. The act of birthing 
depletes yang energy as well as blood and Qi. Yang energy  
is warming, but depends on the action of the internal system 
including fluids and visceral organs to balance and keep it in 
check. restoring the yang energy occurs by providing warm, 
nourishing foods, including soups or stews for the mother and 
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ensuring that she is not exposed to cold during this vulnerable 
time. The yin fluids are restored with iron rich foods and foods 
high in zinc to balance what was lost in birthing. Zinc is often 
found to be depleted following the birth and yet it is so essential 
for wound healing. Providing appropriate herbs can also help 
to restore balance. Ingesting the prepared placenta following 
the birth is considered to be a highly nutritious and emotionally 
balancing experience. In nature, the mother after having given 
birth, will often eat the placenta instinctively thereby getting  
the essential replacement nutrients to speed recovery. It also 
provides a measure of protection in that marauding predators 
won’t be drawn to the place of birth compromising the safety  
of the newborn. 

New challenges don’t have to be overwhelming but they may very 
well be during the adjustment period. When all of the cards are 
on the table it almost seems inevitable that there will be some 
emotional situations arising during this pivotal time. Yes, we need 
to look out for each other and blessed are those who have friends 
to bring food, watch baby so you can sleep, offer to wash or fold 
clothes when they just happen to be in the neighbourhood. 

Postpartum care encompasses attending to all the physical, 
emotional and spiritual needs of mom and family, including 
dad and baby. enlisting the help of family and friends, as well as 
health professionals, following the birth of your child should be 
an essential part of your birth planning to ensure the best start for 
your new family. 

Notes:

1. DHA stands for docosahexaenoic acid which is an omega-3 
fatty acid that contributes to brain function. It is important in the 
development of the nervous system in babies.
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LIBrArIAN PICKS By ASAC Librarian, Stephanie Nyhof-deMoor

Books on postpartum 
depression 
Postpartum depression (PPD) affects many women. 
it can be scary and devastating and can leave women 
feeling lost, alone, and overwhelmed. When women 
do seek help they are often put on medications and are 
left wondering if they can continue breastfeeding and if the 
medication is safe for their baby. There are a couple of wonderful 
resources out there that shed light on postpartum depression  
and the uses of medications during pregnancy and  
while breastfeeding.

The volume Medications and Mother’s Milk by Thomas 
Hale (2010) is an invaluable resource on medications, both 
pharmacological and herbal, and breastmilk. The volume gives 
the name of the medication, its trade name, its uses, and its 
classification. There is a summary of what the medication is 
used for and latest medical studies that have been done on the 
medication. It lists the pregnancy risk category, the lactation risk 
category, adult concerns, pediatric concerns, drug interactions, 
plus it lists how much of the medication passes through breastmilk 
and reached the infant. This is the best book dealing with 
medications and breastmilk.

Another good volume dealing with medications during pregnancy 
and breastfeeding is the The Complete Guide to Everyday Risks 
in Pregnancy and Breastfeeding by the Motherisk program at 
Toronto’s Sick Kid’s Hospital (2004). The book goes over common 

concerns regarding medications, herbs, and other substances with 
regards to pregnancy and breastfeeding. 

We also have a number of great books dealing directly with 
postpartum depression in the ASAC library. Books like Postpartum 
Depression Demystified by Joyce Venis and Suzanne McCloskey. 
This book covers the various different postpartum mood disorders 
and their possible causes. It also covers diagnoses, going over how 
women don’t know what’s normal and what’s not, how they are 
not honest with themselves or others about how they are feeling, 
societal pressures, fear of repercussions, and other problems that 
can keep women from getting the help they need. They talk about 
when to seek help, keeping track of symptoms and feelings, and 
how to find the right health professional. They cover medications 
and therapies such as talk therapy, cognitive therapy, behavioral 
therapy and interpersonal therapy. The book also covers recovery, 
building your support system and relationships, and the effects 
of postpartum depression on the baby. There is also a chapter for 
partners of women with postpartum depression—remember they 
need support too! The book is a great resource for those trying to 
better understand postpartum depression.

Last but not least, you may be suffering from losing your baby. 
There are also many resources available to you below.

Other books on postpartum depression and infant loss in the 
ASAC library:

• A Silent Sorrow: Pregnancy Loss - Guidance and Support for 
You and Your Family, by Ingrid Kohn, Perry-Lynn Moffitt, and 
Isabelle A. Wilkins

• Silent Birth: When Your Baby Dies, by Sharon Covington

• The Worst Loss: How Families Heal from the Death of a Child, 
by Barbara D. rosof

• This Isn’t what I Expected: Overcoming Postpartum 
Depression, by Karen Kleiman

• The Mother to Mother PostPartum Depression Support Book, 
by Sandra Poulin

• Down Came The Rain: My Journey through Postpartum 
Depression, by Brooke Shields

• Beyond the Blues: Understanding and treating Prenatal and 
Postpartum Depression and Anxiety, by Shoshanna Bennett

• Mothering the New Mother: Women’s Feelings and Needs 
after Childbirth: A Resource Guide, by Sally Placksin ❖

As the librarian for ASAC (Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth) I have the privilege of getting to read and recommend books on 
topics related to pregnancy, birth, breastfeeding, parenting, midwifery, etc. This is great because I love reading about these topics and I 
love sharing with other people. The ASAC library is a great resource for parents because it has books, DVDs, and CDs that are not readily 
available elsewhere. 

The library is open to everyone, do come around to borrow books and DVDs. ASAC library, 7219 106 street, edmonton, side door. 
Wednesdays and Fridays from 10am to noon or every 2nd Tuesday of the month from 7pm to 9pm.

Lana Gilday, RN
780.437.1196
lana.gilday@gmail.com

Over 10 years of experience  
as a Birth and Postpartum Doula.

Also specializing in twin  
pregnancies, and breastfeeding 
teaching and support.

www.earthmamadoulas.ca
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How could you not have prepared me?  
I accuse 
And what could I have told you? 
replies my friend, my mother, my midwife

What a road we have travelled! 
From spontaneity to responsibility 
From dates to play dates 
From carefree sex… to sex? 
From the occasional all-nighters… to the occasional all-nighters!

Motherhood transforms us, exalts us 
Brings us to our knees 
It makes us doubt ourselves 
Obsess 
And feel overwhelmed with love 
For good and bad, it turns our lives upside down

To my friends, now mothers 
Give each other the gift of non-judgement 
Of an ever-open ear, an easy laugh 
And above all 
Honesty 
Always Honesty

How could you not have prepared me? 
Asks my friend, new mother  
Of me - wizened  - having borne two of my own 
And what could I have told you? 
I reply

This poem, entitled “Insatiable Son”, deals with my struggle to breastfeed my son. The 
inability to nurse him (despite great support and a Herculean effort on my part) proved 
devastating to me, and set the tone for a year wrought with anxiety, guilt, and grief. I 
have to mention that the poem is not “historically correct”. I wrote the poem expecting 
to purchase breast milk from the B.C. Women’s Milk Bank in Vancouver (and obviously 
imagined him consuming it). However, in the end not only was the cost of the milk 
prohibitive for us (about $1000 monthly including shipping) but because I had a healthy, 
large infant, the milk was (understandably) being saved for preemies and sick infants 
who’s mothers couldn’t provide it. I have since considered changing the poem since my 
son never did consume donated milk, but I cannot bring myself to do it. The poem retains 
the honesty of the moment in which it was written.

Magda Waluga lives in Kelowna, British Columbia, with her husband, Chris, son, 
Jacob (4) and Sophia (1). Although the greatest trials of adjusting to motherhood have 
passed, Magda continues to rely on honest, loving friends and the occasional glass of 
wine (or two) to overcome the challenges of motherhood. ❖

In loving memory of my five lost little babies. You were a miracle, a whisper that passed 
through me, embedding jewel-coloured fragments in my heart. With unending gratitude 
to my beloved husband and our three precious daughters. You bound my broken heart 
back together with gentle cords of love. With joyful thanks to my sweet grandbabies for 
reminding me of what was lost – and of how much I have. 

Memories 
like stained glass; broken 
razor-edged pieces 
 of jewel-coloured dreams. 
Beauty shattered, but beautiful still. 
Fragments of emerald and ruby 
and sapphire 
mingle with garnet drops 
of blood.

Last day of summer; perfect 
as a rose-coloured pebble on the sun-warmed beach 
caressed by water as clear as the sky. 
Colour fades; 
Soft blurred green 
of tear-distorted trees. 
A pearl-pink bubble. Perfect. 
Gone.

Frost  
sudden and sharp. 
The whispering sting of snow. 
A heart that learns the crushing weight 
of the heaviness 
of empty arms. 
A dream as cold as ice. 
Dreams shattered, but beautiful still. 
Out of the shards of the frozen night, a spark; 
The soft enfolding warmth  
of love.

The lilacs bloom;  
they always do. 
The world continues to revolve, 
passing and re-passing 
places that can never be the same.  
Spring, then autumn. 
reflected colours of stained glass softened, 
like memories. 
Summer shattered, but beautiful still 
in shades of amber and russet 
and gold, 
Mingled with garnet drops 
of love. ❖

To my friends now mothers Memories like stained glass
By Magda Waluga

By Nancy Johnson
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POSTPArTuM MOOD DISOrDErS 
Postpartum mood disorders are nothing to be ashamed of and can be treated. Finding support and caring for yourself is crucial.  
As new mothers and fathers we often neglect ourselves while caring for everyone else. The following fact sheet is a run down  
of the different mood disorders that can affect your mental, physical, emotional health as well as your relationships with your 
spouse, children and community. Do not forget that both women and men can experience these disorders. Most men don’t  
even know it can happen to them until their wives ask them why they won’t hold baby! 

Baby Blues: 

This is the most common and affects approximately 85% of new 
mothers. Symptoms include irritability, mood swings, tearfulness, 
and anxiety. It occurs two days to two weeks postpartum. It 
resolves itself quickly on its own and does not need treatment. The 
baby blues occurs while your hormones settle after birth. The baby 
blues does not impede day-to-day functioning. You are still able 
to take care of yourself and your baby. Some exhausted fathers 
can also experience this as they adjust to parenting. Be patient and 
gentle with each other!

Postpartum Adjustment Disorder (PPAD): 

Some parents have more difficulty adjusting to their new role as 
a mother or father. These parents have the same symptoms of 
baby blues but it lasts longer than the baby blues typically does. 
Symptoms include anxiety, self-doubt, tearfulness, fatigue and 
other symptoms of baby blues. It occurs in the first two months 
postpartum. Usually milder than PPD it doesn’t require treatment 
and generally resolves on its own.

Postpartum Depression (PPD): 

It’s believed that PPD affects up to 20% of women. It also 
affects new fathers. Symptoms include sadness, anxiety or panic 
attacks, feelings of hopelessness and guilt, insomnia, intrusive 
thoughts (thoughts of harming oneself or the baby). Postpartum 
depression affects your ability to live your day-to-day life. While 
its manifestation and severity is unique to every woman it is 
debilitating. Symptoms can appear any time during the first year 
after giving birth. Symptoms can sometimes appear past the first 
year when weaning occurs. Therapy and medication can help.

Postpartum Mania: 

Symptoms include feeling “speeded up”, difficulty slowing down 
and relaxing. Normal thinking patterns become uncontrollable 
and rapid. Mania can be treated with therapy and medication.

Postpartum Anxiety and/or Panic Disorder: 

Symptoms include excessive and often irrational fears and 
worries about your baby as well as your own actions, fear  
of losing control, feelings of wanting to run away, feeling  
anxious about anxiety, difficulty relaxing, insomnia (not due 
to the baby), extreme uneasiness, emotional eating, jumbled 
thoughts, difficulty concentrating, feeling like you are “jumping 
out of your skin”, physical symptoms like chest pain, rapid 
breathing, shaking, dizziness. Postpartum anxiety disorder  
is very common for both mother and father. It can be treated  
with therapy and medication.

Postpartum Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder 
(PPOCD): 

Symptoms include intrusive, recurrent and obsessive thoughts, 
usually involving the baby, avoidance behavior, establishing 
rituals that include repetitive behavior, anxiety or depression. It 
can happen for both mother and father. Treated with therapy and 
medication.

Postpartum Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD): 

Often caused by difficult births such as emergency cesareans, 
premature birth, difficult vaginal birth, infant loss, etc. PTSD can 
trigger flashbacks and nightmares about the trauma as well as 
emotional numbness and panic attacks. It can happen for both 
mother and father. PTSD is treated with medication and therapy.

Postpartum Psychosis (PPP): 

This is the most severe postpartum mood disorder, and 
fortunately the most rare. PPP is a mental health emergency. 
Usually begins 48-72 hours postpartum but can occur later. 
Symptoms appear suddenly and can include delusions, 
hallucinations, paranoia, bizarre thoughts, religious ideations, 
and severe agitation. Women with PPP are not horrified by 
intrusive thoughts like women with PPOCD, or other mood 
disorders. Women with PPP believe nothing is wrong with them. 
Hospitalization is recommended if it is believed a woman is a risk 
to herself or her baby. ❖
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providing Breastfeeding support in northern alberta
Helpline:  780-478-0507  |  LLLC Website:  www.LLLC.ca  |  Email Help:  lllc.edmonton@gmail.com

Braemar School – Teens Only
(Please phone Leader to confirm monthly 
meeting date and time.) 1st Monday of 
the month during the school year – 12:00 
noon (No mtgs. July & Aug.) 
Braemar School, Terra Office 
9359 – 67 A St. 
Fiona A 780-464-1864

Edmonton North/
Castledowns
3rd Tuesday – 7:30 p.m.  
Castle Downs Public Library  
106 Lakeside Landing 
15379 Castle Downs rd. 
Fiona LS 780-633-6548 
Pam  780-478-1817

Edmonton Strathcona
Last Thursday – 7:30 p.m.  
Fathers/Partners welcome  
(No meeting in December) 
Strathcona Community League 
10139 – 87 Ave. 
Jade 780-431-2996 
Kirsten 780-465-1188 
Linda  780-434-8823 
emily 780-756-9416

Fort McMurray
2nd Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.  
The Hub – Timberlea 
#6-118 Millenium Dr., Ft. McMurray 
Lisa  1-888-525-3243

Vermilion
Please call for meeting information 
Kathleen 780-853-6711

Edmonton West
3rd Thursday – 10:00 a.m. 
Laurier Heights Community League 
14405 – 85 Ave. 
(enter off of 80 Ave. at 144 St.) 
Nancy 780-489-9704 
Mary-Beth 780-481-8426

Sherwood Park – a.m.
3rd Monday – 10:00 a.m. 
Toadstool Music Studio 
485 Sioux road, Sherwood Park 
Cheryl 780-464-2662 
Leah 780-922-0881 
Colleen 780-922-7070 
Taryn  780-922-0269

Sherwood Park – p.m.
1st Monday – 7:00 p.m. 
Fathers/Partners welcome 
Toadstool Music Studio 
485 Sioux road, Sherwood Park 
Kim 780-485-6992 
Tiffany 780-922-7705 
erie 780-406-5552

St Albert
4th Monday - 7:00 pm 
Salvation Army Community Center 
165 Liberton Dr., St. Albert 
(corner of Liberton & Giroux) 
Tammy 780-460-4460 
Melody 780-923-2121 
Patricia

LA LECHE LEAGuE CANADA  

~ 2012 Meeting dates and Locations ~
Mothers, children, and female support persons are always welcome at La Leche League meetings. Fathers and partners are 
welcome in some groups as noted below. Please call one of the Leaders before attending a meeting to ensure that there have 
been no changes to the date or location.

Community  
resource Listing
Doula Association of Edmonton 
Are you pregnant? Have you just given 
birth? Would you like extra professional 
support during your pregnancy, birth or 
even after? Talk with a doula from the 
Doula Association of Alberta:  
www.edmontondoula.org or  
780-945-8080 or  
info@edmontondoula.org 

Friends of Freebirth  
Planning to freebirth? experienced 
freebirth? Support the freebirth option? 
Our growing community of families 
shares wisdom and resources: 
friendsoffreebirth@yahoo.ca 

Edmonton VBAC Support Association/
ICAN of Edmonton 
Cesarean and VBAC parent meetings. 
Cesarean prevention class. rSVP to 
edmontonVBAC@gmail.com. Visit www.
edmontonvbac.com and join our free 
online email group. 

Postpartum Depression Awareness 
resources for families and women who 
suffer from postpartum depression. Find 
about the many groups and professionals 
that can support you. Contact Tascheleia 
Marangoni. 
780-903-7418  or info@ppda.ca   
www.ppda.ca

Friends of Medicare 
Do you care about your healthcare 
system? FOM is a non-partisan provincial 
coalition raising public awareness on 
concerns related to Medicare in Alberta 
and Canada, lobbying governments 
to maintain a health care system that 
adheres to the spirit and the letter of 
the Canada Health Act, and opposing 
investor-owned, for-profit, two tiered or 
private health care.
780-423-4581
info@friendsofmedicare.org
www.friendsofmedicare.org

Beginnings Midwifery 
Care
780-490-0906
beginningsmidwiferycare@
gmail.com
Megan Dusterhoft
Gaelyn Anderson
Mia Davies
Andrea Wallace

Joy Spring  
Midwifery Care
birthatjoyspring@gmail.com
Cathy Harness 

Westside Midwives
780-571-1101
Westside-Midwives@shaw.ca
Joanna Greenhalgh
Marie tutt
Jennifer thompson

Passages Midwifery
780-968-2784
passages_midwifery@
yahoo.com
Noreen Walker

Midwifery Care  
Partners
780-490-5383
barb@midwiferycp.ca
barbara Scriver

Lucina Midwives
780-756-7226
midwives@lucinacentre.ca
www.lucinacentre.ca
kerstin Gafvels
Maureen Fath

Blessing Way Midwifery
www.blessingwaymidwifery.ca
blessingwaymidwives@gmail.
com
Serving rocky Mountain 
House and red Deer areas
barb bodiguel
Jess Forbes
Jenn bindon
Nicole Matheson

HOPE Midwives
hopemidwives@gmail.com
www.hopemidwives.ca
Heidi Coughlin

Midwives are primary caregivers who offer comprehensive care during pregnancy, birth and postpartum.  
Their services are fully covered by Alberta Health. You do not need a doctor or a referral to have a midwife. They provide 
counseling education and emotional support, which allows a woman and her partner to make informed choices, thereby 
maintaining control of decisions in this healthy experience. The midwife and couple develop a trusting relationship, which 
prepares them for the challenge of welcoming this new baby into the family. All midwives have hospital admitting privileges, 
which allows for choice of birthplace i.e. home or hospital. If you need more information, please contact the Alberta Association 
of Midwives 403-214-1882 or visit www.albertamidwives.com

DIrECTOrY OF rEGISTErED MIDWIVES

March 7   
Cycle Charting for Fertility Awareness  
and Overall Health

March 14   
Nutrition for Fertility and Pregnancy 

March 21   
Pelvic Floor Health 

March 28   
Alternative Health Care during Pregnancy: Homeopathy, 
Naturopathy, and Chinese Medicine 

April 4    
Birth and Postpartum Doulas & Prenatal Class options

April 11  
Making the Most of Your Hospital Birth

April 18    
Cesarean Prevention

April 25   
Art of Breastfeeding

May 2    
Baby Wearing - Cloth Diapering - Diaper Free

May 9     
Postpartum Depression Prevention

May 16      
Daddy Duty: A day for just the Dad’s  
(sorry Mom’s, only far future Dads)

ASAC SPRING LECTURE SERIES:  
PRENATAL AND BABY CARE

When: 7pm-9pm Wednesdays  
March 7 to May 16, 2012

Where: Located at the ASAC office  
7219 - 106 Street (side door)

FREE!  
Please Pre-register: 
presentations@asac.ab.ca
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PLACENTA ENCAPSuLATION  
SErVICES IN ALBErTA

Terra – Centre for Pregnant & 
Parenting Teens
Location: edmonton Centre | Phone: 780-428-3772 
Email: terra@terraassociation.com 
Classes are offered for two consecutive evenings every 
six weeks to pregnant young women up to age 19 years 
old. Course materials and activities target teen moms 
and their coaches in a comfortable environment. A 
public health nurse in partnership with eastwood Public 
Health Centre facilitates classes. Supper is provided.

The Goddess Within and Mommy 
Connections
Location: edmonton and area   | Phone: 780 218-3590 
email: info@goddesswithin.ca 
12 hour prenatal classes either over six weeknight 
evenings or an all weekend intensive. These classes 
emphasize informed decision making including 
information on being an active labour support person, 
cesarean births, baby basics, postpartum care and 
breastfeeding. This is not your typical childbirth class! 
Classes are very interactive and hands on.

The Parent Center 
Location: edmonton | Phone: 780-465-3976 
Email: Info@ParentCenter.ca 
Website: www.parentcenter.ca 
The Parent center is a non-profit organization that offers 
quality prenatal and postnatal education. Classes include 
a 10-hour prenatal class series, a 3-hour baby care class 
to build confidence, weekend prenatal workshops, 
cesarean prevention and individual classes. Classes are 
personalized and small.

Twin and Plus Prenatal Classes: 
Alberta Health 
Location: Alberta Hospitals  | Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
6 weeks long classes available to anyone delivering 
multiples (twins, triplets, quads). Topics covered are 
vaginal birth of multiples, c-sections, medical concern 
unique to multiple pregnancies, premature babies, NICU 
tour, breastfeeding multiples, car seat safety, parenting 
and managing at home.

WIN (Women, Infants & Nutrition) 
Project: Alberta Health 
Location: Alberta community health centers  
Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
Provides education, support and assistance to pregnant 
women and teens. Information about healthy eating in 
pregnancy, labour and delivery, support and education 
for breastfeeding, or support making healthy lifestyle 
choices. For those clients who are on a tight budget, 
coupons can be provided to help with purchasing 
healthy foods, and prenatal vitamin supplements.

Stefanie Mckinnon CD(DONA), 
CBE, PES
Serving edmonton and area 
beautiful.beginnings@shaw.ca 
www.beautiful-beginnings.ca 
780-966-3828

Natasha Longridge  
CD(DONA), PES 
Serving edmonton Westend, Stony Plain, 
Spruce Grove, St Albert 
supermommadoula@live.ca 
780-318-9336

Niko Palmer CD(DONA), PES
Serving edmonton and area 
niko.palmer@gmail.com 
780-965-6585

Nadia Houle RAc., DSc., PE
Serving Sherwood Park and edmonton 
accupuncturedoula@gmail.com 
780-919-6870

Roots of Life Placenta 
Encapsulation
rootsofLifetn@gmail.com 
www.placentaroots.com

Serving Edmonton and areas 
Trudi rumball rAc., HHP, PeS 
780-298-9811

Serving Calgary and surrounding 
communities 
Nicole Stevens rAc., HHP, PeS 
587-984-4915

f.a.b. birth services: kimberley 
Girard 
Serving Calgary and the rural Foothills 
(Okotoks, High river, Nanton, Pincher 
Creek, Black Diamond, Turner Valley, Bragg 
Creek, Cochrane) 
info@fierceandbeautiful.com 
www.fierceandbeautiful.com 
403-971-8094

Pure Birth Services: Susan 
Stewart LaForest
Serving Calgary, Okotoks, Airdrie, High 
river, Bragg Creek, Banff, Canmore, red 
Deer, Didsbury, and Nanton 
www.purebirth.ca 
susan@purebirth.ca 
403-668-7732 
403-801-4081

krista Oestreich
Serving Didsbury to Blackfalds 
kristaoestreich@yahoo.com 
403-559-9329

A Beautiful Child: Marissa Dean
Serving Calgary and surrounding 
communities 
marissadean2009@hotmail.com 
www.facebook.com/
abeautifulchildservices 
403-560-6470

Nine Months & Beyond Doula: 
krystal Bartz 
Serving Lethbridge and area 
krystal@ninemonthsdoula.com 
www.ninemonthsdoula.com 
403-360-5357

Amanda Radcliffe
Serving Whitecourt and area 
amanda.collin@hotmail.com 
780-706-3929

Hypnobabies Prenatal Classes:  
Ricky Issler CD(DONA)
Location: edmonton area | Phone: 780-929-4669 
email: comfortinghands@telus.net 
Website: www.comfortinghandsdoula.com 
Hypnobabies provides  complete childbirth education, 
helping to eliminate fear and instill confidence in your 
body’s ability to birth. Our 6 week program also teaches 
medical hypnosis techniques, creating an automatically 
peaceful, relaxing pregnancy, a calm confident Hypno-
Dad, and an easier, much more comfortable, and 
sometimes pain-free birthing for Hypno-mom.

International Cesarean Awareness 
Network (ICAN) Canada: Laurie Mapp
Location: edmonton, east; web seminars  
Phone: (780) 232-7905 
Email: edmontonVBAC@gmail.com 
Monthly classes on cesarean prevention and VBAC 
preparation in edmonton. VBAC is vaginal birth after 
cesarean. Class is 1.5 hours long. Bimonthly webinars are 
also available.

Midwifery Care Partners: Barbara 
Scriver, RM, Teilya Kiely, Student 
Midwife
Location: edmonton South | Phone: 780-490-5383 
Email: barb@midwiferycp.ca 
Three consecutive evening classes at the midwifery  
office to prepare families for their birth. Also covering  
the psychology of birth, dealing with pain, stages of  
labour, comfort techniques, water birth, emergency 
childbirth, the normal newborn, breastfeeding, and the 
postpartum period. 

Motherizing Childbirth Education: 
Lisa Cryderman, R.N.
Location: edmonton | Phone: 780-901-1178  
Email: lisa@motherizing.com 
These classes focus on accessing ones coping skills and 
celebrating becoming parents.

Natural Connections: Krystal Hoople 
RN, BScN, IBCLC
Location: Stony Plain/Spruce Grove  
Phone: 780-907-3481 
Email: naturalconnections@shaw.ca 
Website: www.naturalconnections.vpweb.ca 
A 4 evening or one-day session designed to enhance 
your birth experience. Understand labour, the comfort 
cycle, natural comfort measures, conscious parenting, 
and how to use a car seat. Spend time preparing to 
get breastfeeding off to a good start and learn the 
behaviour of a newborn from a Lactation Consultant.

Prenatal Education Services: Alberta 
Health
Location: Alberta Hospitals and Community Health 
Centers | Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
Hospital class series offered in 6-8 week sessions or in 
a weekend format. refresher classes are also available 
to those parents who want to review information when 
having a subsequent birth. They include information on 
pregnancy, preparation for labour, birth, breastfeeding  
and care of the newborn, as well as hospital tours.  
These classes can be offered in different languages.  
There are also classes for teen moms, and for twin and 
triplet pregnancies.

PrENATAL CLASSES IN EDMONTON ArEA

A Helping Hand - Natural Childbirth 
Preparation 
Location: edmonton | Phone: 780-634-2216

Email: helping_hand@shaw.ca

Web: www.helpinghandprenatal.weebly.com

For families who want to reclaim birth. Fresh, innovative, 
positive approach. Interactive. Multimedia. Discussion. 
Q&A. Guest speakers. Features for dad. Lending library. 
Meet and interview local moms and dads who have 
experienced natural birth. Unique curriculum. Details on 
website. Six two-hour classes per series.

Alternative Prenatal Classes - The 
Energy of Birthing: 
Ava Curtola rN 

Location: Spruce Grove & edmonton 

Phone: 780.963.3111

Website: www.theenergyofBirthing.com

Description - Discover reflexology, acupressure, energy 
points, breathing and meditation. Prenatal Birthing 
Hypnosis class! This is a great class for all expectant 
parents, support persons, and doulas. receive the 
energy of Birthing book and meditation CDs. relax, 
Breathe, and Prepare for the best birth experience ever. 

Baby Bump Doula & Birth Services
Location: West edmonton | Phone: 780-918-9359 
Email: babybumpdoula@yahoo.ca 
One-day class focused on preparation for labour and 
birth, comfort techniques, breastfeeding, postpartum 
care and more. Learn how to be informed and make the 
best decisions for your birth. Class tailored to individual 
needs and preferences.

Better Beginnings: Alberta Health
Location: Alberta South West | Phone: 403-388-6661 
It is a non-judgmental support program for over 
burdened pregnant women (teens, low income, moms 
of low-birth weight babies, substance abuse issues, 
etc.). It provides information and support on healthy 
pregnancy, birth and parenting, help to quit smoking, 
pregnancy vitamins, vitamin D for baby if breastfeeding, 
library card, milk & food coupons, cooking class, etc. 

Birth & Babies Childbirth and 
Parenting Education: Alberta Health
Location: Calgary and area | Phone: 403-781-1450 
Website: www.birthandbabies.com 
Calgary and area education for prenatal and parenting 
classes. It offers over 30 different courses for expectant 
and new families as well as an interactive website for  
the family as well as their support team, including  
grand-parents. 

Blooming Bellies: Trish Walker and 
Skyla Bradley Birthing From Within 
certified mentor
Location: edmonton | Phone: 780-907-0228 
Email: talker1@telusplanet.net 
Birthing from Within classes offer a soulful and holistic 
approach to birth preparation integrating both intuitive 
knowing and a modern intellectual knowing. Our classes 
prepare you to birth-in-awareness whether you are 
birthing at home, in a birth center, tipi, taxi or hospital.

Community Perinatal Program: 
Alberta Health
Location: edmonton area | Phone: 780-342-4719 or 
780-413-7658 or 1-866-408-5465 
A multi-disciplinary team offers prenatal, labour, delivery 
and postpartum care to pregnant women with risks due 
to lack of medical access, socio-economic difficulties, 
isolation, language and cultural barriers, poor nutrition, 
substance abuse, and domestic violence. Services 
include prenatal visits, prenatal education, hospital tours, 
transportation support, nutrition counseling, help  
with housing, parenting, nutrition, addictions, and  
family violence.

Early Pregnancy Class: Alberta Health
Location: Alberta Hospitals | Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
This hospital class covers fetal development, prenatal 
care, nutrition, healthy lifestyle choices, exercise, coping 
with the discomforts of pregnancy, hazards to avoid 
while you are pregnant, and signs and symptoms of 
complications.

Earth Mother Birth: Jennifer 
Summerfeldt and sherry Dawn 
Rothwell
Location: edmonton and area | Phone: 780-850-0538 
Website: www.earthmotherbirth.org 
Offers holistic and nurturing services as well as soulful, 
informative and dynamic approach to childbirth 
education. These classes emphasize the scientific 
validation of the art of natural birthing and practical 
application of holistic birth practices at home, and in 
the hospital. Offer in-class and home study courses.

Energy of Birthing: Ava Curtola R.N., 
Hypnotherapist, Reiki Master
Location: Spruce Grove and edmonton  
Phone: 780-963-3111 
Website: www.theenergyofBirthing.com 
Birthing preparation and hypnosis class using 
reflexology, acupressure, energy points, and meditation 
to have a very easy, comfortable delivery. Classes for all 
expectant parents, support friends and doulas. receive 
‘The energy of Birthing’ book and 2 meditation CD’s.

Friends of Freebirth Foundation of 
Alberta 
Location: edmonton | Email: friendsoffreebirth@
yahoo.ca 
Classes offer free, informal, individualized birth 
preparation sessions and resource sharing using a peer 
education approach as part of a supportive community 
for families choosing the freebirth option.

Gentle Touch Services: Suzanne 
Moquin BEd, CBE, (CD)DONA
Location: West edmonton | Phone: 780-440-6105 
Email: gentletouchdoula@shaw.ca 
Prenatal classes on weekends. Focus is on positive birth 
experiences as defined by individual participants.

Health for Two: Alberta Health
Location: edmonton, St. Albert, Leduc County, Fort 
Saskatchewan, Parkland County, and Strathcona County.  
Phone: 1-866-408-5465  
Health for Two offers prenatal information, nutrition 
supplements, and support to at risk women during their 
pregnancy and following the birth of their baby. Women 
in the program have social and economic risks to a 
healthy pregnancy such as teen pregnancy, low income, 
poor nutrition, smoking, substance use, language or 
cultural barriers, or violence in their relationship.
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Lactation Consultants

LACTATION CONSULTANTS @ Home
This section is reserved for lactation consultants who do home 
visits in Alberta. We know that there may be many Lactation 
Consultants in hospital and clinical settings; however most 
mothers find it difficult to leave home when they have a 
newborn. We hope that this list will help mothers access home 
breastfeeding support. If you want to add another professional, 
please contact bi_editor@asac.ab.ca to add them to this list.

krystal Hoople RN, BScN, IBCLC 
NaturalConnections@shaw.ca  |  780.907.3481 
Krystal focuses on the needs and concerns of the breastfeeding 
mother-baby unit to prevent, recognize and solve difficulties that 
may arise during breastfeeding. She is a breastfeeding and lactation 
specialist whose approach is respectful of the unique needs and 
goals of each family, and fosters parental autonomy and growth. She 
will also go to a families home, who resides in the capital region, on 
request. She is available when mothers are in need during the day and 
evening, not just Monday-Friday Her phone is on 24/7.

Lee-Ann Grenier, LE, CBE, LLL Leader   
lacgrenier@gmail.com  |  780.571.4039 
Lee-Ann offers breastfeeding support in a variety of ways. A free 
phone and email assessment is available prior to a consult to gather 
information and assess the clients individual needs. The initial 
consultation fee is $175 for a 2-3 hour consult which takes place in 
the client’s home. Additional hours/follow up visits are $50/hour. Also 
provided are follow up phone and email help (about 20 minutes) at no 

charge. It rarely takes more than one consult to help the mom with a 
problem that is in their scope of practice. Moms do consider follow-
ups for additional or new problems as they might arise.

Arie Brentnall-Compton, LE, CBE   
arie@tadpoles.ca  |  780.777.9525

Note:
There are a number of other professionals who can also support your 
breastfeeding journey without you needing to leave your home. Some 
Public Health Nurses are certified lactation consultants. You can call 
the Alberta Public Health line and ask for a nurse who has the IBCLC 
certification. They can then combine the postpartum home visit with 
breastfeeding support. Also many senior birth and postpartum doulas 
have taken breastfeeding courses and can provide a certain level 
of hands-on support and reassurance. Search for your local doula 
association website. It will have their names and contact info. La Leche 
League leaders (LLL) are enthusiastic women who have breastfed their 
children and are leaders in their community. They can be of great help. 
Give them a call.

BScN: Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
CBe: Certified Breastfeeding educator 
IBCLC: International Board of Certified Lactation Consultants 
Le: Lactation educator 
LLL: La Leche League 
rN: registered Nurse

CALENDAr OF EVENTS   March 2012 — May 2012
if you have an event relating to pregnancy, childbirth or parenting please email it (45 words max) to our 
calendar volunteer at bi_events@asac.ab.ca by the Birth issues submission deadline (dates on p. 3). We will 
no longer accept prenatal class events in the calendar. We can however list your prenatal education services 
in our prenatal class listing! 

MARCH 2012
3   Prenatal Class weekend series at Wellness Within 
Health Centre in West edmonton, taught by Suzanne 
Moquin BA, Bed, CBe, CD, BDT. Focus is on empowerment 
and positive birth experiences. Call Suzanne at 780-440-
6105 for more info, or email gentletouchdoula@shaw.ca

4   Four Week Childbirth education Series for Low-
Intervention Birthing. Taught by Megan Lalonde and 
Mitzi Gerber. runs Sundays, between 1:00 and 3:00pm. 
Contact meg.lalonde@gmail.com

6   Hypnobirthing Mongan Method: Lucinca Birth Centre, 
Tuesdays 6-8.30 pm. To register visit naturalbirthing.ca or 
call Tracy Martin (780) 232-3827.

7   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Cycle Charting for Fertility Awareness and Overall Health. 
7pm-9pm at the ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side 
door). Free! Please Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca 

7, 14, 21, 28  Postpartum Depression Support Group: 
Weekly get-together, lunch & info session about PPD 
& other postpartum mood disorders. Facilitated by 
a Psychiatrist & Director of Postpartum Depression 
Awareness Ltd. Open to anyone looking for prevention 
of or healing for PPD. Babies, support people, husbands 
welcome! Wednesdays 1:00-3:00pm, West end at 
Willowby Hall, 6315-184 Street. Free! www.ppda.ca

9-10    Mom, Pop & Tots Fair. ASAC will have a booth at 
the fair! Come and meet us, as well as enjoy a day filled 
with family-friendly  activities and booths. Northlands 
edmonton expo Centre (7515 118 Avenue Northwest) 
from 9am - 5pm. http://mpt.edmontonshows.com/
whats-on

10   ASAC’s Info Session: ASAC Office - 7219 106 Street, 
11:00 AM. Information about midwives, doulas, prenatal 
classes, home birth, hospital birth, and upcoming ASAC-
sponsored lectures. Kid-friendly environment with an 
opportunity to ask questions and find local resources. 
email donna_kempster@hotmail.com or 780 425 7993 
(message).

10   Loving Hands: expectant Parents, $75, 10am-12pm, 
Birth Source Inc., 5024 106 Ave., edmonton, 780-758-
2525. Learn how to “talk” with your child through infant 
massage. Learn a library of touch skills to draw on in the 
early months, and a roadmap for developing lifelong 
communication.

10   Baby Bump prenatals: One-day prenatal class focused 
on preparation for labour and birth, comfort techniques, 
breastfeeding, postpartum care and more. Learn how to 
be informed and make the best decisions for your birth. 
Personalized classes. www.babybumpdoula.com for more 
information. Limited space.

13   ASAC Business Meeting at the ASAC office, 
7 – 9 p.m. (second Tuesday of the month). everyone is 
welcome. An enjoyable and informative, child-friendly 
meeting!

14   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Nutrition for Fertility and Pregnancy. 7pm-9pm at the 
ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please 
Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca 

14   Natural Connections Prenatal 6wk Session: 
Understand labour, the comfort cycle, natural comfort 
measures, conscious parenting, car seats, newborn 
behaviours and breastfeeding. Gain the confidence to 
allow your body to accomplish what it naturally knows...
birthing! Facilitated by a Certified Doula, Certified 
Lactation Consultant and rNs. www.naturalconnections.
vpweb.ca or 780-907-3481

16   Standard Child Care First Aid, $120, 9:30am-5:30pm, 
Birth Source Inc., 5024 106 Ave., edmonton, 780-758-
2525. Comprehensive First Aid & CPr training for child 
care, early childhood education work, or those wanting 
more knowledge to respond to babies’ and children’s 
emergencies at home. 

16   The Natural Connection: Spend time before your 
baby is born with a Certified Lactation Consultant to 
get breastfeeding off to a good start! Become informed, 
empowered, and confident in your choice to breastfeed! 
For more info, contact Krystal Hoople r.N, BScN, IBCLC at 
780.907.3481 or www.naturalconnections.vpweb.ca. 

17   Natural Connections Prenatal Weekend Session: 
Understand labour, the comfort cycle, natural comfort 
measures, conscious parenting, car seats, newborn 
behaviours and breastfeeding. Gain the confidence to 
allow your body to accomplish what it naturally knows...
birthing! Facilitated by a Certified Doula, Certified 
Lactation Consultant and rNs. www.naturalconnections.
vpweb.ca or 780-907-3481.

17   energy of Birthing: Prenatal Classes and Birthing 
Hypnosis. Discover reflexology, acupressure, energy 
points, breathing, relaxation & meditation. easy hands-on 
learning. Birthing book & 2 meditation CDs included. 
Prepare for the best birth experience ever. Ava Curtola 
r.N., Birthing Specialist, Labor & Delivery Hypnotherapist , 
780. 963.3111, www.theenergyofBirthing.com.

18   Infant CPr: Learn a life saving skill, a must for every 
new parent. CPr, Obstructed airway, Conscious and 
unconscious; Handouts and mannequins provided. Fun, 
relaxed atmosphere. Ava Curtola r.N., Birthing Specialist, 
780. 963.3111, www.theenergyofBirthing.com.

19   Fertility Awareness Charting Circle edmonton: 
monthly meeting, Monday 6:30-8:30 pm @ Cha Island Tea 
Co (10332 81 Ave). Learn about menstrual cycle charting 
and share your personal experiences in a supportive 
group environment. everyone welcome. All meetings are 
breastfeeding-friendly. faccedmonton@gmail.com

19   Childbirth classes for families who want to reclaim 
birth: Fresh, innovative, positive approach. Interactive. 
Multimedia. Discussion. Q&A. Guest speakers include 
local moms and dads who have experienced natural 
birth. Mondays 7 to 9 pm at ASAC office. $160. 
Curriculum details at www.helpinghandprenatal.weebly.
com. Contact: helping_hand@shaw.ca, 780-634-2216.

21   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Pelvic Floor Health. 7pm-9pm at the ASAC office 
7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

22   Loving Hands Infant Massage: Thursday, $75, 10:30-
11:30pm, Birth Source Inc. , 5024 106 Ave., edmonton, 
780-758-2525. Nurturing touch will relieve stress for you 
and your baby. Learn touch and calming techniques 
to help your baby sleep better, help development, and 
improve your bonding and communication.

28   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Alternative Health Care during Pregnancy: Homeopathy, 
Naturopathy, and Chinese Medicine. 7pm-9pm at the 
ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please 
Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca

APRIL 2012
4   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Birth and Postpartum Doulas & Prenatal Class options. 
7pm-9pm at the ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side 
door). Free! Please Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca

4, 11, 18, 25  Postpartum Depression Support Group: 
Weekly get-together, lunch & info session about PPD 
& other postpartum mood disorders. Facilitated by 
a Psychiatrist & Director of Postpartum Depression 
Awareness Ltd. Open to anyone looking for prevention 
of or healing for PPD. Babies, Support people, husbands 
welcome! Wednesdays 1:00-3:00pm, West end at 
Willowby Hall, 6315-184 Street. Free! www.ppda.ca

7   Birthing From Love (BFL), www.birthingfromlove.com. 
This workshop focuses on the psychology of childbirth. 
reducing fear and anxiety about birth decreases the 
sensation of pain and increases safety. BFL supports a 
peaceful, positive, and powerful birth experience. Cost: 
pay what you want

10   ASAC Business Meeting at the ASAC office, 
7 – 9 p.m. (second Tuesday of the month). everyone is 
welcome. An enjoyable and informative, child-friendly 
meeting!

10   Hypnobirthing Mongan Method: Lucinca 
Birth Centre, Tuesdays 6-8.30 pm. To register visit 
naturalbirthing.ca or call Tracy Martin (780) 232-3827.

11   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Making the Most of Your Hospital Birth. 7pm-9pm at the 
ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please 
Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca

14   ASAC’s Info Session: ASAC Office - 7219 106 Street, 
11:00 AM. Information about midwives, doulas, prenatal 
classes, home birth, hospital birth, and upcoming ASAC-
sponsored lectures. Kid-friendly environment with an 
opportunity to ask questions and find local resources. 
email donna_kempster@hotmail.com or 780 425 7993 
(message).

14    Prenatal Class weekend series at Wellness Within 
Health Centre in West edmonton, taught by Suzanne 
Moquin BA, Bed, CBe, CD, BDT. Focus is on empowerment 
and positive birth experiences. Call Suzanne at 780-440-
6105 for more info, or email gentletouchdoula@shaw.ca

15   The Natural Connection: Spend time before your 
baby is born with a Certified Lactation Consultant to 
get breastfeeding off to a good start! Become informed, 
empowered, and confident in your choice to breastfeed! 
For more info, contact Krystal Hoople r.N, BScN, IBCLC at 
780.907.3481 or www.naturalconnections.vpweb.ca. 

16   Fertility Awareness Charting Circle edmonton 
monthly meeting: Monday 6:30-8:30 pm @ Cha Island Tea 
Co (10332 81 Ave). Learn about menstrual cycle charting 
and share your personal experiences in a supportive 
group environment. everyone welcome. All meetings are 
breastfeeding-friendly. faccedmonton@gmail.com

27   DONA Intl Birth Doula Workshop in edmonton: A 
labour and birth support training, 3-day intensive, with 
intro offered, taught by Suzanne Moquin. Doulas are 
becoming part of the obstetric team, as interventions are 
minimized, and families are experiencing positive and 
empowering births. 780-440-6105, gentletouchdoula@
shaw.ca

18   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Cesarean Prevention. 7pm-9pm at the ASAC office 
7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca 

22   energy of Birthing: Prenatal Classes and Birthing 
Hypnosis. Discover reflexology, acupressure, energy 
points, breathing, relaxation & meditation. easy hands 
on learning. Birthing book & 2 meditation CDs included. 
Prepare for the best birth experience ever. Ava Curtola 
r.N., Birthing Specialist, Labor & Delivery Hypnotherapist , 
780. 963.3111, www.theenergyofBirthing.com.
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25   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Art of Breastfeeding. 7pm-9pm at the ASAC office 
7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

28   Baby Bump prenatals: Class focused on preparation 
for labour and birth, comfort techniques, breastfeeding, 
postpartum care and more. Learn how to be informed 
and make the best decisions for your birth. Personalized 
classes. www.babybumpdoula.com for more 
information. Limited space.

MAY 2012
2   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Baby Wearing - Cloth Diapering - Diaper Free. 7pm-9pm 
at the ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! 
Please Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca

2   Natural Connections Prenatal 6wk Session: 
Understand labour, the comfort cycle, natural comfort 
measures, conscious parenting, car seats, newborn 
behaviours and breastfeeding. Gain the confidence to 
allow your body to accomplish what it naturally knows...
birthing! Facilitated by a Certified Doula, Certified 
Lactation Consultant and rNs. www.naturalconnections.
vpweb.ca or 780-907-3481

2, 9, 16, 23, 30   Postpartum Depression Support Group: 
Weekly get-together, lunch & info session about PPD 
& other postpartum mood disorders. Facilitated by 
a Psychiatrist & Director of Postpartum Depression 
Awareness Ltd. Open to anyone looking for prevention 
of or healing for PPD. Babies, Support people, husbands 
welcome! Wednesdays 1:00-3:00pm, West end at 
Willowby Hall, 6315-184 Street. Free! www.ppda.ca

3   Loving Hands Infant Massage: Thursday, $75, 10:30-
11:30pm, Birth Source Inc., 5024 106 Ave., edmonton, 
780-758-2525. Nurturing touch will relieve stress for you 

and your baby. Learn touch and calming techniques 
to help your baby sleep better, help development, and 
improve your bonding and communication.

6, 13, 20, 27   Four Week Childbirth education Series for 
Low-Intervention Birthing. Taught by Megan Lalonde 
and Mitzi Gerber. runs Sundays, between 1:00 and 
3:00pm. Contact meg.lalonde@gmail.com

8   ASAC Business Meeting at the ASAC office, 7 – 9 
p.m. (second Tuesday of the month). everyone is 
welcome. An enjoyable and informative, child-friendly 
meeting!

8   Hypnobirthing Mongan Method: Lucinca 
Birth Centre, Tuesdays 6-8.30 pm. To register visit 
naturalbirthing.ca or call Tracy Martin (780) 232-3827.

9   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Postpartum Depression Prevention. 7pm-9pm at the 
ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please 
Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca

10   Childbirth classes for families who want to reclaim 
birth. Fresh, innovative, positive approach. Interactive. 
Multimedia. Discussion. Q&A. Guest speakers include 
local moms and dads who have experienced natural 
birth. Thursdays 7 to 9 pm at ASAC office. $160. 
Curriculum details at www.helpinghandprenatal.weebly.
com. Contact: helping_hand@shaw.ca, 780-634-2216.

12   ASAC’s Info Session: ASAC Office - 7219 106 Street, 
11:00 AM. Information about midwives, doulas, prenatal 
classes, home birth, hospital birth, and upcoming ASAC-
sponsored lectures. Kid-friendly environment with an 
opportunity to ask questions and find local resources. 
email donna_kempster@hotmail.com or 780 425 7993 
(message).

14   Fertility Awareness Charting Circle edmonton 
monthly meeting: Monday 6:30-8:30 pm @ Cha Island 

Tea Co (10332 81 Ave). Learn about menstrual cycle 
charting and share your personal experiences in a 
supportive group environment. everyone welcome. All 
meetings are breastfeeding-friendly. faccedmonton@
gmail.com

16   ASAC Spring Prenatal and Baby Lecture Series: 
Daddy Duty: A day for just the Dad’s (sorry Mom’s, 
only for future Dads). 7pm-9pm at the ASAC office 
7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

19   energy of Birthing” Prenatal Classes and Birthing 
Hypnosis. Discover reflexology, acupressure, energy 
points, breathing, relaxation & meditation. easy hands 
on learning. Birthing book & 2 meditation CDs included. 
Prepare for the best birth experience ever. Ava Curtola 
r.N., Birthing Specialist, Labor & Delivery Hypnotherapist 
, 780. 963.3111, www.theenergyofBirthing.com.

20   Infant CPr. Learn a life saving skill, a must for every 
new parent. CPr, Obstructed airway, Conscious and 
unconscious; Handouts and mannequins provided. Fun, 
relaxed atmosphere. Ava Curtola r.N., Birthing Specialist, 
780. 963.3111, www.theenergyofBirthing.com.

25   The Natural Connection: Spend time before your 
baby is born with a Certified Lactation Consultant to 
get breastfeeding off to a good start! Become informed, 
empowered, and confident in your choice to breastfeed! 
For more info, contact Krystal Hoople r.N, BScN, IBCLC 
at 780.907.3481 or www.naturalconnections.vpweb.ca. 

26   Birth Issues Mail-out: Saturday, 10 a.m. to noon, 
PakMail, 5328 Calgary Trail, edmonton. Come and help 
us put the next issue of this magazine out into the world 
by stuffing envelopes and packing boxes. Children and 
babies welcome. rewards include timbits and good 
karma.
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